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PREFACE

This Research Report had its origins in a
series of meetings organized in 1975 by
Polly Buck, the National Endowment for
the Arts' program director for the per-
forming arts. The directors of the
programs of theatre, dance, and music
participated in these meetings with the
Research Division staff to outline
research needs. The study of the per-
forming arts audience was an area of
special concern. The performing arts
programs were receiving applications for
support of audience studies from insti-
tutions in their fields. The program
directors recognized that many audience
studies had been completed but were
unevaluated and could not be used for the
greatest advantage. A critical review
was thought to be needed before under-
taking new audience studies. Subsequently:
at the direction of the Arts Endowment's
Chairman, Nancy Hanks, the concept for a
critical review of audience studies was
expanded to include museums as well as
the performing arts.

In 1976. a competitive program solici-
tation was released requesting proposals
from individuals or organizations wishing
to undertake a critical review of
audience studies. The proposals were
evaluated and an award made io the Center
for the Study of Public Policy in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. The project,
under the leadership of Michael Useem and
Paul DiMaggio, with the assistance of
Paula Brown, included a diligent search
for audience studies. Initially, it was
hoped that 100 to 150 studies would by
found. A number of this magnitude would
provide an excellent basis for a critical
review. However, to everyone's surprise,
270 comg.leted audience studies were found
that were made available to the investi-
gators. All but five have now been made
available to additional users, as
explained in the last paragraph of the
Preface.

The critical review examined two kinds of
questions. The first is about what past
audience studies show when analyzed as a
set. The second group of questions was
concerned with the methodology of
audience studies and the bringing togeth-
er of the experience so that caveats and
guidance for future audience studies
might be developed. Both of these sides
of the project are presented in this
report.

An important caution to the reader: the
coverage of institutions is not a result
of a structured sampling procedure aimed
at providing data on all American arts
audiences. Some categories of audiences
are poorly represented among the audience
studies. We believe that this is an
indication that few, if any, audience
studies have been made by the institutions
serving these audience categories. Also.
the study restricted itself to thelive
performing arts and to museums; it made no
attempt to collect audience studies in the
media fields. Research Divibibn'Report.
04, Arts and Cultural Programs on Radio
and Television, contains useful infor-
mation about the audience measurement
procedures utilized in the media fields
of radio and TV. (Copies of this report
are available on request.):

During the study, the investigators met,
corresponded, or talked with about 600
individuals-who had been involved with one
or more audience study projects. In a
very real sense, this study report is a
distillation of the combined experience of
these people. Their contribution to the
project was vital and is greatly appre-
ciated by the Arts Endowment. It is hoped
that this report will become a benchmark
that will allow their experiences to be
used-effectively by future audience
investigators and thereby contribute to
both the improvement of the art of study-
ing the audience and to the capability of
arts and cultural institutions to serve
their audiences.

The investigators collected 270 audience
studies. Of these, five were retained as
confidential with respect to further exam-
ination beyond the project. The remaining
265 audience studies have been brought to
the Arts Endowment's offices and are
organized as a study collection. These
studies are identified in Appendix II.
Visitors to the Arts Endowment may make
arrangements to examine these studies by
contacting Mrs. Chris Morrison, Librarian,
National Endowment for the Arts, 2401 E
Street N.W., Washington,D.C. 2050e,
telephone (202) 634-7640.

%.)
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SUMMARY

Audience research for the performing arts
and museums has increased rapidly in
recent years to the point where it is now
commonplace. We have assembled and
analyzed a number of these studies with
two purposes in mini. First, we are
interested in the social profiles of these
groups of attenders. Who is the culture-
consuming public? Our answers to this
question should be of use to arts adminis-
trators, government agencies, other
researchers, and the concerned public.
Second, we are interested in the quality
of audience research. Now well done
technically is the work? Further, how
useful are the results of these surveys
and questionnaires to the organizations
who undertake them? Ours is the first
systematic evaluation of the quality of
audience research, and we hope our
findings will be helpful not only to
other researchers but to tnose managers
and directors who contract for audience
studies and who review the results. In
the course of both discussions--on
audience composition and on research
quality - -we review and summarize per-
tinent literature in the field.

There is a need to know dho the cultural
audience is-zand is not--before policy
decisions are made on how to expand an
,erganization's activities or on how to be
ire responsive to a wider range of the

Our data on the composition of
performing arts audiences and museum
visitors are based on 270 studies, both
published and unpublished, which we list
at the end of the report. We gathered
this Material after a search of libraries.
indexes, and bibliographies. A mailed
inquiry to over 1,200 cultural institu-
tions and organizations brought more than
600 responses.

Nearly all of the stud:es we received were
done after 1970, although originally we
had hoped to include earlier ones as well.
These were done for institutions which
varied widely in size, function, and
location. They do not, however, represent
a precise cross section of the cultural
activities involved. In the field of the
performing arts, the studies were of
audiences for theatre, dance, ballet,
classical music, and opera. For museums
they were of visitors to art, history,
science, and other museums. We did not
receive audience studies for jazz, folk/
ethnic music, popular art, and did not
seek studies on any of the media arts of
radio, television, and film. The studies
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came from forty-one states and the
District of Columbia. They were not
weighted according to audience size, but
are what we were able to collect.

For categorical variables '(gender, edu-
cation, occupation, and race) we tabuleped
percentages of respondents in those
categories used in he greatest number of
studies. For vontinuoua variables (age
and income) we calculated median figures
for each audience'studied.

Gender. The stereotype of the arts as a
predominately feminine activity did not
hold true. Women only slightly outnum-
bered men in relation to their percentage
of the population as a whole. The.men in
the audiences were a median 43 percent for
the performing arts, 46 percent for
museums, and 49 percent for the population.
Audiences for ballet and dance were the
most heavily female (60 percent) and
visitors to science and history museums
were the most heavily male (53 percent),
but there were large variations from
audience to audience both within and
among cultural types.° For example, there
were more men than women in one-quarter
of tWstudies of the performing arts and
in two-fifths of the studies of museums.
The median percentage of men ranged from
31 to 58 in the performing arts and from
30 to 71 in museums. In other words, the
overall figures on bender would be a poor
predictor of the make-up of a particular
audience. The day of the week and, perhaps,
the content of the event had some effect
on the gender of the audience.

A21. The median age of visitors to
museums was thirty-one and of audiences
for the performing arts was thirty-five.
This age profile is 'similar to that" of the .

general population since the figures lie
between the median age of the entire U.S.
population (twenty-eight) and the median
age of the population sixteen and over
(forty). The data from the studies was
complicated by a variety of restrictions
on the age of respondents.

Again, variability was great within and
among the types of performing arts and
museums. Audiences for opera and class-
ical music were older than for theatre and
ballet/dance. There was less variability
among museums but science museums had
audiences younger by a median two years
than art museums. The seasons of the year
and the time of performance in some cases
affected audience age. Audiences were
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younger in the summer; the median age grew
older from weekend evenings to weekday
evenings to matinees (the oldest). There
is some evidence that content of the event
and that geographic region affect audience
age.

Education. Educational attainment is the
single most important variable in the
social profile of ,attenders. Perhaps this
is because schooling provides formal
training in the arts, a social milieu
encouraging participation, opportunities
to attend, and a family habit which is
passed down to children. Although
audiences varied considerably, median
educational attainment was consistently
high. Among attenders, 30 percent had
graduate training, 54 percent had four-
year college degrees (as compared to 14
percent of U.S. adults), 22 percent had
no schooling beyond high school (74
percent of U.S. adults), and 5 percent had
not completed high school (38 percent of
U.S. adults).

It is likely that children were under-
represented in audience samples although
the extent cannot be determined from
analysis of the studies.

Median education was higher for performing
arts audiences than for museum visitors,
higher for ballet and dance than for
theatre, and higher for art museums than
for science and history museums. Although
for education, as for other variables,
museums served a somewhat broader public
than the performing arts, cultural
audiences were closer to each other than
to the general public.

Occupation, The complexity of classifying
occupations into manageable c egories,
especially given the vast arr of schemes
in the studies we analyzed, me s again
that tendencies are more import,Ant than
exact figures here. Even with this.qual-
ification, however, one of the most
striking findings was the very high
percentage of professionals among
attendees and the very low percentage of
blue-collar workers. Professionals made
up a median 56 percent of employed persons
in the audiences but were only 15 percent
of the employed work force; blue-collar
workers were 4 percent of employed persons
in the audiences but 34 percent of the
employed work force. (At that, the per-
centage of blue-collar may be slightly
overstated due to classification
ambiguities.)

Again, museum visitors were somewhat more
representative of the public than the
performing arts audiences. For example,
there were 42 percent professionals among
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museum visitors as compared to 59 percent
professionals among performing arts
audiences. Art museums ere
other types of museums with a higher ratio
of professionals. In fact, they had the
same percentage (59) as did the performing
arts, which differed little among the
various types.

Teachers (including college and university)
were especially numerous among profes-
sionals with 21.0 percent of the attenders
overall bat.4.1 percent of the work force.
In comparison to their share of the
professional work force, they exceeded
their share of professionals among
"attenders by a third.

If professionals were high in all meas-
ures, blue-collar workers were low. Only
among "other museums", which showed 17
percent blue-collar, was there any change
in the pattern. Blue-collar workers Were
2.8tpercent of performing arts audiences
and 3.1 percent of art museum visitors.
And excluding museums other than art,
thirty-four of the fifty-two studies
showed blue-collar workers in numbers
amounting to less than one-tenth of their
share of the work force as a whole.

Among other occupations, managers had
higher percentages in the performing arts
audiences than in the work force, though
not nearly so high as professionals. Some
studies merged professional and manager
into one category. When we did so- to
discover a rough tildes of high status
occupations, we found that 69.5 percent of
attenders fell into this combined category
which made up 25.5 percent of the work
force.

Clerical/sales and homemakers had percent-
ages below their shire of the work force
but the latter were highly variable from
audience to audience (5 to 52 percent).
Students were attenders to a very high
degree, though again the range was great
(0 to 63 percent). Retired and unemployed
were consistently low in relation to their
share of the population.

Income. High income is associated with
cultural participation but is not the
cause, at least not nearly to the degree
that education and occupation are. When
all three factors are controlled, income
does not seem to predict attendance where
education and occupation do.

Since it is sensitive, privite information,
income figures are liable to distortion
(there were nonresponse rates up to 29
percent). All figures from the studies
have been converted into mid-1976 dollars
for comparability. In this regard, a
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median figure for the U.S. as a whole
would be a family income of $14,000.

Throughout the studies family income was
consistently above this baseline. For the
performing arts, the median was $19,000
and for museums $17,000. When audiences
for outdoor 'limas were excluded, the
median income for the performing arts was
higher, $20,250. Also, once this group of
studies was disregarded there was a gond
deal of consistency from type to type in
the performing arts.

As they did with regard to education and
occupation, museums attracted a somewhat
more representative cross section of the
public in terms of income. But still,
only one museum study reported a median
family income below the general population.

Race. Very few studies reported attend-
ance by race or ethnic background. Based
on this scarce data, we found that
minorities--blacks and persons of Hispanic
and Oriental background--were 7 percent of
the audience but 20 percent of the popu-
lation." Museums other than art were more
inclusive with 11 percent minority
attendance. Blacks made up 3.0 percent
of the attenders but 12.3 percent of the
urban population. Selected comparisons
of individual studies with urban area
statistics also showed this pattern of
underrepresentation.

The low ratios of minorities are probably
due to the fact that these groups on the
average are younger, have less education
and lower incomes, and are less likely
to work in professional occupations.

A review of cross-sectional surveys in
which people reported on their own
attendance habits showed wide"variation
'from place to place and time to time, but
in general the figures for minority
attendance are much higher than in the
audience surveys.

In sum, the studies show that the culture-
consuming public is more educated, has
higher incomes, and has higher status jobs
than the general public. Museum visitors
were somewhat more representative of the
public than performing arts audiences.
The difference may be attributed in part
to the lower median age of the museum
population. Theatre audiences had
slightly lower scale demographic profiles
than the other performing arts, and art
museums were higher scale than the other
types of museums.

we could find no evidence that audiences
were becoming more democratic. None of

7 the variables showed any significant
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change in time over the last fifteen years
for the performing arts, the only studies
for which we had sufficient data. Changes
might be going on within or among audi-:
ences for individual art forms but the
necessary aggregates of our data would
conceal these.

In our review of audience studies we also
looked at the frequency of attendance,
economic imnect, and public attitudes
toward the cats. We discovered that
frequent attenders are more educated and
probably have higher incomes than infre-
quent attenders. Also, frequent'attenders
of one of the performing arts are likely
to go to performances of the other arts
(frequent theatregoers are the exception).
The few studies which examined economic
impact showed that cultural institutions
seem to draw visitors to a city and the
resultant spending benefits certain
segments of the economy substantially.
And finally, studies of attitudes toward
the arts showed widespread public support
with majorities or near majorities in
favor of government subsidy. Local money
tends to be preferred to federal, funds
for Institutions are preferred to funds
for artists, and museum support is pre-
ferred over the performing arts. In
general, public attitudes seem to be
growing more supportive along with the
increase in government funding.

Good audience research is scarce. The
best single study of cultural audiences to
date has been William J. BaUmol and
William O. leowen's work in 1966, Perform-
indAxts--The Economic Dilemma. 371,wa--
data showed a more elite audience than
ours, probably because they analyzed
professional performing arts only.) Apart
from this landmark work. quality varies
tremendously. One of our main interests
has been to measure the factors affecting
quality and to relate these to the use to
which audience research findings are put.
We hope our analysis will provide guide-
lines--though certainly not hard and fast
rules--for those organizations considering
audience research.

Detailed questionnaires were sent to 112
directors of studies done since 1970. Of
these, 86 responded with the information
requested on such factors as the profession,
education, and experience of the inventigaJ
tor; organization conducting the research,
the project's budget, the research methods
employed; and the applications made of the
results. These questionnaires along with
the study reports themselves were rated
according to a checklist of specific
esearch procedures. We measured both
Internal validity (whether the explanation
offered is the true cause) and external



validity Tether the results can -be gen-
eralized} developed a single quality
scale. We used multiple regression
anglybis,to determine the effects of each
study characteristic, holding all others
constant.

The result was that budget and inve-
gator's profession were of greatest
importance in producing quality. For
example, a budget of at least $1.000 and
a study director with a background in
social science, or in a miscellaneous
category of other research-related
professions, did very well on the quality
scale. Budget and profession explained
63 percent of the total variation in
quality.

We also developed utility scales to
measure the application of research to
policy, ba9ed on the reports of the study
directors. These looked at internal use
(e.g., ticket pricing and exhibit content)
and external use (e.g., public relations,
funding, and audience expansion policy).
We found no significant correlation.
between use, technical quality, and the
correlates of quality - -budget, invest-
igator profession, and institutional
setting. The only factor which had any
sort of importance was the interaction of
two variables: experienced in-house
investigators produced studies that were
found to be more useful than those done
by either inexperienced in-house or
outside investigators. And these two
variables produced a small and inconsis-
tent relationship which explained less
than 10 percent of-the variation in use.

The extent to which 4he studies were
applied varied sharply and neither
quality, its variables, nor common sense
explained why. In order to discover the
answer, we looked intensively at twenty-
five audience studies which were selected
on the basis of type, region, and
currency. Also, we conducted forty-two
semi-structured interviews with study
directors aid with those responsible for
study use. As additional background,
unstructured interviews were conducted
with twenty-five more directors and users

Through our interviews we learned that,
contrary to conventional wisdom. research
was not undertaken to solve specffic
problems and findings were applied in a
variety of ways. The chief motives for
undertaking audience research were for
political leverage or because the oppor-
tunity was offered gratis or out of a
vague sense of concern for more infor-
mation of some sort. The results- -
seventy -seven applications were mentioned --
were used for physical planning (29 per-
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cent of the uses cited), marketing (2Q
percent), further research (12.percent),
programming (6 percent), and political
reasons (22 percent internal and 12
percent external).

Research findings entered into policy
decisions in marginal and indirect ways.
It was not only a matter of results being
applied when they ported existing
attitudes and ignor d when they did not-- .

though this was characteristic- -but it was
also that results might fry in the face of
other priorities: "Data step on toes," as
one study director put it. Further, most
cultural organizations have severely
limited means to follow up on the direct
implications of audience research.

In addition to being applied when they
confirmed the suspicions of administrators,
results were,also likely to be used when
they were'4ampioned by an influential
person, Qh4h)the authority of outsiders
gave them legitimacy, and when researchers
were involved in staff deliberations.
Along witirthe limits_on.use-imposed by
-lack of-funaN7 results were not used. when
there was high staff turnover (a common
problem in cultural organizations) and
when they were confusingly reported, not
followed up on, or seemed trivial or
inconclusive.

It is clear that research findings con-
tributed to policy in highly indirect
ways as reinforcing, suggestive
expressive, and symbolic gestures that
depend little on the precise technical
methods employed. The lack of concern
over technical quality in audience
research is a rational response to the
environment in which these organizations
operate.

But that environment is changing, in part
because of budget pressures and a general
shift in attitudes toward research
planning. It is likely that better use
will be made of better research, and we
recommend the f ng: support for
systematic plane. -g the arts with some
consensus as to the role of audience
research: the creation of an information
clearinghouse to publicize and disseminate
arts research; the establishment of local
consortiums for cooperative arts research
tO'aid institutions that cannot afford
their own work: and workshops on social
science methods for managers and admin-
istrators of cultural institutions.

There are a number of gaps in our know-
ledge about audiences which require
several approaches. First of all, we need
on a national basis routine gathering of
descriptive statistics over time. These

9
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should be from a sample stratified accord-
ing to institutional type, region, degree
of urbanization. programming poUcy,
professional status,Iand-ticket.prices

Individual,organizations need to stand-
.,

ardize their survey data in order to make
results more useful to themselves and to
'others. In conducting a survey, they
should base their demographic categories
on census schemes; any other or special
categories should be highly differentiated-
A technique which can be used easily and
to good effect by local organizations is
cross - tabulation. And information can be

fincreased"with little added effort by
using census frequencies for metropolitan
residents and by asking bow often respon
dents attend during a given period. Also.
quasi-experimental design--controlled
studies before and after limited policy
changes--is a useful metbodologS that
could be employed more often.

Nonattenders, who are of great interest to
arts managers, pose a problem for audience
research and may require special attention
through in-depth interviews.

It seems to us that the more local studies
which are published, the better for all
concerned and if'a clearinghouse were'

_ amailable.there_wou14_110 a P0914_infor-
mation all could usefully draw upon.

A major questiod of audience research is
wbether there is one audience or many. and
whether any distinctions can be made
according to'audience types and their
responsiveness to such questions as price
and program content. Other large
questions have to do with the process of
socialization of arts audiences and the
public for the arts in forms other th
live performance.

Certainly cultural organiza tions can
improve the quality and use of audience
research,by shifting their priorities.
But the systematic use of audience
research on a wide scale after the fashion
of governmental agencies and private
industry may be prohibitively expensive.

5
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INTRODUcTIO

To the general play-goer, it is presumed that the most .

interesting part of a theatre is behin*the scenes.
actors and *tresses, naturally enough, the chief inter-
est lied with the audieno - Before the Footlights
I never tired of studying\the,many-headed animal- the
Audience, I.1dite to take it tip "n its different elements,
and ponder it - looking out fr a cozy cornerin a stage-
x, myself unobserved. (Log , 1871: 291)

AXthough research on.the alts audience
"-dates back to the museum visa or studies

in the 1920s (Robinson. 1930) 4 d Federal
Theatdr Project performances in the 1930s.
such research appears to have been under-

, ,taken on a.large scale only in the last
decade or two. Beginning in the 1950s --

.with the museum studies of de Borhegyi'
Hanson, and their colleagues (196$) and
Abbey and Cameron (1959. 1960)--and
/Continuing in the 1960's--with the perform-
ing:arts surveys of Baumol and BoWh
(1966)--gathering information about

.audiences ieinuseums and performing arts
institutions has grown to the point where
it is nearly commonplace..°Of more than .:

600 arts organizations responding to one
recent survey (Johnson and Prieve,-1976),
23 percent had conducted audience surveys
within the previcus five years. we found
a similar situation: out of 612 arts
organizations, 27 percent had undertaken
such studies in recent memory, and many
others were preparing to do so. Further-
more. the generous cooperation we
receifed from overworked and question -
naireweary individuals in theatres,,
museums, orchestras, and other arts
institutions was itself an expression of
a keen interest in the subject of
audience surveys. In fact, a surprising
number of arts managers sought our advice
on specific aspects of the design or
execution of audience studies.

In relation to the growing study of arts
audiences, our report has two aims.
First, we have gathered research an the
composition, attitudes. and preferences
of arts audiences and have put together
a description of important features of
the American arts public. In doing so,
we drew upon reports, questionnaires. and
other materials from more than 250
research proje.-..ts.

The second aim has been to assess the
quality and utility of the arts audience
research. Thiereport represefts the
first evaluatidn of research in this

area; and it is one of the first to, study
explicitly,both how well research has been
carried out ti soci -scientific standards
and how useful kp hes ben to therorgani-
zations on whose behalf it was undertaken.
(For a brief but illtainating study of
marketing research by symphony orchestras.
see Wainwright (1973)).

_We began to gather our information in the
""41lowing manner. First, an ekhaustiye.
library search was conducted for published
audience studies and an in formw4s
mailed to omer 1,200 muse performing
arts organiAtions, arts cOUncils, and
othdr-organizati9neeoncerned with the
arts. The form requested.information on,
and copies of.' any audience. research with
'whibh the recipient had been involved or
was acquainted. This search,eventually
yielded materials on .270 studies.

6

Second, a longer survey, form was sent fQ
the directors of each of moreothan 100
studies that we had obtained by January 1.
1977. The survey, based on a review of
relevant methodological materials and on
more than two dozen unstructured inter-
views with arts administrators and
researchers, requested information on the
study director. conducting organization,
research budget and funding. research
methpdology. and policy applications.
Eighty-six directors responded within the
allotted time of approximately three
months.

Finally, Structured interviews with forty-
two directors and users of twenty-five
audience studies were conducted in order
to better understand theurposes of .
audience research and the reasons why some
studies yield more useful findings than
others. The research project selected
for case study represented a cross section
of art forms, and study types.

Our findings and methodology are reported
in three chapters. chapter One presents
a synthesis of data on audience.

?
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composition reported by the studies in our
possession. We have analyzed information
on gender, age, educational attainment.

--occupation,-income. and race .of arts
attenders for various art forms. In
addition, Chapter One presents infor-
mation on changes in audience composition
over time, differences between frequent
and infrequent attenders, and the findings
of studies of the economic impact of the
arts and of public attitudes toward
government financing of the arts. Chapter
Two, based on the survey of study direc-
tors described above, analyzes the
determinants of the technical quality and
the effects of quality on the use of
audience studies in policy decisions.
Chapter Three draws on the case study
interviews and describes the reasons
audience studies are undertaken. the uses
they serve, the ways they enter the
decisionmaking process, and the factors
influencing their use. . Finally. Chapter
Four presents an agenda for further
research.

It should be noted that references are
provide two ways. References to
audience studies are indicated in the

. text by the study number (e.g. #17) and
reported in the List of Studies given in
the back. Other references are Cited by
author and year of publication and are).
reported in the Bibliography. .

This report may be usefui- to arts managers
and policy makers in several respects.
First, it presents a comprehensive overview
of audience composition and makes clear
the limits of the information now avail-
able.

'Second, it compares the results of"
audience research carried out under
varying circumstances and illuminates
why much of that research is. less than
'satisfactory. While there is no easy
recipe for ensuring that audience research
can be both otseful and of the highest
quality. bie material in these chapters
does indicate the complexity of the pro-
cesses leading to good research and to
research use. These chapters also
provide insights into tpobe aspects of

'-4-research management about which something
can be done. However, it should be noted
that this report presents no guidelines
for conductiRg audience studies. For
detail on how to go abodt surveying an

.audiende or set of visitors, see Baumol
and Boiven (191: Appendix /V-1); Cameron
and Abbey (196 a. 1960b, 1961); Mann
(1966); and Newgren (1972).

..
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CHAPTER 1

TPX NATURE OF THE ARTS PUBLIC

The nature of the public for the arts in
the United States has been a source of
controversy and speculation for much of
this country's history. Alexis de
Tocqueville, the liberal French aristocrat
who studied American democracy during the
1830s, noted then that America's Puritan
simplicity and unbounded resources pro-
vided more fertile soil for commerce than
for art. Nonetheless, he suggested, as
the frontier closed and the Puritan
legacy was diluted, the natural tendencies
of democracy might eventuate in unprece-
dented public involvement in the arts.
Not only will the number of those whp
san take, an interest in the production of
mind be greater." he wrcte, "but the taste
'for intellectual enjoement will descend,
step by step. even to Those who. in
aristocratic societies, seem to have
neither time nor ability indulge in

them" (Tocqueville, 1956: 162).

Tocqueville predicted the democratization
of both the production and appreciation
of art as the United States became more
mature. A half century later Thorstein
Veblen, the iconoclastic economist,
presented a more pessimistic view.
Having witnessed the rise of greet for-
tunes that mocqueville had not forseen.
Veblen feared that the arts (as well as
most aspects of culture, learning -and
manner) had become the playthings of the
'rich -- baubles and badges of,social stand-
ing less respected for their beapty or
intrinsic merit than for their rarity and
expense. High culture, thought Veblen,
would remain the preserve of the wealthy
because only they had the leisure to
attend to it and the power to define
what, in fact, would be considered "art"
(Veblen, 1899).

The opposing perspectives of Tocqueville
and Veblen had been ephoed in debates
throughout this century. Recently, for
example, some writers have discerned a
cultural "boom," asserting that the arts,
while previously the monopoly of an elite,
have become central to the lives of
millions of Americans. Alvin Toffler,
perhaps the most optimistic spokesman for
this position, cites the rise of a massive
middle-class constituency for the arts.
In earlier years, he says, the arts
audienCe was composed of European-oriented,
rich, alienated intellectuals and
aspiring artists; but more recently

'millions of Americans have been attracted
to the arts,,,changing the composition of
the audg-Onprofoundly." While not all
American-6%re part of the culture boom,
"a major step toward democratization has,
indeed, be,..n taken." As a result, the
"rise of a mass public for the arts can,
in its way, be compared with the rise of
mass literacy in the eighteenth century in
England" (Toffler, 19651 34,51).

Other writers have takas a less sanguine
view. Sociologist Herbert Gans argues
that high culture remains the preserve of
a small circle of aficionados and a
diverse "user- oiented" public that?
includes art pat ons, collectors, highly
educated professibeals, and business
executives. But the masses are still
not reached, -for in .the view of Gans-high
culture continues to serve "a small public
that prides itself on'exclusivenes0,
(Gans, 1974: 77).

Sophisticated critics and analystshave
failed to agree on whether the art public
is mass or elite. 'The reason, in part, is
a matter of definition. Should the term
"art" be restricted toTaintings hanging
in major museums, serious. theatre, music
played by symphony orchestras, and tra-
ditional or experimental opera_end ballet?
Or sholuid-1.741Eri6laiaialiscommercial and

ccommunity theatre, jazz, rafts, foreign
films, and "pops" orchestras? By elite,
do we mean.the rich and the top executives,
er does the elite also encompass the
'upper - middle classes and the college edu-
cated? And does the arts public consist,
say, of anyone who makes an annual visit
to a local art museum, or should the term
be restricted to serious consumers of at
least one of the traditional art forms?
Much of the disagreement about the com-
position of the arts audience can be
attributed to imprecise language. Yet
a significant'part-df-the controversy is
also due to the state of the researche for
however the terms are defined, good
research on the public for the arts has
been--and to a great extent, still is --
relatively scarce and inaccessible,
difficult to compare, and often equivocal
in its findings.

An exception ia. William Baumol and William
Bowen careful and extensive study of the
audience for the professional performing
arts. It remains a landmark work since
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its publication in 1966. Their assess-
ment indicated that Veblen's insights
were more accurate than Tocqueville's.
On the much-touted cultural boom of the
1960s, they wrote: "evidence of a modest
expansion in performing arts activity...,
though by no means negligible, is far
from universal and can hardly be called a
cultural explosion" (1966: 36). Compar-
ing the performing arts audience to the
urban population as a whole, they noted
that its members were somewhat younger,
far more educated, of higher occupational
status, and more affluent. Over 55 per-
cent of the men surveyed had done graduate
work (as compared to 5 percent of the
adult urban population as a whole), while
only 2 to 3 percent of employed males
were blue-collar workers (as opposed to
60 percent of the urban population).
Frequent attenders were of an even higher
status than infrequent visitors. Baumol
and Bowen conclude that-even "if there-
has been a significant rise in the size
of audiences in recent years, it has
certainly not yet encompassed the general
public... Attempts to reach a wider and
more representative audience; to interest
the less educated or the less affluent,
have so far had limited effects" (1966:
96).

There 1 o work comparable to Baumol and
Bowe.t ich deals with museums, although
the sts a fifty-year-old tradition
of museum research in the United States.
Most museum research before 1970 was
behavioral, concerned not with who
visitors were but with how they responded

--------to-and-learned from exhibits. The few
studies which were nonbehavioral gen-
erally indicated that, except for the
greater-proportion of children, museum
visitors were similar in most respects
to audiences for the performing arts.
Economic and educational profiles look
nearly,identical. An early study of the
Boston Museum of Science, for instance,
indicated a well-educated and prosperous
clientele; a third of the adult visitors
were in professional or technical occu-
pations and over half were college
educated ( #246). More recently, a 1969

___yearlong_survey of almost 5.000 visitors-
to the SmithsoniarY/nstitution found that
48 percent of the adults weretOrofes-
sionals, 60 percent had family incomes
exceeding $10,000, and 70 vavent had
some college education: only 14 percent
were.in-blue-collar or service occupations
( #264). Nonetheless, the studies varied
in their findings. While one study found
that only 3 to 5 percent of the 1969
visitors o three Manhattan museums were
blue-collar workers, museums in neigh-
boring Brooklyn, Yonkers, and Newark were
discovered to attract visitor populations
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that were between 15 and 30 percent blue
collar (#16). And one earlier study of
the Milwaukee Public Museum revealed that
visitors were nearly representative of
the American public: of the employed
visitors, only a tenth were professionals
and nearly half were laborers ( #106).
Overall, the early research suggested a
highly affluent visitor population, one
with greater diversity.than that for the
performing arts but still closer to
Veblen'than to TOcqueville.

Until recently, however, the paucity of
available. studies made any generalizations
suspect. Only in the past few years has
there been a large enough volume of
research so that an effort to develop a
general portrait of the artataudience is
now feasible. Such an effort could answer
many questions: Has the audience for the
professional performing arts changed in
the decade since Baumol and Bowen
executed their study? Who goes to
museums? Who are the frequent attenders
and how do they differ from individuals
who go only once? Does arts attendance
result in economic benefits for neigh-
boring institutions?

Many of the studies we have used in exast4
ining these questions are of low technical
quality. Often little care has been
given to selecting a set of respondents
typical of the audience about which the
researchers want to learn; questions are
phrased in an imprecise manner: or impor-
tant information affecting the audience's
composition has been left out of the final
xeport...__But.in an_aggregate of more than
250, the bulk of these studiii-helpSdi--
achieve a degree of certainty that we
could not expect from one or two alone.
If a study of one museum's audience, for
-example, tells ms that a disproportionate
number of visitors are women (or men), we
can say nothing about the visitors,of
other museums. If, however, twenty or
thirty studies, with differing strengths
and faults, report the same findings, we
can begin to generalize with some confi-
dence. In addressing these issues we are,
of course, limited by the focus and nature
of the studies.assembled.. And in_ this
report's concluding chapterwe make some
recommendations about the sort of research
that is needed to resolve a number of
important question's that currently avail-
able studies cannot satisfactorily answer.

The issue-of-fbirhapter--addience-com-
position, attitudes, and behavior--is not
simply academic. Information on audiences
is of vital interest to individuals
concerned with managing the arts, to those
making general policy for the arts; and
to the public which has an important stake
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in these decisions and policies. The
arts are increasingly dependent upon
public and_corporate benefactors for
their economic survival. Such donors may
want to know just whom their contributions
are serving. Particularly for publicly
funded arts institutions, establishing
the nature and breadth of the clientele
to whom services are delivered may be
critical to soliciting further support.

If as many have suggested, exposure to
the arts is both personally rewarding and
a social good, it is nortant to know
how widely the arts axe being distributed.
Before making efforts to expand,the arts
audience or to develop art programs more
responsive to public concerns and inter-
ests, we should know what groups are not
participating, why they do not do so, and
what programs have successfully attracted
them.

Understanding the audience for the arts
is als,o.Frucial for a range of debisions
that face managers and policy makers at
every level. Information on public
attitudes to the arts, the composition of
existing audiences, and the spending
habits of arts attenders can be used to
establish policies for public and private
support. For instance information on
differing habits and preferences for per-
formance times and ticket prices can be
used to set schedules and establish
admission prices. And information about
who attends and how they learn about
exhibits and performances would be help-
ful in using scarce pro..otional resources

____Tore_eficiently.

While the tempo of audience research has
increased, some arc's managers continue to
'feel that they know ...heir public, that
they have on intuitive grasp of their
clientele's nature and needs, and that
research is superfluous. What data there
is on the question makes these claims
appear dubious. In the course of a study
of the public for the Royal Ontario
Museum, Abbey and Cameron (1961) asked
the museum staff to estimate the education
and income levels of their visitors. The
staff's estimates varied widely from the
study's findings: while the staff estim-
ated that 20 percent of the adult visitors
had a college or university education, in
fact the percentage was.41; and while the
staff put the percentage of adult visitors
with incomes in the highest category at
-10,-theactual.percentage was 39. It is
our sense from conversations with indi-
viduals in the arts that such discrep-
.ancies are not atypical.

In the remainder of this chapter we use
findings froth the available studies to
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estimate the composition of the audience
for the arts in the United States. We
begin by looking at the basic demographic
variables--age, sex, education, income,
occupation, and race--and we characterize
the arts audience in terms of each, with
special attention to variations among art
forms. When we turn our attention to a
set of more specific questions. Has the
audience composition changed over time?
Is there one or are there many audiences
for the arts? What has been the impact
of the arts on local economies? And what
do we know about attitudes toward the
arts?

THE STUDIES

O

Although audience surveys have been con-
ducted for years, very little of the
research has been published and many of
the studies have been lost or buried in
the institutions that conducted them.
The resulting lack of centralized infor-
mation abbut the utility, design, or
results of audience research has proved
a serious hindrance to every level of
arts organization from the local symphony
orchestra to the regional arts council.
To help remedy this situation, we wished
to acquire as many reports of audience
studies as were available. After an
initial review of published audience
surveys,-we-identified-three-basic-kinds----
of studies of audiences for museums and
the live performing arts. These three
types of studies were ; - (1) attender
surveys, in which the audience of a
specific museum or performing arts organ-
ization is surveyed, with questions
concentrating on social or economic
characteristics, motivations for attend-
ance, and related issues; (2) cross-
sectional surveys, in which a sample of a
ldcal, regional, or national population
is surveyed, with questions focusing on
frequency of attendance at_museums_amlior
performing-arts events, attitudes toward
cultural organizations and issues, and
the social and economic characteristics
of attenders and nonattenders; (3) impact
studies, in which the impact of a ivaeum
aUSIE, arts performance, or other
feature of-a cultural organization on an
audience is evaluated.

We tried in a variety of ways to obtain
as complete a set of audience studies as
possible. First we conducted an extensive
bibliographic search to create a list of
published studies conducted after 1950.
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Our review of thirty-five standard indexes
and bibliographic sources yielded approx-
imately forty-five references. In
addition, we also consulted twelve
institutional libraries, such as those of
the Massachusetts Council for the Arts
and the Center for Arts Information '
New York City.

However, most' audience studies have never
been published, and in order to acquire
these we directly approached likely
organizations. We compiled a list of
over 1200 arts organizations -- museums,
performing arts organizations, regional,
state, and local arts councils, support
organizations for specific art forms.
and foundations involved in funding the
arts. The museums and performing arts
organizations on our list were selected
from the Art museum Directory and the
National Directory sd Civic Centors and
Performing Arts Organizations on the
basis of size, as we felt that the larger
organizations would be more likely to
have conducted an audience survey or to
know of other institutions which had.
(Inquiries were mailed to all instru-
mental music and theatrical organizations
reporting budqets.of over $100.000, all
other performing arts organizations with
budgets of over $50,000 and all museums
reporting 100,000 or more visitors
annually.) To test this assumption, we
did, however. include 100 smaller museums
and performing arts organizations on our,
list.

In October, 1976, the director or manager
of each organization was sent a letter
describing our project and a brief form
that inquired whether the organization
had ever conducted, commissioned, or
participated in an audience survey. If
the organization had conducted a survey,
we requested the name and address of the
survey's director and either a copy of
the final report or information on how to
obtain a copy. To those who wished it
complete confidentiality was offored in
regard to any materials that were sent to
us. Respondents were also asked if they

________knew.of.any other institutions .that had
conducted audience surveys. The response
rate to this inquiry ultimately rose to
over 50 percent after a follow-up letter
and second inquiry form were mailed to
institutions that had not yet responded.
Those organizations reported by our

-respondents-to have done audience studies
were contacted by telephone or mail.

In addition to the bibliographic search
and mailed survey, our two major acqui-
sitions efforts, an effort was made to
acquire other unpublished audience
studies by contacting individuals highly
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involved in audience research. Finally,
queries were placed in eight arts-related
periodicals and newsletters (e.g.,
American Symphony Orchestra League
Newsletter. Musical America. New York
Times Book Review), requesting audience
surveys. This effort yielded a number
of additional audience studies.

The response to this search for audience
studies was greater than we had expected
when we set our initial goal to evaluate
all published and unpublished audience
surveys ceaducted since 1964. By the end
of the third month of acquisition we had
obtained 160 studies and were still
receiving new ones. Within nine months
of the start of acquisition we had assem-
bled materials on more than 250 audience
studies.

Certain difficulties were encountered
during the acquisition stage. Because
remarkably few reports of audience
studies have been published, the majority
of studies obtained through the library
search were museum studies, reflecting a
long tradition of visitor behavioral
research that is unique to museums.
(Such journals as Curator and Museum News
have published reports of visitor studies
since the 1934.) Other studies reported
in the published literature tended to be
large-scale, large-budget studies of
performing arts audiences or population
cross sections.

Studies received in response to the mailer
inquiry varied enormously in the amount
of information reported. Some consisted
of a questionnaire with hand-tallied
responses while others contained thorough
explanations of methodology and extensive
discussions of results. Despite our
expressed interest in studies conducted
in earlier years, almost all the studies
received were conducted after 1970.
Approximately 27 percent of the respond-
ents stated that their organization had
planned, conducted, or sponsored a study
and 20 percent reported familiarity with
other audience research.

Rif6Tisto follow up references obtained
through the mailed inquiry and biblio-
graphic search met a substantial number
of obstacles. Often. people in an
institution reported to have conducted an
audience study had no recollection of
having conducted it or. if they did
remember. the survey report had long
since been lost. This is due in large
part to the highlturnover of employees
of arts institutions. Often when the
person responsible for conducting or
initiating a study left the institution,
so did the study. It was frequently
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necessary to contact nearly every depart-
ment within an institution before we were
able to locate someone familiar with
surveys conducted as recently as twelve
months before. Also, despite an offer of
confidentiality, five organizations
refused access to their surveys. In this
regard, it should be noted that we have
no way of estimating the number of surveys
that were never meant to come to public
attention. The number of explicit
refusals received obviously underrepre-
sents the actual number of deliberately
buried studies.

Although the studies we collected were
of audiences for a wide range of insti-
tutions, they do not represent a precise
cross section. Surveys of attenders and
nonattenders. in forty-one states and the
District of Columbia are included, as
well as several national cross-sectional
studies. By art form, the studies
include: 74 studies of theatre audiences;
44 studies of art museum visitors; 33
studies of population cross sections; 32
studies of visitors to natural history,
general, anthropology, and other related
'museums and exhibits; 19 studies of
science museum or science exhibit
visitors; 16 studies of classical music
audiences; 14 studies of those attending
'several kinds of arts institutions; 12
studies of visitors to history museums;
11 studies of visitors to arts centers;
7 studies of opera audiences; and 6
studies of ballet and dance audiences.
(Since calcualtions for specific variablts
were based on subsets of these studies
containing relevant data, and since many
studies provided data on more than one
audience or set of audiences, distri-
butions provided in specific tables in
the text of this report indicate the
actual number of studies on which any
given finding is based.)

In addition to a range of types, these
studies include surveys of visitors and
audiences for institutions that cover the
full range in size. They do not include
data On audiences for jazz, folk/ethnic
1:119.0.91_CTAhq_P9PUlar_arts_or data on --
audiences for art as transmitted by
broadcasting or mechanical means. (For
information on audience research in
radio' and television, see Katzman and
Wirt, 1977.)

Since we attempts 0 to acquire as many
studies as we couyl. and since-nothing is
known about the universe of all studies
conducted or about the representativeness
of institutions that conduct audience
studies, there is undoubtedly some bias
in our data. We can only speculate as
to the extent to which our summary

statistics deviate from the actual compo-
sition of American audiences for the live
performing arts and for museums. Although
most of the studies eventually received
were from medium and small institutions,
our inquiries were directed disproportion-
ately at large and medium institutions.
Thus, the larger institutions are over-
represented in our data, at least in
comparison to the percentage they
represent of all arts institutions if not
in comparison to the percentage of all
annual visits and attendance for which
they account.

There is some-reason to assume that the
larger institutions in the larger cities
draw a more affluent and well-educated
public than smaller or community-based
institutions. On the other hand, since
the quality of studies was so uneven,
since response rates and total numbers of
respondents varied-do-greatly7-ind-Binee
necessary data were notavailable, there
was neither a powerful rationale for nor
the, possibility of weighting institutions
by total attendance An calculating overall
figures for audience composition. The
effect of granting data-from small instirr
tutions equal weight with data from major
institutions would, we think, tend\to
compensate for any inflation of high
status categories caused by a dispro-
portionate number of studies from major
institutions.

The audiences from which data have been
drawn maybe unrepresentative in several
other ways. We do not know if audiences
that are studied are systematically
different from audiences that have not
been studied. Out of the universe of all
audience. studies that have been conducted,
we could speculate that we gathered a
larger perCentage of published than of
unpublished' studies, of recent' than of
less recent studies, of studies for which
reports were written than of studies
yielding no formal reports,.of major in-
house or academic studies than of
proprietary studies, of studies of
organizations with relatively low staff

_turnoverthan of of organizations
with relatively greater staff turnover,
and of demographic and opinion surveys
than of studies of exhibit evaluation or
performing arts impact. Given the number
and diversity of studies from which con-
clusions are drawn, we do not think that
these factors strongly.bias findings one
way or the other. Nonetheless, the
statistics provided in this chapter must
be seen as estimates rather than as
scientifically rigorous descriptions of
the public for museums and the live
performing arts. '
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BASIC DEMOGRAPHICS

Gender

It is believed in many quarters that the
public associates the arts with femininity
and that this association inhibits men
from attending the arts. The Theatre
Communications Group, in a 1967 report on
audience development, suggests that
theatre-going "repudiates for many people
the all-American, red-blooded image of
what is supposed to be 'all-right' for a
an to do and still be considered 'all-

man." (Theatre Communications Group,
1967: 31). Consequently, arts audiences
are dominated by women, according to this
belief. Thus, an early study of a
symphony audience concluded that the "sex

. difference in !symphony interest and
attendance--more women than men--is borne
out by statistic after statistic, study
after study. The in-concert survey, the
_inlAhmaa_interviews, and hundreds of
academic studies irrefutably prove the

------ point." The attendance difference can be
traced to an underlying personality'
difference, according to this study, for
"women have greater esthetic appreciation
for music, as they do for art and liter-

77 azure,- -than -men, who place greater
emphasis on theoretical, economic,
political, and practical-success values"
(#641 15). Arts policies are shaped-by
this perception. Audience development
trategies_o_nieTgemigize" the arts have

appeared, such as Bradley Morison's (1968)
, effort to mo(e news and publicity of the
Guthrie Theatre from the woman's page to
the sports section of Minneapolis news-
papers. Similarly, dance companies have
occasionally emphasized the athletic
prowess of dancers in promotional' material,

Other` evidence,, however, seemingly contra-
dicts the belief that arts audiences are
heavily female and that the public
considers attendance to be a feminine

_activity-. a recent national survey of
atEitUdeboWards the arts, respondents
were asked if "The arts are too effeminate
for most men to feel comfortable taking
part in them." While 18 percent of the
public agreed with this view, an over-
whelming majority--65 percent--rejected it
(#7:_ 34). And-Baumol and Bowen's (1966)
survey of the audiences of more than 150
professional arts organization perfor-
mances revealed that men were in the
majority, composing 52 percent of the
average audience.

The true gender composition of the arts
audience remains a controversial and
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unresolved question, no doubt in part
because studies have sharply varied in
the gender ratios reported. Resolution
of the issue requires a systematic
assessment of gender ratios across all
studies, and in this section w& summarize
the findings of seventy-two audience
studies (which constitute all of the
studies in or possession reporting sex
composition). In turning to these
statistics, it is useful to keep two
points in mind. First, there may be a
response bias. Baumol and Bowen (1966),
for instance, suggest that when surveil
forms are distributed to couples attending
an arts performance, husbands will tend
to assert the "male.prerogative" and
complete the questionnaires themselves,
thereby inflating the male proportion in
the audience; but Book and Globerman
(1975) have argued the opposite, suggest-
ing that the male prerogative in this
instance would actually be to delegate
the task to the wife, thereby inflating
the female proportion in the audience.
Such arguments aside,'the true extent of
the bias either way has not yet7been
measured, although one, study suggests
that a slightly greabq tendency for men
to complete audience-questionnaires
increases the observed pale proportion by
4 to 7 percent above tru%percentage.
In thin study, groups entering a museum
were approached and asked to volunteer
one person to-reaponatO an
In one instance, 54 percent of the volun-
'teers were men, while only 50 percent of
the groups were men; in another case, the
respedtive percentages were158 and 5J.
(#121).

The second point to keep in mind when
interpreting the results of these studies
is the presence of sampling error. The
samples considered have range from under
100 to over 10,000 respondents: the median
size la approximately 500. Statistically,
we are 95 percent confident that the true
percentage in a sample of 500 is somewhere
in between 4 points above and below the
observed percentage. With studies of this
scope, then,if 40 percent of the respond-
-ents are-male-we-van--be-nearly.certain -
that males are indeed a minority of the
audience: but if 48 percent are male,
such a conclusion cannot be drawn with
great confidence.

Many of the seventy-two studies containing
information on sex composition reported
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results for separate times. andperfor-
mances, and consequently data were
available on 112 distinct audiences (67 in
the performing arts and 45 for museums).
The median percentage of men reported in
the studies is displayed in Table 1.
While the percentage of men in the U.S.

s
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Table Men in Audiences by Art Form

within
Range

Total
Number
of

de,

Studies

11.1.1111MMII.

Art Form
Median
Percentage

"Percentage
Range

Number of Studies
Each Percentage

28.1-42.0 42.1-57.0 57.1-72.0

All Museums 46.0 30-71 13 28 8 49

Art Museums 43.0 30-59 13 16 1 30

History Museums 48.5 44-53 .1mr 4 4

Science Museums 52.0 43-71 8 7 15

All Performing Arts 42.5- 31-58 30 35 N2
O

67

Ballet and Dance 42.0 31-50 9 4 13

Theatre 43.5 32-58 15 17 1 33

Orchestra 44.5 33-54 5 7 12

Opera 46.1 41-58 1 7 9

I
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population is 49, the median percentage
of men observed in the museum studies
was 46 and in the performing arts was
43.. It is evident that women participate
in arts audiences in proportions greater
than their share of the public as a
whole, but the extent is very modest.
Moreover, the fender ratio varied exten-
sively from audience to audience; the
male percentage ranged from 30 to 71
percent in the case of museums and from
31 to 58 percent for the performing arts.
In fact, men outnumbered women in a
quarter of the performing arts studies
and two-fifths of the museum visitor
surveys. We have been unable to identify
the factors that account for the striking
gap between the average male percentage
reported in the performing arts studies
surveyed here (43 percent) and the aver-
age male percentage (52 percent) found
in the performing arts surveys conducted
try Baumol and Bowen (1966).

The median figure for sex composition
varied among the art forms. Art museums
drew a higher proportion of women (57
percent of their visitors on average),
while history museums attracted equal
representation of both sexes and science
museums were slightly favored by men
(52 percent of the visitors). Within
the performing arts, ballet and dance
acquired the largest female audience (60
percent on average); opera drew the
largest proportion of males, though men
still did not constitute a majority (46
percent). Even within these art forms,
the sex composition varied widely; opera
audiences, for instance, ranged from
three-fifths men to three-fifths women,
and art museum visitors varied from
three-fifths men to two-thirds women.

Alonej with a slight overall tendency
for women to outnumber men in arts audi-
ences but not among history and science
museum visitors, it is clear that the
sex ratio varied enormously. In other
words, the median figures represent
statistical tendency and are poor pre-
dictors of the composition of an actual
arts audience.

Although a fraction of the wide variation
observed in audience gender ratios is
undoubtedly due to sampling fluctuation
and to the use of nonprobability sampling
techniques (which can introduce systematic
bias), a substantial part of the variation
stems from other factors. Perhaps of
greatest- significance is whether the
visiting or\performance time is during
a workday. Weekdays are obviously
unattractive fór most working people, and
the labor force participation rate of men
is approximately twice that of women
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(fewer than half of working age women are
employed). This time factor may account
for as much as 10 percent or more of the
variation in sex composition. A study of
visitors to New York's Natural History
Museum found that 52 percent of the week-
day visitors were men, contrasting with
59 percent on Saturdays (#203). Another
inquiry revealed that while men and women
were enually represented on Sundays among
muse= i.sitors in the New York metro-
politan region, the composition shifted
to 62 percent women on Thursday (#16).
Similarly, studies of performing arts
audiences in the states of New York and
Washington found that the proportion of
men in the audience fluctuated by 10
percent depending on the time of the
performance (#73; #63).

There is some evidence that the content of
the performance or exhibit may attract men
and women differently. For instance, the
proportion of men in the weekend audience
of various productions of the Joffrey
Ballet ranged from 33 to 44 percent (#94).
And a study of visitors to the Chicago
Art InstitUte discovered that 10 percent
more women attended during a week in which
a special Monet exhibit was on temporary
display than during three other weeks
(#135). Factors associated with geo-
graphic region may.also influence the sex
composition. Thus, 51 percent of the New
York City performing arts audience are
women, 53 percent of the New York state
audience are women, and 62 percent of the
Washington state attenders are women.
However, the regional factors accounting
for this variation have not yet been
identified (#73; #63).

Age

The age composition of the audience for
the arts has interested arts adminis-
trators for a number of reasons. A
profile of the age of the audience, of
course, can help direct audience develop-
ment efforts towards one age group or
another. Recently, for instance, there
has been a movement to make the arts more
accessible to older Americans by offering
transportation, ticket discounts, and
special performance times (Johnson and
Prieve, 1976). It is also believed that
a young attender may grow up to be an
old attender and, while the link between
attendancb in one's youth and in one's
prime has not yet been fully described,
arts managers often view a young audience
with an optimistic eye to the future. The
age composition of the audience also
raises other interesting if more academic
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questions. Is culture an acquired taste?
Does the age composition of the audience
differ from that of the general popu-
lation? On the latter question, most
observers believe the difference is small.
Johnson and grieve (1976), for instance,
asked 605 arts administrators-whether they
thought that the age breakdown of their
audience was roughly equivalent to that of
the community: 60 percent said yes, while
18 percent felt their audience was younger
and 16 percent felt it was older.

Two factors should be kept in mind when
examining the age data. First, some of
the studies in our possession restricted
their subject population to those indi-
viduals over a certain age. Ten of forty
museum studies surveyed only those over
sixteen years of age and eight included
only those who were over ten years of age.
Likewise, nine of the performing arts
studies restricted their sample to those
over sixteen and seven limited their
sample to audience members over ten. To
examine whether this restriction made any
systematic difference in the results of
the studies, we compared the median ages
reported by the studies that did restrict
their samples with studies that did not.
Surprisingly, there were no systematic
differences.

It may be that many of the studies actual-
ly limited their sample population but did
not state so in the report. Also, it is
possible that the study procedures were
frequently biased against the very young
because of the difficulties of obtaining
reliable data from them. Another possi-
bility is that the population under
sixteen is indeed negligible, although
available evidence suggests that this is
the case only for the perfroming arts and
art museums. Studies of history and
science museum visitors that explicitly
did not restrict their sample. often 0

reported substantial numbers of young
children. The Nassau County Historical
Museum in New York, for instance, reported
that 40 percent of.their visitor popu-
lation was under thirteen (#2) and the
Franklin Institute in Philadelphia found
that 39 percent of their visitors were
under twelve and 4 percent were under five
years of age (#234). However, science and
history museum studies generally report
far greater numbers of children attending
than do art museums. The Minneapolis

'Institute of Art found that the proportion
of visitors under thirteen was under 3
percent in 1970 and 1971 ( #247), and the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston reported
that only one in fifty of their visitors
was under sixteen ( #3.7). Studies of per-
forming arts audiences show, on the whole.
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a comparably small percentage of visitors
under sixteen.

Another factor that may affect study
results is the presence of response bias.
Perhaps youths defer to adults when.
responding to surveys,_thhs making the
audience appear older than it really is.
The New York State Museum, for example,
found few respondents under 14 years old,
in one survey but noted that the actual
proportion in attendance was approx-
imately representative of the ydung
population at large ( #121). In this .

study, groups entering a museum were
approached and asked to volunteer one
person to respond to an interview. The
interviewer also collected data on the
group composition. The age composition
of the group was inferred from the group's
education levels.

Eighty-two of the studies in our posses-
sion contained data on the age composition
of 145 distinct audiences. Most of these
studies presented the data as the percent
of the audience falling within various age
categories. Unfortunately, the age
categories varied widely. We have
computed the median age for'each audience
(see Table 2) and to allow for comparison
between the age composition of each art
form, we also have found the median of the
median ages. We refer to this number as
the median age of the art form.

The median age of 105 audiences of the
performing arts was thirty-five, while the
median age of 40 museum visitor popula-
tions was thirty-one. This difference is
consistent with L'Ile results of two studies
of the arts audience conducted by the
National Research Center of the Arts
(NRCA). They found that the median age of
thirty-seven for the performing arts in
New York State was five years older than
the median age of the museum visitor
population ( #73).

The summary statistics indicate that the
median age for the .performing arts
audience was in the middle to late
thirties while the median age for the
museusuOsitor population was in the
earlyrAftirties. These figures lie
between the median age of the entire U.S.
population (twenty-eight) and the. median
age for the population sixteen and over
(forty). On the average, audiences
exhibited age profiles in a range similar
to that of the entire population. However,
specific audiences frequently dive-ged
from this central tendency, and there was
a great difference in the average ages
within and among the performing art and
museum types.
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Table 2 Age of Audiences by Art Form

41

1

Art Porm

Median
of
Median
Ages

Range
;of

Median
Ages

Number of Studies within Each Age Range'

Total
Number
of
Studies19-22 22.136 27-30 31-34 35-38 39:42,43-46 47 -51

MINIPMM=1
All Museums 31- 19-51 2 '2 16 11 , 3

4
4 1 2 40

Art Museums 31 26-51 1

,

6C.

2

6 .3
*

s

2

1
- .

AA

19

5History Museums 33 28-42

Science Museums 29 19-40 . 4s 2 1 4 '.1 4.1
4 16

All Performing Arts 35 21-49 5 7 14 23 22 21 c. 8 5 105

Ballet and Dance 33 30-38 . -1 p. 3 - 15

Theatre 34 21-48 5 6
-

12 9 13 10 /3 2 .60
I

Orchestra 40 24-49 ' 1 1 2 3 8 . 3 2 20

Opera 41, 33-44 1 3 3 2 1 10

-
---1-

$

A
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Ballet and theater attracted the youngest
audiences of the performing arts while
opera and symphony drew-the oldest
audiences. The NRCA studies found an
identical age rank ordering of the four
performi art forms in their studies of
audiendes in New York State and Washington
State. B 3 and Bowen (1966) identified
almost th same pattern except that the
average age of the opera attender was
higher than that of the symphony attender.

T342 median age for the science museum
visitor was two years lower than that of
the at museum visitor, a difference that
was not as great as among the various
perforbing arts forms. NRCA also found
that Op museum visitor population was
older...4.-h art museums than in science
=MUMS.

-The age composition of the audience may '

vary systematically with the seasons of
the year, with the summer attracting
younger visitors. NRCA found that the
median age of performing arts audiences
in New York Statewas thirty-three in the
summer and thirtyTeight in the fall though
the same did not appear to be true of the
museum visitor population. However, the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts (#17) did find
a slight seasonal variation: the median
age of theiwinter visitors was twenty-
eight, While the average for the summer
visitors was twenty-six. The results of
the other museum studies yield no consis-
tent pattern. The Natural History Museum
in New York (#203) found no variation, but
the Chicago Art Museum (#135) found that
visitors were younger in June and November
than in February and March.

The time of the performance seems to
affect audience age. NRCA found that the
median age for weekend evening perfor-
mances was consistently lower than it was
for matinees. In Washington State the
median age for weekend evenings was forty;
for weekday evenings forty-two, and for
matinees forty-nine. In New York State on
weekend evenings it was thirty-five, on
weekday evenings thirty-seven, and on
matinees forty-six. Audiences for the
Joffrey Ballet (#94) showed this same
pattern: the median age for the weekend
evening audience was thirty-one while for
matinee audiences it was thirty`- three.

There is some evidende that different
programs have greater attraction for cer-
tain age groups than others. The
previously mentioned study of thp Joffrey
Ballet reports that the median age of the
audience for a performance promoted as a
rock evening was younger than for other
performances, and Moore's study of Broad-
way theatre audiences found that musicals

attracted a yoUnger audience than other
plays (#38).

NRCA reports differences in the age com-
position of different regions. The median
age of the performing arts audience in one
region (Southern Tier Central, Finger
Lakes) of New York State was thirty-three,
while the median age was forty-four in
another region (New York City suburbs,
mid-HUdson). They also repoit a higher
median age for both the performing arts
audience and the museum visitor population
in Washington State than in, New York *ate.
However, the reasons for this regional
variation are unclear.

Education

Of all 'the characteristics of individuals
that studies frequently measure, a
person's educational background appears to
be the best predicator of his orher
attendance at museums and live performing
arts events. The Ford foundation noted
for example; that while frequency of
attendance-at a variety orperforming
arts was related to both income and
education, the latter factor was by far
the more important of the two. Individ-
uals with Auch education but little money
were more likely to attend the theatre,
symphony, opera, and ballet than people
with high inc9mes but little education
(115: 14-16). Similarly, analysis of a
national cross-sectional study of resi-
dents of cities and suburbs found
education to be a better determInant of
attendance at concerts, plays, museums,
and-fairs than income or occupational
standing (Oruenberg, 1975).

There are reasons why indivi3uals with
education, particularly higher education,
might b3 expected to attend more arts
events than their less educated peers.
Schooling exposes students-to formal

-training in the arts and, perhaps more
important, to a social milieu in which
the arts are performed, exhibited, and
discussed (The Arts, Education and
Americans Panel, 1977).

Then, too, arts attendance is a habit
that one develops over a period of time.
A person may enjoy opera, but if perfor-
mances are not locally available, or
there is no one to go with, he or she is
unlikely to attend. By the'same token,
one may find modern painting incompre-
hensible, but if one's friends frequent
galleries and museums, sooner or later
one is likely to give it a try.
Education, particularly higher education,
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provides both an environment in which the
arts are relatively accessible and a group
of peers who attends with regularity.

Finally, a disproportionate number of men
and women who acquire a higher educatipn
have parents who are also well educate'.
C ldren of the well educated are more
kely than others to have been exposed to
he "arts when they were young and may
already frequent the arts by the time they
reach college (DiMaggio and Useem, 1978).

To learn about the educational attainment
of the American arts audience, we analyzed
the results of seventy-one studies report-
ing findings of 108 audiences for the
performing arts and museums. In doing
this, we faded several methodolbgicalo
problems. First of all, different studies
used different categories. Since median
education levels could not be calculated
for every study," it was necessary to
describe audience educational composition
by reporting the percentages of an
audience that fell in five categories of
edqcational attainment.

A second problem involved differences in
sampling designs used in the various
audience studies. Of the 107 audiences
for which findings were reported in at
least one of our fi.- education categories,
57 indicated a minimum age criterion had
been used to exclude audience members from
either the sample or the analysis. Mini-
mum ages, when reported, differed
considerably. Three studies excluded
audience, members younger than ten, three
used cutoff ages from thirteen to fifteen.
and twenty cutoff ages from sixteen to
eigh n. Studies of sixteen audiences

d for the education of the household
heath only._,one survey excluded "non-
adults," another excluded "students," and
one included only no.istudents eighteen
years and older. Twelve studies reported
the educational attainment of only those
respondents aged twenty -five or. over.
Also, it is likely that children were
underrepresented in samples that did not
explicitly exclude them: completing
questionnaires is difficult and adults
may tend to answer on behalf of children.

The extent of thiqoanderrepresentation
cannot be determined. Differences in the
respondent age criterion no doubt affect
the findings to some extent. Nonetheless.
major differences in the findings of
studies with different exclusionary
principles did not appear, sdall studies
are pooled in the analysis here.

J

As expected, the educational attainment RE
the arts audience surveyed was substan-,
tially higher than that for, the adult

public at large. For example, 30 percent
of the typical audience had some graduate
training; 54 percent had at least
acquired a bachelor's .degree, compared to
14 percent for the adult population in
general (see Table 3).' Only 22 percent on
average had not attended any college,
compared to 74 percent of the public as a
whole, and only 5-percent were not high'
school graduates, in contrast to 38 per-
cent of the general adult public.

There Was considerable variation among
studies. Two of the most extreme figures
in the individual studies--6 percent of
the audience had graduatl training and 57
percent had not completel high school- -
were reported in a study of the Milwaukee
Public Museum in 1962-63 ( #35). Since
almost half the respondents were aged
seventeen or younger and moll., than three-
quarters were less than twenty-four years
of age, this accounts for much of the
extremely low educational *evel. A study
of the same institution two years. later.
excluding children wider thirteen, found
only-25 percent of the visitors to be non-
high school graduates ( #108)..

The educational attainment of live per-
forming arts audiences was somewhat higher
than that of museum visitors. Some, but
not all, Qf the discrepancy is .ttribut-
able to the greater representation of
young people still in school among museum
visitors.

As anticipated, those studies which
excluded children under ages ranging from
10 to 1$ had a higher median percentage of
non-high school graduates (24 percent)
than those d*cluding visitors under the
ages of from 16 to 20 (where it was 7
percent)./4 The median percentage of non-
high school graduates in studies with no
explicit exclusionary rule was 16 percent.
probably reflecting unreported de facto
exclusion of younger4visitors. At the
other end of the educational scale, studies
that excluded only the very young'reported
a median of 24 percent of visitors with
college degrees, while studies that drew
the line higher recorded a median of 43
percent. Studies that did not explicitly
exclude anyone reported an audience median
for college graduates of 45 percent, again
suggesting that the young were under-
sampled. However, even the set of museums
that excluded their younger visitors from
the survey reported audiences slightly
less well educated than the typical per-
forming arts audience

.Among the performing arts, ballet and
dance audiences included slightly above
average proportions oT welleducated
attenders; theatre audiences inclulpd
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Table 3 Percentage of Audiences in Ave Educational
Categories by Art Form

Form

Educational Level

Post-1r Trcining
At Least
College Graduate

At Least
Same College

High School Less Than High
Graduate or Less School Graduate

Median xangg (N) Median Range (N) Median Range (N) Median Range (N) Median Range (N)

A Arl Museums 17.5 6-35 (13) .41.2 10-66 (23) 72.3 30-93 (18) 27.6 8-69 (18) 9.0 4-57 (23)

Art Museums 22.1) 18-35 ( 5) 48.0 41-66 ( 9) 83.5 75-90 ( 6) 17.0 10-25 ( 6) 5.5 4-16 ( 8)

4 other mueenme2 13.5 6-20 ( 8) 34.4 10-53 (14) 59.6 30-93 (12) 40.4 8-69 0.2) 13.1 7-57 (14)
wk

Al]. Performing Arts3 32.0 9-66 (42) 61.8 23-87 (53) 83.0 62-95 (44) 17.0
0
5-38 (45) 4.0 1-19 (45)

Theatre3 32.7 20-50 (24) 58.0 23-80 (27) 82.7 56-93 ( 5) 17.1 8-44 (26) CO 1 15 (21)

Classical Music 37.5 21-66 ( 8) 63.0 46-87 ( 9) 83.4 63-95 ( 8) 14.6 5-37 ( 8) 1.7 1-19 ( 8)

Balletand Dance4 45.5. 20-50 ( 5) 65.0 55-73 (10) 87.1 77-92 ( 5) 12.9 8-23 ( 5) 3.0 1-5 (10)

Opera 37.3 29-49 ( 5) 61.8 49-75 ( 7) 83.0 67 -94 ( 6) 1.8.8 7-33 ( 6) 4.1 2-7 ( 6)

All Museums and
Performing Arts5 30.0 6.06 (73) 54.0. 10-87 97) 78.q 3095 (83) 22.0 .5-69 (84) 5.d 1-57 (72).'

U.S. Population
over 24 Years of
Age,. 1975

NA6 13.b
4

26.3 73.7

.11Mt=.1
37.5

1(N) = Number of studiei.

2Includes science, history, natural history,
anthropology, and geheral museums.

3Excludes audiences of outdoor dramas.

4Dance audience percentages Apart from ballet
available only for two educational levels -
at least college graduate and less than high
school graduate.

I

6NUmber of studies exceeds sum of other categories
due to inclusion of regional studies reporting '

attendance of all, undifferentiated art forms.

6NA = Not available

0
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slightly belowaverage proportions. And
among museums, art museums attracted a
more highly educated public than did
history, science, and other museums,
though still not so well educated as the
audiences for the performing arts.

Overall, the proportion of college grad-
uates reported for the arts audiences
and museum visitors exceeded the pro-
portion of the adult population with
college diplomas in all but one of
uinety-seven audience studiest and the
percentage of individuals who had not
completed thigh school was below the
national level in seventy-one of seventy-
twoaudiences. Both exceptions are due
to presence of students still in high
school. And in seventy-eight of eighty-
three audiences for which findings are
available, -the, proportion of attenders
with atApast some college training was
twice that for the general public.

The studies that,,we reviewed show audi-
ences to be somewhat less educationally
exclusive than did the Baumol and Bowen
study of the performing arts (1966).
There,were discrepancies. The relatively
high proportion of individuals with no
college education reported in some of our
studios of opera audiences is surprising,
for example. But most differences can be
attributed to Baumol and Bowen's exclusion
of respondents under the age of twenty-
Bye and to the restriction of their
audiences to the professional performing
arts.'

In sum, it is evident that visitors to
Museums and audiences for the live per-
forMing arts in. these studies had
considerably more education than the
public at large. Museums appeared to
-serve a somewhat broader public than did
the performing arts. Nonetheless, in
terms of educational attainment, the
museum visitors and performing arts
audiences surveyed were far more similar
to one another than either group was to
the general public.

Occupation

Next to education, occupation is perhaps
the demographic characteristic most
closely related to involvement in the
arts. Gruenberg found occupational status
a more Significant predictor of attendance
at cultural events and institutions
(concerts,' plays, museums,'fairs, and
adult education classes) than income,
second only to educational attainment
(Gruenberg, 1975). And cross-sectional
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studies of national and local populations
have consistently found higher rates of '

attendance among professionals and
managers than any other group (#'s 73,
115, 137, 142).

This tendency is not surprising. For one
thing, those occupational groups that show
the highest rates of attendance are also
those with the highest educational attain-
ment. Blue-collar workers, who attend
least, also have the least education.
Moreover, one's job determines to a great
extent the social milieu in which one
spends leisure time. The participation
of a lawyer, teacher, or physician in th
arts may be rewarded with respect by
associates and peers; among these §rou s,
attendance at the theatre or symphony
an accepted way of spending a social
evening. By contrast, a carpenter or us
driver with a penchant for the arts
perhaps receives less encouragement from
friends and co-workers".

To better understand the occupational
composition of American arts attenders, we
analyzed the results of fifty-nine studies
of ninety-six audiences that asked
respondents to report their occupations.
Our findings were consistent with the
expectation that art audiences are
dominated by individuals in higher status
occupations. Professionals, who consti-
tuted 15 percent of the employed civilian
labor force in 1975, composed a median 56
percent of employed persona in the arts
audiences surveyed (see Table 4). con7
versely, blue-collar workers typically
constituted a mere 4 percent of.employed
respondents in the arts audience surveyed
as compared to 34 percent of the employed
civilian labor force.

Although the summary statistics are
striking, the reader should be cautioned
that the median figures are to be regarded
as approximations. The classification
schemes used in the audience studies were
so varied that comparability was estab-
lished only with great difficulty. The
occupational categories we used here are
designed to be compatible with as many
study findings as possible and to be
comparable to the classifications used by
the United States Census.

Categories used to report occupation in
some study reports were vague enough to
encompass those employed in several more
conventional categories. For example,
many studies used an occupational category
called "business," which may in some cases
have included business secretaries and
clerks as well as executives while
excluding managers of public. and nonprofit'
concerns. Because most studies reported
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Table 4 Occupational Distribution of Audiences

r

Occupations of 1

Employed Persons: Percentage of U.S
Employment (1975)

Median Percentage of
Employed Respondents
in Arts Audience

Number of Audience Studies
Reporting Information
for thii Category.:

Professionals 15.0 55.9 65

Teachers 4.1 22.1 22

Artists. Writers,
Entertainers

1.0 8.2 8

Managerial 10.5 14.9 51

Clerical/Sales 24.3 14.6 41

Service 13.7 3.7 13

Blue-Collar 33.0 3.7 71

Farraworkers 3.5

Major Activities of
Persons Unemployed or
Not In the Labor Force

Percentage of U.S.
Popdlation Aged
16 Years or Over

median Percentage of
All Respondents in
Arts Audience

Number of Audience Studies
Snorting Information for
this Category

Homemakers 23.1 `14.0 78

Studerkts 5.5 18.0 80

Retired, Unemployed 11.2 4.5 65

U.S. Census categories and audience categories
are only approximately comparable due to varying
classification schemes used in arts audience
studies.'

2Sburce: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical
AbAtracts,"1976 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Ooliiitement',Printing Office, 1976); U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statlistics, Handbook of Labor Statistics,

1
1978). Figures for U.S. population aged 16 or
over exclude military personnel.

3Because these are medians and because not all occupa-
tional categories were given in each study, an aggrega-
tion of the median percentages across occupations will
not equal 100 percent. Thus, these figures offer only
an approximate distribution of the arts audience by
occupation.

4None of the'arts audience studies contained an occupa-
tional category for farmworkers. Thus, they were
either distributed among the other categories or very
few, if any, were found in the arts audiences.



pc' pation as a percentage of total
respondents rather than as a percentage of
employed respondents, results from many
studies had to be recomputed. In some
cases, study categories were merged to fit
into the scheme used here. When study
results could not be reliably altered to
fit our classification systems the find-
ings were dropped. Our categories, then,
represent a compromise. While the
findings can be used with confidence to
assess general similiarities and
differences among art forms, great
precision should not be attributed to the
figures reported here.

An additional caveats Even in. those cases
where audience studies used classifi-
cations similar to census categories, only
the most experienced analysts can
unerringly place specific occupations into
their appropriate general categories. For
example, airplane pilots are considered
professionals, ship pilots'are managers,
and airplane stewardesses are service
employee's;- registered nurses are profes-
sionals, while practical nurses are
service employees; an inspector is blue-
collar unless he is a construction,
inspector, in which case he is managerial.
Few people on either eud of an audience
survey--visitors responding to forced-
choice occupation questions or coders
classifying open-ended ones- -can be
expected to have mastered the precise
technical census system, and a degree of
error is to be expected.

Finally,, a word about "status." This
conceptis based on the average education
and income within an occupation. In turn,
the mean educational attainment and income'
closely relate to the appraisals in cross-
sectional surveys by respondents who are.
asked to rate the status or prestige of
sets of occupations. The several ..chemes
used to assign status to occupation yield
highly similar rankings (Haug, 1977).

Professionals. As noted, one of the moat
striking consistencies in the occupational
distribution of the. arts audiences
surveyed was the very high representation
pf professionals. They were present in
numbers proportionately greater than Aheir
share of the population in every one Of
the sixty-five arts audiences for which
`appropriate data were reported. In all
but four of these audiences, the percent-
age of professionals was at least twice
that of the work force as a whole, in
forty-six audiences it was three times,
and in more than a quarter of the audi-
ences it was four times greater than in
the work force,

It should be noted that the U.S. Census
category of professional which'we follow
includes not only such individuals'as
doctors, lawyers,*and architects but also
members of lower status professions such
as teachers, engineers, librarians, dieti-
cians, social workers, and computer
programmers. The number of respondents
falling in this category may be under=
stated since individuals in lower status
technical professions seem to have been
included in the residual "white-coller"
categories used by some studies. Few
examples, in a 1976 study of the Guthrie

.> Theatre audience (#122), in which only
teachers, doctors, and lawyers were coded
as professionals and a residual white-
collar category was-used, the professional
percentage of the employed audience was
only 40.4 percent, compared to 56.5
percent in studies of the Guthrie audience
Undertaken in 1963 and 1973 (#117, #126).
The latter had precoded professional,
technical, and clerical/sales categories.
(For the few studies that included
separate "technipal" categories, "tech-
nical" respondents were included with
"professionals" for this analysis.)

There was a 'significantly higher prop0E- ,

tion of professionals in the audience for
the performing arts than for museums, 59
percent compared to 42 percent (see
,Table 5). The lower overall median for
=seams was the result of the proportions
at museums other than.art (which comprised
eleven of the seventeen museum studies
found). These reported a median 42 per-
cent professional representation. The six
art museum visitor studies had a median of
59 percent of professionals, the same
figure as for the performing arts.

Except for this profile within a museum
'category, findings were remarkably uniform
for the various artsforms. Among the
pirforming arts, median professional
percentages ranged from 56 percent for the
'theatre to 61 percent for classical music
audiences. These figures are similar to
but slightly lower than Baumol and Bowen's
findings (1966) on occupation. The dis-
crepancy is probably attributable to the
'presence of a greater proportion of
relatively major institutions among whose
audiences they sampled.'

One group of professionals-- teachers --
appeared to play a special role in the
arts audience. Overall, teachers (includ-
ing college and university faculty)
constituted 22 percent of the arts
audiences for whieb findings were
available. This figure was more, than five
times their percentag. sf the employed
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Table 5 Occupation-ii Distribution of Audiences by Art Form

Occupations) of Employed Persons (Percents)

't

ArtP'firm

Professional &
Managerial

Professiol
Only Teachers

Managerial
Only

Median Range (N)2 Median Range (N) .14Wdian Range (N) Median Range (N).

All Museums 63.3 17-96 (32) 42.2 12-73 (17) 23.1 15-33 ( '6) 9.6 4-27 (14)

Art Museulas 77.1 56-96 (16) 59.2 31-74 ( 6) 23.1 15-33 ( 5) 9.0 '4-27 ( 6)

Other MtseumsJ 53.2 27-72 (16) 41.9, 12-50 (11) 10.2 6-22 ( 8)

All Performing Arts 70.9 49-95 (42) 59.1 24-80 (44) .17.9 6-33 (16) - 15.6 4-27 (33)

Ballet and DanCe 74.6 61-88 ( 9) 59.6 55-73 ( 8) 15.2 7-22 ( 7)

Theatre 69.5 49-95 (23) 56.3 24-70 (25) 17.9 6-33 ( 7) 16.0 4-27 (20)

Orchestra 75.5 64-87 ( 5) 61.1 50-80 ( 6) NO

Opera 58'0 50-70 ( 5)
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(Table 5 nontinued)
4/111114,111..

1 /
>

ill

ART FORM

Occupationslbf Employed Persons Major Actilaties of Persons Unemployed or
Not In the Laborrorce.

Clerical & Sales Blue - Collar

Retired &
Homemakers Students. Unemployed

Median Range (N)2 Median Range (N) Median Range (14) Median Range 00 Median Range (N)

All Museums 14.3 5-28 (23) 8.5 0-45 (35) 14%5 626 (24) 22.0 0-57 (25) 5.0 1-21 (21)

At Museums 14.3 4-22 (14) 3.1 0-12 (16) 13.0 7-22 ( 9j 22.5 .0-40 (10) 8.0 3-21 ( 9)

.ither-Museums3 16.0 5-28 ( 9) 16.7 4-45 (19) 15.8 6-26 (15) 20.0 10,57 (15) 3.3, 1-9 (12)

All Performing Arts 18.0 8-33 (15) 2.8 0-27 (34) 14.0 5752 (51) 17.1 5-63 (51) 3.9" 0-16 (40)

Ballet and Dance' 2.7 1-7 (10) 11.1 6-32 (10) 15.0 9-34 (10) 3.0 1-5, ( 9)

Theatre 19.7 8-29 (10) 2.9 0-27 (15) 14.0 5-52 427) 18.9 5-63 (27) 4.2 0-26 (24)

Orchestra - 19.0 5-26 ( 7) 18.0 7-31 ( -

Opera - - - 2.8 1-13 ( 5) 16.2. 8-40 ( 6) 10.7 7-23 ( 6) -

2The "Professional & Managerial" and "Professional
Only" categories include teachers. The percent-
ages for "Homemakers", "Students",,and "Retired
& Unemployed" are based on all-respondents; the
percentages for the other categories are based on
employed respondents only. percentages are not
reported when fewer than five studies are
available.

2(N) = Number of studies.

3Includes science, history, natural history, anthro-
pology, and general museums.

4Excludes audiences of outdoor dramas.
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civilian work force (4.1 percent).
Assuming that the twenty-two audiences
for which this category was reported are
not systematically different from other

, audiences, the median percentage of
,teachers among professionals in the
audiences (37.7 percent) exceeds the
percentage of teachers among profes-
sionals in the employed work force as a
whole (28.2 percent in 1970) by,wore than
a third. Thus teachers seem to be heavy
attenders among heavy attenders.

A second professional group participating"
in Arts audiences at rates well above
their share of the population was, not
surprisingly, individuals in the arts._
Although artists, writers, and enter-
tainers comprised only 1 percent of the
employed work force in 1970, in eight
audiences for which findings were reported
they accounted for a median 8.2 percent.
A fraction of the high ratio may stem from
dubious sampling procedures, a possible
tendency for researghers coding hand-
written occupation asponses to report
artists as a separate category if they
were particularly numerous, and the
temptation for some students and amateurs
to report an avocation as an occupation.

Managerial. The managerial category in
the United States Census covers a range
of managers and administrators, including
executives, government officials, sales
managers, school and hospital, adminis-
trators, union officials, and small
businessmen. However, the audience
'studies we looked at included executives,
managers, businels, and proprietors.
As noted earlier, the "business" category
may have some clerical/sales employees
and leave out some public administrators.
Similarly the "executive" category may
leave out some proprietors andaow level
managers. Nonetheless, it is assumed
that the Census category which we use and
the audience studies category are roughly
equivalent.

Managers were found to participate in arts
audiences in greater proportions than
their share of the population but to a
lesser extent than professionals. They
'composed a median 15 percent of employed
respondents in fifty-one arts audiences
but only 11 percent of the employed work
force in 1975. Their median proportion of
performing arts audiences (16 percent) was
higher than their share of museum visitors
(9 percent and 10 percent for art and
other museums, respectively).

However, since the number of museum
audiences reporting this category is
small and the percentage range within the
mum= and the performing arts studies

im

are high, not too much should be made of
this difference.

Professional/Managerial. A number of
studies merged professionals and managers
.into a.single category. In order to use
this information, we joined the profes-'
sional and managerial categories in other
studies and pooled them with studies
reporting only professional/managerial
percentages.° Professional/managerial
percentages may be taken as a rough index
of the representation of individuals in
high status occupations in the audiences
sprveypd.

Among employed respondents, the median
percentage of professional/managerial
workers in seventy-seven arts audiences
for which data were available was 69.5
percent, more than double this group's
fraction of the employed work force as a.
whole (25.5 percent). As with profes-
sionals alone, there was some disparity
between art museum and other museum
visitors. The managerial /professional
percentage for art museums was 77.1 per-
cent, even higher than for arty of the
performing arts, while the percentage for
other museums was-53.2 percent, lower than
for any art form reporting.

Clerical /sales. The clerical/sales cate-
gory includes, among others, office
workers, secretaries, sales clerks,
advertising, real estate, stock and bond
sales workers, and telephone operators.
However, some schemes specified that
secretaries were included but others did
not. Residual white - collar categories
were excluded from this analysis' except in
a very few cases where white-collar unam-

' biguously included only clerical/sales
employees. Since i number. of occupations
listed as clerical/sales by the Census- -
for instance, bill collectors, mailmen,
and teacher's aides--are difficult to
classify,-there may have been slight
leakage from this category into business,
blue-collar, or service categories.

Clerical and sales personnel composed a
somewhat smaller percentage, of audiences
than their share of the employed civilian
work force. Of forty-one audiences, they
made up a median of 15 percent, while they
constitute 24 percent of the full employed
civilian work force. The median for the
performing arts (18 percent) was slightly
higher than for museums (14 percent).

Blue-collar workers. Along with the
extremely high proportions of professionals
reported, the most striking finding in the
studies reviewed was the consistently low
percentages of blue-collar workers relative
to their share of the population. In the
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seventy-one,audiencea for which data were
available, blue-collar workers comprised
a median 4 percent of those employed.
That the median is even this,. high is
partly due to the inclusion of-19 "other
museum" audiences, which reported a much
higher median blue-collar participation
(17 percent). The median blue-collar
share of performing arts audiences vies
only 2.8 percent and blue-collar repro-
sentatioA among art museum visitors was

--a-median 3.1 percent. Excluding visitors
to museums other than art museums, the
proportion of blue-collar workers in
thirty-four of fifty-two arts audiences
for which percentages were reported was
less than one-tenth of their represen-
tation in the work force as a whole. In
only nine audiences was it as high as
two-fifths. Among art forms, median

'blue-collar percentages were remarkably
Consistent; 2.7 percent for ballet and
dance; 2.8 percent foreopera; 2.9 percent
for theatre; and 3.1 percent for art
museums.

Remarkably, blue - collar attendance is, if
anything, probably eftrstated. Blue-
collar workers include individuals in the
skilled trades (carpenters, shoemakers,
television repairmen), factory workers,

. laborers, and some transportatf.on workers
(including bus, tax , d truck driver
and parking attendants). Holders of a
number of other low-statufjobs (chamber-

/ maids, janitors, busboys, dishwashers,
bootblacks, elevator operators) are
classified in a separate "service"
category. However, information on the
percentage of service employees was
availLble fro' only eleven of the
seventy-one audiences that reported a
blue-collar percentage. (Since the
service category also- contains a number

,Of relatively high-status workers like
`stewardesses, sheriffs, and detectives,
blue-collar and service categories could
not be merged.) It seems likely that in
studies where percentages of service
workers were not reported, individuals
in the service category (1.7 to 20.0
percent of audiences were reported, with
a median of 3.7 percent) were divided
between "blue - collar" and residual white-
collar categories, thus giving some upward
bias to the totals of each.

Homemakers. The median percentage of 1
homemakers in seventy-eight audiences for

----) which appropriate information was avail-
able was 14. While homemakers were thus
statistically underrepresented--in 1975
they comprised 23 percent of the civilian
population over sixteen--variat:on among
audiences was great, ranging from 5v.per-
cent to 52 percent for the audiences as a
whole. The median percentage for the
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performing arts was very similar to that
for all museums. The median percentage
for art museums was somewhat lower than
for other museums but the ranges were
similar. The ballet/dance audiences had
the lowest median percentage of homemakers
and the classical music audiences the
highest, but again ranges were similar.

Students. Students participated in the
arts audiences to a high degree, com-
posing 18 percent of the average of
eighty audiences for which data were
available but making up only 6 percent of
the civilian population over sixteen:
Most of the students were enrolled"in
colleges. The only surveys reporting
appreciable numbers of respondents less
than sixteen years old were from museums
other than art museums, and their median

not much higher than that for the
a iences as a whole. It would be inter-
e ting to know to what degree the high

centage of students is a measure of
the success of cultural organizations in
attracting them by special discounts and
other incenves.

As with homemakeks, the proportion of
students varied widely from audience to
audience, with a range from 0 percent
(found in one study of members only
(#181)) to 63 percent (an audience of a
student theatrical production (#127)).

Retired and unemployed. The median per-
centage of retired. and unemployed persons
in sixty five audiences for the, arts with
approprOte data was 5 percent, as .

compared to 11 percent of the 1975
civilian population over sixteen. This
figure would seem to reflect the relative
immobility and often severe financial
deprivation of individuals in both groups,
as well as their relatively low_ecluca-
tional attainment. Percentages id not
differ greatly among art forms.

In most cases, au epee studies presenteddi
data both on retired and on unemployed
persons; sometimesia single category
including both. In our analysis, per-

401Y
centages etired persons alone were
occasion included since the repre-
sentation of the unemployed, Where listed
separately, was consistently minuscule.
Downward bias in the totals may result
fr a`-possible tendency for individuals
who are unemployed, underemployed, retired,
or s miretircd to report their regular
occu tions.

Summary of Occupations. Audiences for
museums and the live perforking arts were
feand to include substantially more
individuals in high prestige occupations
than the public pt large. The two most
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striking findings in the materials
analyzed were thetextremely high pro-
portions of professionals, above all
teachers and the extraordinarily low
percentages of blue-collar workers.
Variation among art forms was relatively
minor, with.two-exceptions. First,
museums reported a less heavily profes-
aional public than the live performing
arts. Second, blue»collar workers
composed a far higher percentage of
visitors in museums other than at than
they did in any other category., Several
other findings are also notable. Managers
were slightly overrepresented relative to
their share of the populatio0 in perform-
ing arts audiences but not among museum
visitors. Clerical/sales personnel were
statistically somewhat underrepresented
_in audieqces for all the att forms, as
were homemakers. gtudents were greatly
overrepresented relative to theit
proportion.of.the ppblic at large,
although their participation-varied 7
considerably from audience to audience,
and the retired and unemployed composedr
consistently small percentages of audY=
ences for all art forms.

They will likely be more useful for
internal administrative considerations,
such as estimating the price sensitivity
of the present audience, the level of
contributions the audience is capable of
giving, and the participation of various
income groups in the audience. At any
rate, it must be kept in vind that
although income may be asFociabed with
arts attendance. it is not necessarily
the cause of attendance. High income is
correlated with having received a higher
education and holding professional or
managerial occupations, and evidence
suggests that it is these latter factors
rather than income that determine
attendance. When all three factors are
taken into account at the same time,
education and occupation once controlled
predict attendance but income does not
(#115s Gruenberg, 1975). Thus, the
,underrepresentation of middle and low
income groups is less the result of their
lower disposable income than of their
lower education and'attainment and their
membership in less prestigious ocypa-

-)tions.'

Income

notion that the audience for the arts
is composed ofran economic elite Is a
familiar one. A study of the Minneapolis
Symphony (#65) describes the popular
stereotype,of the symphony audience as one
of "extreme wealth, snobbery. 'our orches-
tra,! and long gowns and white ties and
tails." While snobbery and long gowns
have not yet been quantified, surveys
have repeatedly reported that museum and
liye performing arts audiences have
considerably higher median incomes than
the population at large. Baumol and
Bowen?(#8) found that the median family
income of the performing arts audience

was roughly twice as high as the median
for the total urban population, and the
NRCA (#137) reported that people with
household incomes over $15,000 attended
the arts more than twice as often as
those with incomes below this figure.

The relative affluence of the arts
audience has become an increasingly
impottant issue as arts organizations have
sought government support. Some observers
have warned that it is difficult to
justify public funding of the arts if the
audience is composed of a small, well-to-
do segment of the population. Where thit
attitude prevaili audience income
statistics may not prove particularly,
valuable for soliciting public backing.

it

Income distribution data were ava lable
onvighty-eight audiences forget' ums an
the live perfoaning arts. Two s eps were
necessary to make the data comparable.
First, virtually all studies reported
income..qtatistics by indicating the
proportibns of the respondents falling
in various income ranges. For compar-
abiliy, these range figues were
converted to median incomes for each
audience. Second, since the studies
analyzed were conducted over a fifteen-
year period, it was necessary to convert
income figures into constant income
levels. Accordingly, the consumer price
index was used to transform all. median,:
into constant mid-1976 dollars.

Several additional problems should be
kept in mind when interpreting these
income figures. Personal income is
generally regarded as sensitive infor-
mation: and income data solicited through
questionnaires or. interviews is more prone
to distortion than any other social char-
acteristic considered here (the
nonresponse,rate for income question.-
ranged as high as 29 percent). dioreover,
some studies requested family income,

. others bought household income, and still
others failed to specify either (which in
some instances was probably interpreted as
a request for individual income). This
may introduce some downward bias. While
studies requesting household and family
income yielded nearly identicil median
incomes, surveys specifying neither
obtained median incomes which were on the
average.$2,591-below those eliciting
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'household income. No reliable procedure
was available for adjusting these differ-
ences.

Finally, median real family incomestfor
the population as a whole increased
considerably in the 1960s and modestly in
-the 1970s: median family income in
%instant 1976 dollars was $10.778 in 1960,
$14.431 in 1970, and $14:47.6 in 1975. An
audience with a median family income of
$14,500-in-1976 dollars would be con-
sidered relatively affluent were the study
conducted in 1960 but fairly representa-
tive of the public were the survey
completed in 1975. More than two thirds
of the studies reporting income data were
conducted during the 1970s, and thus a
figure of approximately $14.000 for median
family income serves as a useful baseline
for comparison with study findings.

Median Family Income
U. S. Population

1960 $10,778
1970 14.431
1975 14.476

Consistent with the belief that the per -
forming arts draw an upper-income
audience, the median income for seventy
Performing arts audiences was $18,983,
approximately$5,000 above that of the
entire public (Table 6). Moreover, ,'
eighteen of the performing Ats surveys

..,were conducted by the Institute of
/Outdoor Drama. The outdoor dramas tendee
to attract a more diverse audience, and
the median income for these studies was
$15,249. By bontrast, the median income
for the performing arts studies without
the surveys of outdoor drama was $20,250.

The gap we found between the population
income and performing arts audience
income was somewhat less than that
observed by Baumoland Bowen (1966),
probably reflecting the greater diversity
of audiences surveyed in the studies
reviewed here; Baumol and Bowen, for
instance, did not include as many uni-
versity or outdoor. performances in their
study. and the lowest median incomes
consistently are reported for these types
of audiences.

The performing arts studies reported a
range of median audience incomes that
indicated considerable diversity in audi-
ence composition from event to event.
Nonetheless. nearly all of the assembled
studies found median incomes above that
of the general population. Excluding the
eighteen outdoor drama surveys, only three

of twenty-seven studies, of theatre
audiences reported median incomes below
that of the public at large. and alI three
of these were of university theatre pro-
ductions. No study of the other
performing arts yielded median incomes
below that of the general population. The
minimum median incomes reported for ballet,
orchestral music, and opera were, respec-
tively. about 42.000. $4,000, and $51,000',
highv'than the population median. If ',

outdoor drama audiences are excluded,the
majoeperforming art foims appear to draw
markedly similar audiences; the'theatre
median is $19,342 and.the opera median it

-$21,024, with ballet and orchestral music
in between.

As has been previqusly observed in the
case of both education and occupation.
museums attract a somewhat more repre-
sentative cross section of the American
public. The eighteen museum studies
reported j.ncomea sWieral thousand dollars
below the performing arts average though
still also several; thousand dollars above
the general population figure. (Only a
single museum study found a median income
below that of the general public.) Among
the many factors that may account for this
difference are the generally loweradmis-
sions charged by museums and the greater
'appeal of museums for students 'and young
people. Though relatively,few studies
are available ori'the 'separate museum
types. as in the cases of occupation 'and
education, art museums *ere found to draw
a somewhat more affluent clientele than
science or history museums.

Race and Ethnicity

The relative paucity of blacks and other
racial and ethnic minorities inarts
audiences has been commented on frequently
and, indeed, has been a matter Of some
concern to the arts community. Tn 1972,
the AMerican Association Of Museums called
attention to the problem of making museums

,mlevant and hospitable to intercity and.
minority people, noting that the movements
of the middle class toithe suburbs and of
'blacks. Mexican - Americans, Ind Puerto.
Ricans to the core city "have left the
museum, anurban instieStion,..to some
,extent a beached whale...." (American
Association of Museums, 1974'46).
Museums have not been alone, in recognizing
this dilemma. Recently,fhe'Kendedy
Cehter'for the Performing Arts formed a
special committee to find outawhy so few
of Washington's many blade residents were
attendiRg the Center's .events.
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Table 6 0

tl

Median income of Audiences by Art Form

ti

\

.

Ait Form Median of
Median Inlomed

qammr

Range of
Median Incomes

Total plumber
di Studies,

All museums $17,15E $13,394 - $30,618
.

Art museums 18,148 14,016- 30,618 10 /
History museums 16,757 - 13

4
394- 29,055 3

Science museums 17,269 14,765- 20,851 5 'gp
All nerforwing arts

/

18,903 9,466- 28,027 70

Aalletend dance 20,082 16,452- 22,404 10

Theatrl 44

Excluding outdoor drama 19,342 9.469- 25,784 27

Including outdoor4drama 16,819 9,466- 25,784 45

)rchr tra 20,825 18,221- 28,027 - 11

Opera 21,024 19,017- 27,245 5

41

11n constant mid-1976 dollars
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Minorities--blacks and persons of Oriental
and Hispanic background--were underrep-
resented in most of the audiences for
which data on race were acquired. They
accounted for a median 7 percent of
thirty-five audiences as opposed to being
over 20 percent of the population as a
whole. TIke median percentage of minor-
ities for thirteen audiences of the

-performing arts wail 7. the same as it was
for eleven audiences of art museum
visitors. Again, museums other than art
wer.i more inclusive: for eleven sets of
such visitors the median percentage of
minorities was 11. As. to specific
.minorities, while blacks constituted 12.3
percent of the total urban population in
1970, they represented a median 3.0
percent of the fifteen'arts audiences for
which data were available. In a number

?stud?studies outside the West Coast andies
individuals of Hispanic back-

ground were not separated from the white
population, thus depressing the minority
total. We surmise, however, from the few
studies in these areas that did coUnt
Hispanic people separately, that they
generally made up a small percentage of
the audience and that their exclusion
depresses the minority median by no more
than 1 percent.

Such overall figures should be interpreted
cautiously because of the small number of
audiences studied, variations in the
definition of minority and, above all, the
large differences in the populations of
minority groups in different locales. The
set of studies reviewed here, for example,
contains data from the Washington. D.C.
metropolitan area, where blacks composed
24.6 percent of the population in 1970
and from Washington State, where only one
in fifty persons was black. Similarly,
persons of Hispanic origin represented a
substantial portion of the populations of
Los Angeles and New York City (15.0 and
)L1.1 percent, respectively), but were a
much less significant presence in such
places as Boston or Montgomery. Alabama.
For this reason, selected comparisons
ere useful.1
In all but one of fourteen audiences for
Oich data on black attenders can be
compared to census data blacks were
underrepresented relative to their numbers
in the local population by ratios of up
to eighteen-to-one. In five studies of
museums in the San Francisco area, where
blacks composed 10.6 percent of the metro-
politan population in 1970, the highest
black proportion was only 3percent ( #111,
#193, #194, #195, #265). In two New York
City audiences (#94 and #203), blacks
represented 3 and 4 percent of attenders
,in contrast to over 16 percent of the
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metropolitan population. In two studies
of attendance at two\of the Smithsonian
museums (#110 and #265), visitors were
9 and 5 percent black.

Data on audiences in the South differed
little from other sections of the country.
In Joffrey Ballet audiences in three
southern cities, blacks were underrep-
resented in audiences by ratios of from $

three-to-one to thirteen-to-one ( #38)
relative to their share of local metropol-
itan populations. "Nonwhites" (presumably
almost all blacks) composed a rather.
sizeable 19 percent of visitors to a
Montgomery. Alabama, art museumlbut the
metropolitan black population in that area
is 34.4 percent. Only among summer
visitors of a Boston art museum (#17) were
blacks represented in proportion to their
number in the metropolitan population at
large. Finally, nonwhites constituted a
relatively high 16 percent of New York
City theatregoers in one study ( #73).

It should be noted that for many insti-
tutions a large portion of the visitor
population consists of tourists from out-
side the relevant Standarcipetropolitan
Statistical Area (SMSA). Out -of -town'
visitors have been found to compose be4peen.
22 and 30 percent of visitors to the
Metropolitan Museum in New York ( #3,416),
between 12 and 55 percent of visitors to
New York's Whitney Museum and the Museum
of Modern Art, and between 2 and 10 percent
of visitors to museum* in'Newark and
Brooklyn (#16). (These figures vary by
day of week.) Percentages of out-of-SMSA
visitors to Baltimore museums and per-
forming arts institutions range from 2
to 14 percent (Cwi and Lyall, 1977).
A strict comparison would have to take
these figures into account.

Individuals of Hispanic origin appear
to have similarly low participation
rates, although here the pattern is
less clear. They ranged from 0.88to
3.2 percent of four sets of San Francisco
museum visitors, while they constituted
7.4 percent of the metropOlitan popu-
lation. Only 8 percent of the San
Antonio Joffrey audience 0138) and 5
percent of American MUsegm of Natural
History visitors (#203) were found to
be Hispanic, but 37.5 and 11.1 percent
of San Antonio and New York City residents,
respectively were of Hispanic origin in
1970. The most anomalous findings on
Hispanic attendance appeared in a survey
in' Washington State (#63), where Hispanic
people composed from 5 percent of dance
audiences to 12 percent of history museum
visitors even though less than 2 per-
cent of the state's population is of N.--
Hispanic origin. If the findings are not
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the result of unique methodological
aspects of the study, the high rate of
HispanicArts attendance in Washington
State is remarkable indeed and deserves
further study.

Information about minority attendance
habits can also be gleaned from six **
cross-sectional studies undertaken by
the National Research Center of the
Arts. These surveys--two national, one
of New York State, one of California.
one of Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
and one of the New York Borough of
Queens--asked respondents if they had
attended each of several kinds of arts
performances and museums in the previous
twelve months. Relative responses of
whites and nonwhites varied widely from
place to place and time to time. In
New York State, virtually equal percen-
tages of whites and nonwhites reported_
attendance in Avery categdry except .
"concert or opera," where 36 percent
'of whites had attended as compared to
23 percent of nonwhites. In Queens,
slightly higher percentages of whites
said they attended theatre and classical
music performances, but slightly more
nonwhites attended dance (#190). In
Winston-ealem a higher percentage of
whites than nonwhites reported attending
all the performing arts (#201). In
California white attendance was higher
than black and Hispanic attendance for

'ftheatre, classical music, art museums,
and science and natural history museums,
but a substantially higher percentage
of blacks reported attendance at dance
events. Hispanic respondents indicated
less attendance than blacks or whites at
all the performing arts, but reported
attending museums more than blacks (#42).
Consistent Thith the California results,
a cross - sectional survey of the attitudes
of Amarillo residents found black
respondents relatively more enthusiastic
about classical music and Hispanic
respondents preferring the visual arts
to theatre, classical music, or dance.

The two national surveys are rather
perplexing for although the second was a
replication of the first and found rather
similar rates of attendance among whites,
attendance by nonwhites was sharply lower
in the second. The first survey, under-
taken in 1973, showed roughly equal
attendance at all the arts except for
theatre, where more whites reported
attendance, and dance, where greater
attendance was reported by nonwhites (07)
In the 1915 replication, however, white
attendance substantially exceeds non-
white in every category, with nonwhite
attendance dropping from 48 to 18 percent
for science and natural history museums,

from 50 to 24 percent for art museums, and
from 44 to 23 percent for theatre (#137).

Although most of the cross - sectional sur-
veys do show relatively small disparities '

between the attendance behavior of whites
and minorities, their findings must be
interpreted cautiously. Information -
based on people's recollection is
obviously considerably, less reliable-than
information obtained from people at
actual arts events, and cross-sectional
study respondents may often define
attendance in idiosyncratic ways. The
results of these and other differences
can be seen when the findings of a cross-
sectional study of New York State
residents is compared with the results of
a statewide New York survey of, individuals
actually attending arts performances.
Although nonwhites reported slightly
higher attendance rates than whites for
theatre, ballet and dance, and museums
in the cross-sectional survey, nonwhites
were consistently underrepresented in the
actual audiences. This underrepresen-,
tation may reflect greater overreportiig
by nonwhite respondents: peculiarities
of sampling; disproportionate attendance
by nonwhites at events excluded from the
actual audience surveys: a tendency for
many whites to attend frequently while
many nonwhites attend only once or
twice a year; or some combination of the
above.

While the existing data does not permit
a, definitive assessment--for example, no
surveys of museums or performing arts
companies appealing predominantly to
minority group members were available- -
it seems likely that blacks and other
minorities are generally underrepresented
in performing arts audiences and among
museum visitors relative to their share
of the population. Since a higher per-
centage of minorities than whites are very
young, poor, without college educactions,
and/or employed in blue-collar or service
occupations--all categories with dispro-
portionately low participation in arts
audiences--this is not in itself surpris-
ing. In 1975, 34.4 percent of the black
population, and only 26.1 percent of the
white population, was under the age of
sixteen. The median income for white
families in 1975 was $14,268 compared to
a median of 88,779 for black families.
Similarly, 63.2 percent of blade civilian
employed persons were blue-collar or-
service workers as compared to 44.3
percent for whites. And the average black
person twenty-five years of age or older
had completed 10.9 years of schooling
compared to a white median of 12.4.
Although existing data do not permit an
assessment, it is likely that poverty and
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lack of education, rather than cultural
factors or racial exclusion, are respon-
sible for the low level of minority arts
attendance. Only one audience or visitor
study 0193) reported educational attain-
ment by race. This study found that the
percentage of black visitors who were
college graduates was even higher (by a
few percentage points) than the compar-
able figure for white college graduate
visitors. Where data permits, further
analysis should be performed to assess
attendance rates by whites, blacks, and
Hispanic persons of equal educational
attainment and comparable occupational
and income levels.

Summary of Demographics

The studies in our sample indicate
consistently that the audience for the
arts is more highly educated, is of higher
occupational status, and has a higher
income than the population as a whole.
Only one study out of ninety-seven found
that the proportion of the audience with
a college education was lower than the
population at large. Every one of the
sixty-fiv studies which reported occu-
pation found that the audience was
composed of a substantially greater
proportion of professionals than the
general population, and onl four of
seventy-six studies found that the median
income of the audience was lower than the
median income of the population at large.

Although women were slightly overrepre-
sented in the arts audience, the gender
ratio varied extensively and one-quarter
of the performing arts audiences in our
sample and two-fifths of the museum
visitor populations were composed of more
men than women. The median age of the
arts audience was close to the median age
of the population at large but varied
widely from audience to audience. The
few studies which examined the racial or
ethnic composition of audiences indicate
that minorities were present in propor-
tions smaller than their share of relevant
metropolitan populations.

All of the variables studied showed
considerable change from audience to
audience. Some of this can be attributed
to the differing methodologies, such as
response categories, methods of sampling,
and presentation of results. Some may
stem from changes within an audience.
Certain characteristics of audiences were
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found to vary by season, time of perfor-
mance (day of week, time of day), and the
particular content of the performance or
exhibit. One final source of variation
is that the composition of the audience
appears to differ slightly for different
art forms.

Museum visitor populations were somewhat
more representative of the American public
than were the performing arts audiences
surveyed. The museum surveys found
smaller proportions of professionals and
the well educated had lower median incomes
than did studies of performing arts
audiences. The differences found between
the museum visitor population and per-
formAng arts audiences may be attributable
in part to the lower median age of the
museum visitor. There were differences
between the visitors to the various kinds
of museums. The art museum visitor
population was better educated, wealthier,
older, and composed of more professionals
than visitors to history, science, or
other museums. Among the performing arts"
theatre audiences were somewhat less * =
educated and less wealthy, and they were
composed of a smaller proportion of.
professionals than audiences for the other
performing art forms. ,

ADDITIONAL ISSUES IN AUDIENCE RESEARCH

In this section we look at changes in the
composition of arts audiences over time
to determine if the'breach" of museums
and the live performing arts has become
broader, narrower, or remained the same.
Also, we explore the differences between
frequent attenders and infrequent
attenders and evaluate the evidence on
audience overlap among art forms: to
what extent does each art form haVe its
own devoted following and to what extent
is it correct to speak of one arts
audience? Finally, we examine two impor-
tant genres of audience research that do
not deal with demographic composition.
These are studies of the economic impact
of spending by arts audiences on local
economies and surveys of public attitudes
towards government funding of the arts.
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The Arts Audience Over Time

To examine whether the American audiences
for live performing arts have'been pro-
gressively democratized over the pact
seventeen years, we have evaluated trends
in five.major indicators-- gender, age. .

education, occupation, and income.
During certain years, particularly some
in/the 1960/4 we had few surveys to work
from. Some of these have been grouped
together in a span of several years
to provide a morftstable estimate of
audience composition. At least six are
included within each time period (with
the exception of one period for the data
on education): Furthermore, because of
the relatively small number of museum
studies available for same of the periods,
the analysis is limited to performing
arts studies only. It should be
cautioned that the pre-1965 studies
include a number conducted by Baumol and
Bowen (between eight and thirteen,
depending on the social characteristic).
As we have already noted, these Studies
yielded social profiles that were sig-
nificantly more elite than those found
by most other audience surveys. Since
relatiyely few other early studies are
available, these surveys dominate the
early and mid-1960s audience composition
figures. and this should be kept in mind
in examining trends based on this period.

Gender. The proportion of men in the per-
forming arts audience shows little change.
over time, though there is a slight drop
in recent years (Table 7). In most
periods, the percentage of men varies fr6m
the low 30s to the low 50s, indicating
that there is far more variation in gender
composition from event to event than
between time periods.

hat. There is no indication of any trend
toward younger audiences.

Education. The proportion of the perform-
IriFiRraudience with at least a college
education evidences no decline over time.
While the education level appears to
fluctuate considerably between the first
three time periods, much if not most of
the change reflects special features of
the studies conducted during these
periods.. Thirteen of fourteen pre-1967
studies were executed by Baumol and Bowen'
while seven of fifteen studies during the
1967-1972 period were conducted on -
audiences of university productions.
(None of the post-l972 studies were of
campus audiences.)

Occu ation. Combining two indices of the
occupational composition of performing
arts audiences--the percentages of

professional workers and blue-collar
workers --we see little.chanqe over the
past seventeen years.

Income. Income trends mirror those
reported for the other social indicators.
The average income for 1960-1907 was
recorded at a figure markedly higher (in
constant mid-1976 dollars), but again this
is based almost entirely on the Baumol and
Bowen surveys of prominent performing arts
audiences. It is notable that the median
incomes reported for audience studies
conducted within a time period vary far
more.than do the averages between the
periods.

In short, our data do not'reveal any
striking changes in the composition of
the audienc4 over the past one and one-
half decades. However, we caution that
the heterogeneity of the audience studies
evaluated here may have concealed subtler
f.trends. For example, if audiendes for
one art form were becoming increasingly
male while audiences for another more
female, such a change would not be
discernable in our data. Similarly, if
theatre audiences in major cities were
becoming more diverse, while theatre
audiences in smaller cities and suburbs
were becomingiess so, no change would
be observed. Moreover,. any changes in
the audience of r .ticular organizations
or sectors would not be reflected in the.
aggregate figures we have comidered.
It is possible. for instance, hat the
audience, for professional dance compan-
ies--or any other art form - -is undergoing
a significant broadeiling while the
audience for certain other arts forme is
remaining stable or even narrowing.

Another way to examine time trends, and
one which eliminates problems emanating
from the aggregation of studies of
diverse institutions, is to compare
studies of the same arts organization
which have been conducted at different
times. In twenty-nine cases we have
multiple studies of an organization's
audience. However, the research method-
ologies were usually so different and the
idea of time-series data so absent among
the studies that a meaningful comparison
could be made in too few instances.

Audience Structure

In most audience studies attention is
rarely directed at one particularly
critical difference among audience
members: frequency of attendance. Some
persons are veterans of many performances
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Table 7

Social Character and Time Period

,
Time Trends in the Gender, Age, Education,
Occupation, and income Composition of.
Performing Arts AudienCes

Total
Median of Range of Number of..
Medians Medians Studies

Genders Percent Men

1960-65
1966-69
1970-71
1972-73
1974-75
1976

56
46
42
45
37
39

45-58
32-54
36-51
33-54
35 -43,
34-54

.

10
7

11
11
9

13 ...

' Age: Median (in years)
'to

.
vs 1960-67 37 3W7,4,6 9

1968-70 36 24 -46 6

1971-72 41 34-42 8

1973 30 21-35 13!,'

1974 36 22-43 ,O

1975 38 29-48 12

1976 .33 21-45 18

Education: Percent with
W

College Degree or More

1960-66 72 .61-86 14'
i967-72 47 21-66 15
1973 63 55-65 6

1974 67 54-74 4

1975 57 48-65 7

1976 65 34-76 13

(Table 7 continues on following page)
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(Table 7 continued)

Occupation:.

Percent professional

1960-69 65 48-80 11
1970-74 57 50-63 10
1975-76 59 24 -73 20

Percent blue-collar workers

1960 -69 2.4 1-5 8
1970-74 2.8 0-5 14
1975-76 3.0 1-7 11

Income: 1976 Dollars

1960-67 23,407 19,342-28,027 11
1967-70 19,017 16,819-25,229 10
1971-773.7 .19,684 9,466-27,245 12
1974-75 18,983 15,292-23,202 7
1976 20,004 14,003-21,004 11
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or visa s, others rarely visit, and still
others e in the audience for the first

(S e are also there for the last
time.) +A national cross-sectional survey
in 1975 reports that 47 percent of the
public. had attended at least one theatre,
classical music, or dance performance
during the previous twelve months; 52
percent had visited a museum. Of the per-
forming arts consumers, 62 percent had
made one to five visits, while 38 percent
had gone even. more of of the museum
visitors, 58 percent went to the museum
five times or fewer, while 42 percent had
visited more frequently ( #137). Most
audiences contain a mixture of regular and
irregular arts consumers, and for some
purposes defining the relative proportions
is useful.

Growing total attendance can reflect an
increase in the number of individuals
drawn to the arts, an increase in the
frequency of visits, or both. One organ-
ization experienced in audience research
distinguishes between the "reach" and
"frequency" of an audience. Reach
describes the percentage of a community
which attends an arts institution at
least once during a one-year period,
while frequency is the average number
of visits made by attenders during the
year (Morison and Fliehr, 1974). The
ratio of reach to frequency can vary con-
siderably from audience to audience. For
instance, in one study of a park and a
theatre in the park, it was found that
the park's reach was 6.0 percent (6 per-
cent of the area residents had visited
the park during the past year), while
the theatre's reach was only 2.5 percent
(#118). On the other hand, the frequency
of the park visitor was 4.4 (of those ever
attending during the previous year, each
averaged a little more than four visits),
but the frequency for the theatre patron
was 5.4. In other words, the theatre
attracted a smaller number of individuals
than the park, but it was a more committed
clientele.

Reach is a good measure of an organiza-
tion's breadth of appeal, while frequency
signifies the extent to which the organ-
ization has.cultivated a regular
constituency. Though outreach programs
are usually aimed at increasing the
former, some may actually be affecting
the latter. One art museum developed a
special exhibit designed, in part, to
broaden the museum's appeal. However, a
visitor study revealed that although
attendance did significantly increase
during the exhibit, much of the expansion
was due to the return of regular visitors
rather than the appearance of new
visitors (#135).

Studies involving more than a single type
of arts organization typically reveal that
frequent attenders of one type of insti-
tution also tend to be frequent attenders
of other institutions. An analysis of
cultural consumers in California reveals
that of infrequent museum visitors (one
to five visits during the previous year),
47 percent had not attended a theatre.
classical music. or dance performance
over the previous year and only 19
percent had attended more than fivetimes.
Sy contrast, of frequent museum visitors
(more than five times per year), only
24 percent failed to attend one of these
performing arts and 47 percent had gone
to more than five performances over the
year (#42). There is even some evidence
that frequent arts attenders participate
more heavily in all leisure pursuits,
such as sporting events, movies, the
circus, and creative activities (#.s 7,
39. 42, 190, 203). The habits of
attenders of one art form differ from
those in another. One study found, for
instance, that 63 percent of respondents
who had been to-thi-theatre during a
twelve-month period had attended no other
type of performing arts event. Sy
contrast, only 36 percent of the audience
at the symphony, 25 percent at the opera,
and 20 percent of the ballet had failed
to attend at least one other type of
performing arts event in the past year
(#115). There are various ways of
measuring audience overlap, but however
approached. the results seem to indicate
that theatre audiences are the least
integrated with those of the other per-
forming arts (Ws 8, 115). Also, there is
some evidence that slightly different
types.of people frequent performing arts
events as compared to museums (#42).,

Arts audiences distribute themselves
along a continuum. Clustered at one end
are those who frequently attend a variety
of arts events, and at the other endiare
those who only occasionally sampae a
single event. The habitual attenders
group themselves in active social circles.
Friendship and acquaintanceships are
formed around a shared interest in the
arts, cultural events are central topics
of informal discussion and exchange. and
there is the expectation that attendance
at, and knowledgeability of, the arts is
high. Several studies report that
frequent attenders are more likely than
infrequent ones to hear about arts events
through their social networks, to count
cultural consumers among their friends.
and to indicate that arts attendance is
fabhionable in their social milieu (#'s
7. 42, 64, 93).
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This cluster of the arts audience is also
distinguished from the occasional attend-
ers by its social character. Sixteen
audience studies in our possession
examined the relationship between fre-
quency of attendance and education. and
all sixteen found that tegular visitors
are more highly educated than irregular
visitors for both museums and the
performing arts. A cross-sectional study
of Californians, for example, found that
of those who had not visited a museum,
during the past year, 7 percent held a
college degree or more of the infrequent
museum visitors (one to five times), 18
percent were college educated: and of the
frequent visitors (more than five times).
31 percent held college degrees. The
corresponding figures for the performing
arts were 7, 18, and 43 percent, respec-
tively (#42).

Those among the regular arts audience
also tend to have higher incomes, though
the evidence here is less clear-cut than
for education. Thirteen of seventeen
studies with relevant data report higher
incomes for frequent attenders than for
infrequent attenders, but one study
revealed no difference and three in4cated
the revekee., In 41 three of the tatter
cases, the" audiences were for ballet or
dance. For example, a study that included
ballet audiences in New York State found
that median income for frequent attenders
was $19,000, as compared to $19,400 for
infrequent attenders (#73).

There is some eviden8;Nthat income may
have a stronger relationship to frequency
of attendance for the performing arts
than for museums. In one cross-sectional
study, for example, the income gap between
frequent and infrequent attenders is
$2,900 for the performing arts but only
$800 for museums (#42). Although museum
admission charges typically are cheaper
than performing arts tickets or are
nonexistent, we suspect this explains
little of the difference in attender
background. Studies of visitors to
museums before and after the institution
of an admissions charge (Cameron and
Abbey, 1962) or studies comparing "free"
periods to times when admissions fees are
charged (#17) have found little variation.
Then, too, professional sports and rock
concerts impose admissions fees comparable
to those for the performing arts, yet such
events, we suggest, often attract a
considerably less "upscale" audience.

There was no decisive pattern for the
gender and age composition of frequent
versus infrequent visitors. Four studies
indicated that frequent attenders had a
higher proportion of men, six studies
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reported a lower proportion of men. an'4
two studies found no difference. Sim-
ilarly, six studies concluded that
frequent attenders were older t
infrequent visitors, three found he
opposite, and two reported no age differ-
ence.

Since frequent attenders are more likely
to be present in an audience for a
specific performance or to be museum
visitors on any given day, most audience
studies are, strictly speaking, studies
of those present rather than of visitors..
As we have seen, regular arts. consumers .

are generally more highly educated and
somewhat wealthier than irregular
consumers. Thus social statistics based
on those present will tend to reveal a
somewhat more affluent profile than if
the statistics were based on all those
who ever participate in arts audiences.

Economic and Political Impact

The precarious financial condition faced
by many arts organizations and the growth
of government interest in the arts have
led to an intensified search for ways of
justifying public support. Increasingly,
audience research has provided the
factue. platform upon which rationales
for public support of the arts have been
erected.

Audience surveys may prove of practical
value for promoting public support in
several ways. Social profiles can be
used to demonstrate that a broad cross
section of the public is being reached by i
an arts organization and that, by impli-
cation, the organization is perfording a lb"

valuable quasi-public service. Another
application of audience research to the
acquisition of public backing is in the
identification of secondary economic
benefits of arts institutions for the
local community. A third practical muse
is in demon.strating.the educational value
of exhibits and performances for attenders,
thereby showing that the arts serve public
education. Finally, attitude surveys of
cross sections of the public can be used
to document widespread support for the
arts, so that spending on the arts by
funding agencies and legislative bodied
is made politically legitimate.

While demographic profiles have been
acquired in virtually all audience studies,
few have examined the secondary economic
impact or the public appeal of the arts.
Our assessment of attitudinal and economic
studies. then. rests on a more tenuous
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base than our assessment of the far more
extensively researched social profile
questions.

Economic impact. Studies of the local
economic impact df the arts have not
solely relied on audience survey method-
ologies. The direct and indirect
consequences of an arts organization's
payroll andpurchases have been examined:
efforts have been made,to identify the
lar:tly uncompensated contributions of
arts organizations to schools and other
loc'al institutions: and the effects of
cultural resources on individual business
firm decisions to locate in a community
have been considered (see, for instance,
#139; Arts Education and American Panel,
1977; and Cwi and Lyall, 1977).

. Audience research is particularltINvell
suited to answering still other types of
economic impact questions: Are art
-institutions an important consideration
in the decision of nonresidents toPlisit
a city? How large are the nonarts expend-
itures during a sisit to an arts insti-

\ tution? What sectqrs typically benefit
from the infusion of the associated
xpenditures?

N e audience studies in our possession,
al except one conducted in the mid-1970s,
add seed one or more of these issues.
One tudy was based on a survey of a
Bostod\commerical theater audience (#4): .

a second was a survey of New York commer-
cial thister audiences (#37); another
involved a study of visitors to the New
York Metropolitan Museum of Art (#3); a
fourth consisted of a survey of fourteen
audiences of nonprofit performing arts
events in Wisconsin (#29); a fifth and
sixth were of performing arts and museum
visitors in New York State (#73) and
Washington State (463); the seventh was
based on a survey of visitors to seven
major Chicago museums ( #11); and two more
were surveys of audiences for a ballet
company (#94, #138).

There lb no effective way of measuring
how cultural institutions draw visitors
to a community: As a result, these
studies have relied on a technique which
yields suggestive but not definitive
information on this matter. Art organi-
zation visitors are simply asked whether
the presence of the institution was a
major factor in their decision to visit
the city. Thus, among the nonresident
visitors to the Metropolitan Museum of
Art (nonresidents comprised half of all
visitors), four-fifths reported that
they had planned to see the museum prior
to their arrival in New York City. And
of these, 24 percent !indicated that their
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intention to see the museum was "a fairly
important" reason for the tripPand 58
percent affirmed that'the\visit was "a
major" reason behind the trip. Comparable
levels of museum drawing pOlr were found
in the Chicago study. Nonre idents were
asked: "Was a visit to the museum or
museums an important reason for your/ trip
to the city?" Nearly 50 percent
it was the "main reason," and 85 percent
attributed at least some importance to
the seven museums in stimulating their
travel plans« The number of city visitors
who would not have come were the museums
unavailable cannot be fixed with any
precision using these figures, but it is
clear that a substantial proportion are
attracted to the city largely as "cultural
tourists." 'Since cultural consumers tend
to be highly affluent, the arts may be
particularly effective in attracting
those who are most likely to make sub-
stantial personal expenditures during
their visit to the metropolitan area.

The expenditures by visitors on nonarts
goods and services varitd considerably.
Patrons of the 'Boston theatre spent $6.40
on the average: in several cities, between
$5.00 and $14.00 were spent aside from
the performance by persons attending
ballet; New York State residents who
attedded arts events spent an average
$7.80 o* nonarts activities while out-of-
town patrons vent $14.30: Washington
residents spent $6.70 along with attend-
ing a performing arts event: Wisconsin
performing arts audience spent $1.90 per
person in attending one of fourteen
surveyed events but $15.80 in attending
another; out-of-town visitors to Chicago
museums spent $16.0g.on the average; and
out-of-town wisitorbtto the New York
Metropolitan Museum of Art typically
disposedof $85.00 (a median figure).

If these amounts are used to estimate
total annual expenditaxes, the direct
`aggregate impact on the local economy
is considerable. In Boston, visitors of
the single theatre alone contributed
$3.9 million to the local.nonarts economy
during one season and $6.6 million during
another season when attendance rates were
higher (nonresidents were not distin-
guished from residents in this study, so
only a fraction of these totals repre-
sents the infusion of outside capital).
In Chicago, out-of-town visitors of the
seven museums contributed $76.5 million
to the economy, and in New York nonresi-
<dents passing through a single museum
were responsible for approximately $187
million in expenditures annually: These
figures represent direct outlays, and
there are additional indirect economic
benefits as the money changes hands
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several times before entering savings or
tax accounts. A multiplier of two is,
often used to estimate the recycling
effects, and so the combined direct and
indirect economic impact may be as muc
as double the above figures.

Ndt surprisingly, virtually all of the
spending is concentrated in the usual
'tourist industries. For instance, in
the Chicago study ( #11) of the total
museum related expenditures 29 percent
went-to restaurants, 27 percent retail
stores* 21 percent lodging, and 9 percent
transportation. Thus, it is evident that
certain sectors of the local economy
,benefit considerably from purchases by
cultural tourists. It remains to be
demonstrated' that the .whole economy, the
municipal government, and the local
public also benefit from this sectoral
economic impact. It has not been shown
that the benefits o4weigh any addition-

....

ar tax burden borne IN Local residents
resulting from government underwriting
of art organization deficits. Also
ithas not been shown that most of the
money -spent on activities associated r
with attending arts events would ,not have
been spent in the absence o40011, events.
Still another important issue'' p which has
yet to be addresded empiricdlly is the

e -locareconomic impadt of public sponsor-
ship of the arts relative to government
investment in other areas or institutions.

Political impact., Although the economic
benefits have not yet been decisively
demonstrated, it appears that public
support for government subsidy is already
widespread. This conclusion emerges from
ten studies we have assembled on public
attitudes toward government underwriting (

of the arts. Eight of the studies are
cross-sectional surveys oftAlle public
(including two national sOlies), and the
other two aretof performing arts and
museum visitors in two states. Nine of
the studies havebaam conducted since
1973, and the tenth was done in 1970.
Seven of the inquiries were carried out
by a single organization--the National
Research Center of the Arts. ( #'s 7, 42,
63, 73, 93, 137, and 201i the others are
4'.el 62, 66, and 187).

Within certain regions of America,
majorities or near majorities endorse the
general principle that the government
should help finance cultural organi-
zations that are running deficits, with
local help clearly preferred over federal.
Among California resident4rfor instance,
49 percent subscribe to the position
that the federal government "should help
arts and cultural organizationerin the
area if they need financial support";
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60 percent endorsi state government ,

backing in this circumstance; and 63
percent back local government inter-
vention (442). Comparable patterns are
recorded for Winston -Salem ,eNorth .

Carolina, (#201) andAnchdiaie, Alaska,
(#93): the percentages supporting
federal, state, and local,gdvernment
financing are 49, 60, ,arid 64 in, the
former region and 47; 69, and 74 in the
latter. In Boston, more than half (57
percent) of the city's residents favored
expansion of a ciy-sponsored cultural
program from a summer season to a year-
round basis (462). And in Salt Lake
City, Utah, a majority of the public (58
percent) would urge a greater allocation
of the municipal budget to cultural
events (4166). 14

The apparently high levels of public
support in these regions may be due to
the question-sensitive nature of this
issue (though conceivably there could be
regional pockets Of high support for
government involvement). When a national
sample of the American lic was asked

tto2
in 1973whether "cultur organizations
(should) have to pay the wn way, or
should....be able to receive direct
government funds to help support-them,"
only38 percent adopted the. latter 4

,position, while 34 percent indicated that
cukfeekorganizations should rely on
their Oilifi means and 28 percent reported.
that it depended on the circumstances or
were undecided ( #76). Even greater
skepticism is evident when the issue is
government support fortists rather
than cultural organizaellbne. Only 31
percentdef the California publip agreed
that "prlifessional artists should receive .
help fratt (the) California state govern-
ment if they need financial assistance to
continue their artistic profession" ( #42),
and in.1975 only 29 percent of the Ameri-
can public endorsed federal'support
for needy artists (31 percent endorsedi.,
support by state or local government)
(4137).

The level of public support for inter --
vention varies widely according to the
specific type of cultural organization
involved, with museums faring far better
than specific kinds of performing arts
organizations. Thus, while 38 percent
of the general public in a 1973 survey
agreed with the principle that

andorganizations such as museums and symphony,
orchestras" should be eligible for govern-.
ment underwriting, far smaller proportions
urged such eligibility for specific kinds
of performing arts' organizations. Only
11 percent of the public would like to
see opera receive public funds; the
percentages for commercial theatre,
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nonprofit theatre, ballet and dance, and
symphony orchestras stood at. only 5, 12.
11, and 16, respectively. By contrast
government subsidies for museums drew far
greater support. The percentages'
endorsing government support for art,
science, and history museums w'ere,41, 55,
and 57, respectively (#7).

There is some indication that the level
of support has grown in recent years as
government spending on behalf of cultural
organizations has itself expanded. In a
1975 survey of the general American pub-
lic, the percentages accepting the idea
of 'local government support for opera

, had increased to 33 percent, for -theatre
to 38 percent, for ballet and danceto 33
percent, and for symphony orchestra to
37 percent. Similarly, subsidies for
art, science, and history museums were
now supported by 46, 64, and 64 percent
of the public. respectively (° #137).

The rank order of the level of public
support for the various art forms closely
Parallels the degree to which the forms

bract a socially elite audience. The
ore representative tan art audience is

of the general public, the more widespread
is public support for government financ-
ing of the art form. This is hardly
surprising, for one would expect interest
in government support for the arts to
correspond to the,benefits perceived.
Among those attending performing arts
events and museums inthe states of
Washington and New York, over 80 percent
felt that government assistance should be
provided performing arts organizabidns
and over 90 percent felt that it should
go to museums (#63: #73). Similarly, in
cross-sectional surveys two of the best
predictors of individual willingness to
endorse government involvement are the
individual's educational level (already
shown 'to be one of the best indicator's
of arts attendance) and whether the indi-
vidual.is an active arts consumer. In
the 1973 national survey. 22 percent of
those with an eighth-grade education
agreed that the government should support

*cditural organizations. while 50 percent
of the college educated took this position.
Twenty percent of the nonattenders but 64
percent of the frequent attenders (those
in the top deciZe of the attendance rate)
shared the view that government subsidies
or the arts were desirable ( #7).

While' large segments of the public agree
in principle that government support for
the arts is appropriate, it is less clear
that these segments would give the arts

.1

-3

a Nigh priority were they confronted with
concrete political choices. Some evidence
indicates that p,substantial part of the
public is prepared to have the government
intervene in at least a very modest .

fashion. In Anchorage, for instance, 71'
percent of the residents assert that they
would be willingto pay an additional five
dollars in local taxes to support community
cultural activities (#201); 54 percent are
so inclined in California (#42). and 58
percent of the 1975 national population
would be willing to,undertke this
nominal payment (#137). A fivefold
increase in the tax burden; however,
results in many fewer supporters: 2a
percent of'the California respondents and
41 percent nationally would support a
twenty-five dollar increase in their taxes
to underwrite the arts,(#42: #137). Again,
willingness to undertake this burden is
highly correlated with whether the indi-
vidual is a cultural consumer. However.
it is also clear that the arts still rank
far below other priorities for most of
the public. When a national sample was
asked in'1975 to evaluatethe importance
of various dommunity services; the arts
rated below health, transportation.
education, law enforcement, housing, and
recreation facilities. Similarly, when
asked whether federal spending should be
increased in a number of areas, respon-
dents ranked the arts far below education,
health, public transportation, and housing, -
with only defense'and welfare spending
rated significantly less preferable than
that of the arts (#137).

It is evident from available audience
research, then...?that strong.minorities of
the public (and in some cases majorities)
are in agreement with the general prin-
ciple that the government should be
involved in funding cultural organizations.
though there is less support for direct
funding5 artists themselves. Support is
strongest among those segments who stand
to benefit most diiectly from increased
government backing. 'However, while these
results are suggestive they cannot be used
sto determine whether this publAp support
for,the arts is--or could be--mobilized
in.ihe political process. We do not know,
for example, whether the arts lobby has
a more willing public to mobilizeon
behalf of art spending than do other
interest groups on behalf of other, com-
peting priorities. Nor do we know
whether public attitudes toward govern-
ment arts policies become translated
into voter preferences during election
campaigns.
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CHAFTER'2

QUALITY AND IMPACT OF ARTS AUDIENCE STUDIES

.s

Arts institutions and organizations
concerned with the arts have already
undertaken a great many studies of
audiences, and the tempo of such research
appears to be increasing. Arts Managers
and policy makers have studied audiences
in order to assess public attitudes, to
determine the composition of the public
that particular institutions serve,,to
help decide on prices and hours, to
provide baseline data for market develop-
ment programs, and to estimate the impact
of arts activities on local anddstate
economies.

°
Such research has been greeted with a
combination of skepticism and enthusiasm.
An increasing segment of the arts commun-
ity seems to feel that institutions "in
need of practical advice miss a gold
'mine of wisdom by neglecting to survey
their audiences" (Wainwright, 1973).
Others assert that the research is of
trivial importance, ad expensive way of
finding out what is already known.

Has audience research been of value to
the arts? To answer this question we
must ask two more, in turn. First, has
the technical quality of audience studies
been sufficiently high to provide infor-
mation that, if acted upon, will permit
mknaiers and policy makers to accurately
Predict the impact of their decisions?
Second, has the research been planned in
such a way that the individuals respon-'
sible will be willing aria able to use its
results? Research can`be ofithe highest
technical quality, but-1f it does not lead
to recommendations that decision makers
have power to implement, it wIll not be.
useful. Similarly, if research provides
data directly relevant to pressing
decisions but the research is shoddily '

executed, policy based on that research
is more likely to have unfortunate con-
sequences.

The purpose of this chapter is to discover
, those factors most closely related tb

technical quality and policy utility of .
arts audience research. Our strategy has
been to rate the quality and utility of
eighty-six studies of arts audiences and
to ascertain the relationship between
certain characteristics of the studies
and their scores on'the quality and
utility scales. Organizations that

'consider sponsoring or undertaking

audience research may,usS these findings
as guidelines against whtch to measure
their own assumptions about such issues
as whdt kind of research to db, whether
to do research in-house or contract out, -

what kind of researcher to hire, and how
much to spend.

THE ARTS AUDIEN SURVEY

1

Our discussion is based upon an intensive
examinationlof eighty-six studies of arts
audiences and on completed surveys from
the dire.*.:Zors of these studies. In
addition to reports do museum visitors
and perforAing arts'audiences,'we
examined cross - sectional sutveys of local
or national populations depigned to
acquire information on exposure to and/or
attitudes toward the arts. 'Mot of the
eighty-six studies, employ traditional
survey'techniquts,*althongh some studies
use quasi-experimental designs (Campbell
and Stanley, 1966). They were undertaken-
to proyide information for a variety of
purposes, rangindlrom &Ind raising,
'audience expansion; and marketing to
planning, facilities, setting ticket prices,
and lobbying legislatures.

We discribed our acquisition procedures.in
chapter one. Within three months, we had
127 audience studies which had been under-
taken since 1970. Studies conducted
before 1970 were excluded on the grounds;-.
that Study directors would find it 4

difficult to recall essential prboedural
details of their research. We estimate
that At least 400 audience studies have
.been'tonducted since then and soothe 127
located folF this inquiry can be assumed
to be reasonably representative. Some
bias towards more recent studies and
toward studies of &love average quality
and utility may hal.N. resulted from our
procedures.

Two hypes of informatiOn were compiled.
First, east study report s coded by two
raters on a variety of quaity dimensions.
Second, a twelve-page survey form was
sent to directors of 112 studies. (Fif-
teen study directors could not be located
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or weredeciased.) After a second mail-
ing and severwl telephone contacts.
usable for& /ere received from eighty-
six of t1 . rectors, for a response
rate of 77,percent. The study audiences
were distributed among the various art
forms as follows:

Art taseums 21
History Museums 14
Science Museums 7

Ballet 12'
Dance ,6
Jazz 7
Folk and Ethnic Music 4
Chamber Music , 10
Orchestras 17
Commercial Theatre 7
Nonprofit Theatre 3
Opera 11
Cross - sectional Studies 13

The total exceeds eighty-six because many
studies surveyed audiences of more than
one art form.

PREDICTING QUALITY IN ARTS AUDIENCE
STU1IES

By technical quality we refer to the
extent to which a study is properly
conceptualized and executed in Accord-
ance with the norms of scientific invest-
igation. Previous efforts to assess the
technical quality of research have
generally relied on generalized assessments
by peers or specially trained reviewers
(e.g.; Persell, 1971; Gordon and moris.
1975; Yin et al., 1976) or on itemized
assessments in which raters, counting the
hUmber of specific procedures, generate a
score on a quality index (e.g. Gephart,
1965; Bernstein and Freeman, 19751 Yin
et al., 1976; McTitvish et al., 1977).
While there is me it in both metods.

' because of resource limitation only tL,
latter is used here. Drawing c a number
of standard discussions of preferred
technical procedures in social research
(e.g., Kerlinger, 1973; Bernstein 1976;
Campbell and Stanley, 1966; Lin, 1976),
on an exhaustive list of seventy-five
desirable technical, research features
developed by McTavish et al. (1977), and
on observations of factors specifically
relevant to arts audience research (Mann.
1972; O'Hare, 1974; Cameron and Abbey.
1960b), we established two sets of
criteria for evaluating the quality of

0
the eighty-six audience studies. The
first set was used with the questionnaire
which had been completed by the directors

wof the studies; the second set was
employed by two raters who evaluated the
:eports available on each audience study.'

We divided the quality criteria into two
domains. Following a distinction elab-
orated by Campbell and Stanley (1966)
and by others (e.g., Bracht and Glais.
1968; Bernstein, 1976), these domains
can be referred toaa internal validity
and external validity. Internal validity
refers to the e,..tent to which an investi-
gator can eliminate alternative
explanations as cause. External
validity refers to.therxtent to whidh
the researcher can gen Falize from the
individuals studied to a larger population.

Internal validity of each survey is
assessed using nine itemi=onsthe investi-
gator's questionnaire and ten items from
the research report assessment. These
items include whether the survey was
pretested, trained personnel were used
in the administration of the study,
multivariate statistical techniques, were
employed, and a valid linkage was made
between the survey's data and the con-
clusions drawn. External validity is
assessed with ten items on the investi-
gator's questionnaire and eight items
in the report assessment dealing with
such issues as sample selection, sample
size, testing for response bias, and use
of tests of statistical inference.2 Each
item was dichotomized into high- and low -
quality categories. Quality scales were
formed by sunning the number of times an
audience survey fell into the high-quality
category.

While some of these items may appear
esoteric, each can have a significen,
impact and offers the potential of dis-
torting research findings. For example,
imagine a situation in which poorly,
supervised theatre ushers are responAble
for inserting survey forms in programs
and placing them on every other seat:
the usher responsible for the front of
the house places the programs 41 the
correct manner; the usher for the middle
rows inserts ele surveys properly wt
forgets to cr ect them: and the usher
responsible .cr the rear falls ill at the
last minute and Is replaced by someone
unfamiliar with the survey procedure who
faits to distribute any questionnaires.
The audience members in the front row
seats dutifully fill out and return their
forms and, when the program has finished,
the researcher has a total response rate
of about 30 percent. The researcher does
not bother to check the representativeness
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of the seats ftom which comp.outed forms
were.gathered. When the results are
calculated, he or she is surprised to
find that the crowd is older and more
wellpto-do.than expected. If the theatre
managers do not choose to ignore the
survey findings, there is a danger here.
They might launch an expensive campaign
to recruit younger and less affluent
people to their performances, without
realizing that the findings simply
reflected the fact that audience members
who purchase more, expensive tickets are
generally older and more affluent than
those in the less expensive seats,, who
were unrepresented among the returned
questionnaires (Baumol and Bowen.:1966).
Because the response was biased, and
because the investigator failed to take
this into account, the audience survey
could mislead its sponsors.

While this hypothetical case is.extreme
(though perhaps not so unusual as one
might hope), it indicates the problems
that can result from poor research
techniques. Failure to pretest question-
naires may result in answers that are
useless or misleading. Failure to use
multivariate statistical techniques may

. lead readers to infer that one factor is
responsible for a second when, in fact.
they Ste both caused by, a third. Failure
to sample properly may result in general-
izations about an entire visitor
population on the basis of responses from
an unrepresentative group. Thus, the
internal and external quality scales are
important elempnts for measuring valid
research.

We discovered that!the internal and
external quality scales were strongly
associated: studies high on one scale
are likely to be high on the other. The
interscale correlations are .566 for the'
investigator quest4nnaire items and .733
for the report assessment data. Accord-
ingly, the internal and !external validity
dimen ions for each data source were

ned,into a general quality measure.3
S laxly, using thidviingle quality
measure,,we found tha ratings from the
investigator questio ai.re items and the
report assessment dat ire also highly
correlated (.579). Th s, these too were
combined' to form a sin ).e overall quality
scale that serves as or technical
quality messure.4

The variation in researOL panty
measured by this scale dan be illustrated
by comparing studies that fall high and
low on the index. An example of a high
quality study is a social profile survey
of the visitors to a major metropolitan
art museum: this study is a full
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standard deviation higher in technical
quality than the average audience survey.
In the study a questionnaire, was dis-
tributed.to randomly chosen visitors
during four gime periods selected to
represent the seasons of the year. - Those
distributing the forms were trained and
closely supervised. Nearly 5,000 visitors
were approached, more than 95 percent
provided usable responses, and both
population variability and the width of
preferred confidence intervals were
considered in selecting this large a
sample. The analysis was facilitated by
a computer. Although neither scaling
nor multivariate techniques were employed,
the results were weighted to adjust for
the sample frame and tests of signifi-
cance and confidence intervals were
established. The study report included
a discussion of the research design
(though previous audience research was
ignored77-valid linkages were drawn
between the data and conclusions, and
there was a discussion of the policy
implications accompanied by concrete
recommendations. The report lacked a
synopsis of its basic findings as well as
a statement of the' study's limitations.

For purposes of comparison, we have
selected a low quality study of the
audience for a single performance of a
nonprofit theatre: its quality is a full
standard deviation below that of the
typical audience study. The survey form
was not pretested and those who adminis-
tered the survey were not cArefully
supervised, but a probability sampling
procedure was employed. The sample size,
however, was not based on considerations
of statistical inference, a response rate
of approximately $0 percent was obtained,
and no effort was made to adjust for
possible response bias or for the sample
design itself. The analysis was under-
taken without the aid of a "computer,
timpie bivariate statistics were the most
complex'data analyses performed, and the
report presented little more than the
distributions of respondents among the
various response categories. The research
design, policy issues, policy impli-
cations, and study limitations were no-
where discussed,

FACTORS PREDICTING RESEARCH QUALITY

The quality of a research study is, We
think, a function of the resources tnaz
an investigator can mobilize. Such



resources include the investigator's
personal capacities and background and a
variety of external factors. such as his
or her colleagues. audiences, career
incentives, ime. and financial support.
For instance, if the intended audience
for a report i not well-equipped to
judge its meth ological rigor, the
,investigator is less constrained to main-
tain ortbodox methodological standards.
Similarly. a shortage:of funds can force
the investigator. whatever his or her
personal standards, te employ less
acceptable but more elonomical techniques.

In our hypothesis, then, predic ..r.g the
quality of a study is partly a shatter of
identifying the investigator's research
capacities and the necessary environmental
support. To this tnd, we analyzed the
investigator's experience and background,
the organizational setting of the study
and the financial resources available.

The personal Capacity of the investigator
to conduct high quality research depends
on his or her. Aevel of training and
research experience. It is true that in
an analysis of 236 major federal eval-
uation studies initiated in 1970,
Bernstein and Freeman found that the
researcher's level of formal training
had little bearing on study quality (1975:
115). Yet the absence of an effect of
formal training may not be universal. It
will be examined here through the variable
investigator degree, the highest formal
degree obtained by the study director.5
Investigator experience. our measure of
relevant research experience, will be
assessed by the sum of the number of
surveys the investigator had conducted
prior to the audience study in question.6

Financial resources that affect the
quality of a research product include the
size, quality, and organization of the
research staff, library and computer
facilities, and disposable funds for the
purchase of ancillary research materials.
A convenient, albeit approximate,
aggregate measure of project financial
resources is the total study budget.
Alt:lough Bernstein and Freeman found no
significant impact of budget on quality
for their evaluation studies, they
excluded studies with total expenditures
under $10,000. Most of the eighty-six
arts audience studies considered here
were conduCted with more modest resources.
Only ten of the directors report costs of
$10,000 or more ($150.000 was the most
expensive), and the median cost was a
mere $471.

Three sets of institutional factors that
may affect research quality can be
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distinguished. The first is the profes-
sion of the irvestigator, since different
professions hold va,:ying definitions of
acceptable research procedure. Bernstein
and Freeman found that variations in
professional norms between social science
disciplines did have consequences for
research quality (1975: 118). Even
sharper differences maybe expected
between investigators affiliated with the
social sciences and those identified with
the marketing or arts management profes-
sions.

A second potentially significant
institutional factor is the nature of the
organization in which the investigator
works. The scientific method is perhaps
best established in academic institutions.
less so in nonacademic research organi-
zations, and least so in arts
organizations. Studies of research in
other fields have yielded conflicting
conclusions about the relative quality
of academic and nonacademic research. In
an analysis of 140 studies of technolog-
ical innovations in local services, Yin
et al. (1976) found no relationship
between the, kind of organization conduct-
ing the study and the quality of the
research. Yin and Yates' assessment of
case studies of urban decentralization
and participation (1975), however,
indicated that higher quality studies
were conducted in academic institutions.
Bernstein and Freeman (1975) report a
similar finding.

The third institutional factor is the
relationship of the organization conduct-
ing the study to the institution that is
the subject of the inquiry. An in-house
researcher may have a stake in producing
results acceptable to his or her organ-
ization, whereas an autonomous outside
researcher may find it easier to maintain
an independent. objective stance. On the
other hand, in-house investigators may
be more sensitive to the research setting
and, as a result, may develop more
appropriate research designs. The
counterbalancing,of these two factors
could explain the apparent inconsistency
of previous research on this issue. Yin
et al. (1976) found that outside
researchers did higher, quality studies
than insiders. Yin and Yates, however,
found no relationship between these
factors, and Bernstein and'Freeman found
that in-house investigators did somewhat
better than their unaffiliated counter-
parts.

We analyzed the institutional setting of
art audience studies in terms of the
following variables. Investigator's
profession: thirty-one of the study
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directors were primarily arts managers:
fifteen were in marke.ing: fifteen were
identified with a social science dis-
cipline; and tha remaining twenty-five
were associated with a variety of other
research-related fields. Organization
aem in which the study director worked:
twenty-seven were arts institutions;
twenty-three were independent research
firms (nonprofit and profit); and
nineteen were academic institutions.
Ozeizat.enctan; the number of
surveys or any kindthat the organization
had sponsered before the study in
question.' Finally, organization affili-
etion of the study director: thirty-
seven of the eighty-six studies were
conducted by internal researchers,
'forty-nine were not.

THE =RELATES OF QUALITY

What is the actual relationship between
the technical quality of the audience
studies and the various study character-
istics expected to affect study quality?
In answering this, our first step was
to examine the empirical relationship of
technical quality with each study
characteristic. Next, since these study
characteristics are themselves empiri-
cally interrelated, it vas important both
to isolate the unique impact of each
characteristic controlling for she
influeece of the others, and to obtain an
estimate of their joint, overall impact
on quality.

We calculated the average quality of the
studies within each category of the
predictor variables. Tim, we subtracted
the average quality for all eategories
combined (15.40. with a standard
deviation of 8.45).8 Table 8 shows the
resulting deviations from the overall
mean.

First, it is evident that the investi-
gator's prior eurvey research experience
has virtually eo bearing on the quality
of his or her study. The average quality
of the studies conducted by highly
experienced investigators (more than nine
previous studies) and by those without
prior, survey research expesience is less
than one point above average, while
investigators with moderate experience
(one to nine studies) performed slightly
below average research (-1.49). An P-test
for intergroup differences fails to meet
even the .05 level of statistical signif-
icance.
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The second index of investigator back-
ground--the investigator's highest
degree-does predict study quality.
Researchers who hold'Ph.D.'s and compar-
able credentials conduct studies which
are on the average, 4 to nearly 7 pointe
above average. Those with only D.Pe's or
M.A.'s t:$cally produce research that is
4 to S points below average. (The F -test
is significant at the .001 level.)

Study budget is also strongly correlated
with quality. Audience research
conducted with less than $350 is more
than 5 points below standard. while
research performed with budgets of more
than $1,650 is 6 points above the mean
(P-test significant at .001).

The factors related to the institutional
setting predict variations in the quality-
measure as well. Indeed, in this sample
the best predictor of all the variables
is investigator profession: studies
conducted by social scientists score
nearly a full standard deviation above
average (7.01), while research carried
out by arts management personnel is
three-quarters of a standard deviation
(6.40) below average. The nature of the
organization also makes a difference, but
an organization's prior experience' with
survey research does not. Investigators
affiliated with academic institutions
and private research firms generate
studies 2 and 4 points above average,
respectively, while those in arts organi-
zations produce research 5 points below
average. The quality of inquiries
conducted by organizations with extensive
experience, however, is a statistically
insignificant 3 points above the quality
of research bj moderately experienced
organizations and only a single point
above the studies of organizations with
no prior experience. Finally, outside
research is clearly of higher quality
than in-house studies. The mean quality
of the former is more than 5 points
greater than of the lattereal

In summary. then, by technical standards
the best research in this sample is
produced by individuals with Ph.D.'s or
comparable degrees wbo are social
scientists affiliated eith,priyate
research firms or academic institutions.

Since the predictor factors are highly
correlated amdng themselves, it is
necessary to examine their simultaneous
impact on quality if we are to isolate
the importance of each. For instance.
both budget and type of organization
strongly predict research quality but
these variables are also highly related
to one another. The median budget of
studies conducted in private firms,
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Table II Deviation from Average Study Quality
by investigator Background, Resources,
and/Institutional Setting

Study Characteristic Deviation) (N) Study Characteristic

Investigator Research Background

Investigator experience Investigator degree2

More than 9 studies 0.64 (23) Other advanced
1-9 studies -1.49 (23) Ph.D.
0 studies 0.75 (36) MBA

MA
BA

mime. ANW
Resources

Budget2

More than 81649 6.29 (23)

$350-1649 -0.02 (21)
Less than $350 -5.58 (26)

Institutional Setting

Deviation (N)

6.85
4.11
0.74
-5.00
-3.76

(9)

(27)

(7)

(19)
(22)

Investigator profession2

Social science
Other research related
Marketing
Arts

Organization type2

Private firm
Academic
Arta

Organization experience

7.01 (15) More than 12 studies 1.22 (19)

4.13 (25) 1-12 studies -1.72 (15)

-0.66 (15) 0 studies 0.25 (30)
-6.40 (31)

Organization affiliation2

4.13 (25) External research 2.76 (37)

1.99 (26) Internal research -2.76 (37)
-5.02 (32)

1Deviation from the overall mean 2F-test for intergroup differences is
significant at the .001 level.
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academic institutions, and arts organi-
zations are $6,260, $750, and $253,
respectively. We cannot tell from the
.figures reported in Table 8 whether
budgetr type of conducting organization.
or some combination of both accounts for
the variation in quality.

To answer this question, we apply the
statistical technique of multiple
regression analysis, which enables us to
inspect the relationship between research
quality and any single predictor variable,
while bolding all other predictor
variables constant.

The predictor variables are entered into
a .regression,equation with quality as the
dependent variable,. Investigator degree
is entered in a dichotomized form, with
those holding a Ph:D. or related degree
joined in one category. and those without
such degrees grouped in the other. The
logarith4c transformation of the budget
is used," and investigator profession and
organization experience are entered as
sets of dummy (dichotomous) variables.
Since investigator and organization exper-
ience exhibited insignificant, zero-order
associations with quality, they are
excluded from the analysis. Because of
the high correlation between two other
variables--organizational affiliation and
type of organization--the less powerful
predictor of the two, organizational
affiliation, is also deleted.

The correlations and the regression
coefficients of predictor variables with
study quality are displayed in Table 9.
The correlations are consistent with the
patterns seen in Table 8. but the stand-
ardized regression (beta) coefficients
reveal that several of the predictor
ariables have little impact on quality
once other variables are controlled. For
example, the substantial simple correl-
ation of .48 for investigator degree is
reduced to a beta value of -.02 once the
confounding effects of other variables
are removed. This means that whether an
investigator holds a Ph.D. or comparable
degree has no direct independent impact
on study quality. Rather, the high
correlation resulted from the fact that
study directors with Ph.D.'s frequently
were in the social sciences or other
research-related professions and had high
budgets with which to work.

The association between budget and quality
remains very high even after controring
for the other bariables. The beta value of
.63 exceeds that for any other variable and
indicates that one can best predict the
quality of an arts audience study if one
knows what funds were available to its
director.
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The beta coefficients for the three dummy
variables of investigator profession are
all statistically significant and range
from .19 for those in marketing to .28
for social scientists and .39 for those
in other research-related disciplines.
These beta coefficients, signify that
other factors held constant," investigators
who were not arts professionals generated
technically better. research. Finally,
although the simple correlations of
organization types are substantial', the
more important beta coefficients are not.
The beta value is -.08 for private firms
and .14 for academic institutions, neither
of which approaches statistical signif-
icance.

Thus, although a number of factors are
empirically associated with higher quality
studies, it is evide4t that only two were
found to have a substantial direct
independent effdct: budget and the
profession of the study director. More-
over, with only a little assistance from
the other variables these two explain
63 percent of the variance in study
quality. (Variance explained is derived
by squaring the multiple correlation
coefficient.) This means that we were
able to predict audience study quality
in this sample with considerable precision.

With certain caveats we will note in a
moment, the unstandardized regression
coefficients can be used to predict the
likely quality of a proposed audience
study. If the study were allocated
virtually no budget and placed in the
hands of an investigator primarily identi-
fied with.thearts, a quality index of -

approximately 6.2 could be expected; this
is more than a full standard deviation
(8.3 points) below the average quality
level for all the studies. An investi-
gator with a Ph.D. or related degree
would not improve quality, but increasing
the budget would have a dramatic impadt.
By this model, expansion of the budget.
from $0 to $1,000 would add 5.8 points to
the score. (It would require an add-
itional $10,000 to bolster the score
another 5.8 points.) Employing a market-
ing analyst as primary investigator means
an additional 4.0 points; a social
scientist adds 5.8 points; and a member
of A research-related profession (these
were urban planning, architecture.
engineering and applied mathematics. and
public opinion polling) increases the
score 7.1 points. Whether the study is
assigned to an investigator located in
an arts organization, private firm, or
academic institution makes very little
difference, though 2.4 points might be
added if the academic setting is selected.1
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Table 9

Study Characteristic

Simple Correlations and Regression Coefficients
of Audience Study Quality With Investigator
Background, Resources, and Institutional Setting

beta B Fla P

Investigator- Background

Investigator degree:
Ph.D. or related .497 -.016 -0.26 0.02 n.s.

Resources

Log of budget .699 .627 5.33 41.92 -41.001

Institutional Setting

Investigator profession

social science .284 .267 5.81 6.12 -1.05

other related .399 .390 7.08 12.50 -41.001

marketing -.061 .191 4.01 4.60 -111.05

Organization type

private firm .315 -.082 -1.61 0.61 n.s.

academic institution .230 .138 2.38 1.82 n.s.

Constant 6.21

Multiple Correlation
Coefficient (R) 0.794 17.91

2
-4,001

R-Squared 0.631

(N) (70)

1Key: r =siipple correlation; beta=
2
F-value with 6 and 63 degrees o

standardized regression coefficent; freedom.
F=F-test value (1 and 63 degrees of
freedom); p=statistical probability
level.
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Thus, if the studies reviewed here are
typical, expanding the budget from $0 to
$1,000, selecting a marketing analyst
rather than an arts professional, and
quartering the study in an academic
institution rather than an arts organi-
zation would increase expected quality by
over 12 IDoints to a total of 10.4. On
the basis of these studies, one would
predict that if a sociaa scientist were
chosen in place of the marketing analyst,
the score would rise to 20.2 and if a
member of,* related research profession
chosen instead, the increment would be
still more, over 15points for a total of
21.5.

Of course these figures, a result of
manipulating the data of the eighty-six
audience studies, represent tendencies,
not hard and fast laws. For example, .

some arts organizations have produced
technically better studies than some
academically based researchers. Also,
these-figures rest on the assumptions
that the eighty-six studies are repre-
sentative of arts audience studies in
general and that the associations found
are genuine and do not reflect some other
set of underlying factors that influence
both the predictor variables and research
quality. We believe both of these
assumptions are reasonable, but we are
unable to prove either with our data.
Finally, even if the relationships found
have.existed in the past, they will not
automatically continue to exist in the
future. For example, if research users
were to become much more sophisticated
and demanding. about research methodology,
the technical quality of studies might
become less dependent upon the profession
of th4 study director or the nature of
the conducting organization. We do not
suggest that our findings be applied
systematically to every research-planning
decision. rather they are a description of
the factors affecting the quality of
research that has been done in the past
six years. They should be seen as
suggestive guidelines only.

Clearly, however, arts audience research
varies enormously in its technical qual-
ity, and the evidence presented here
suggests that much of this variation is .

a direct consequence of two elements of
the research process--the resources
available for the study's execution and
the professional identity of the principal
investigator. The other elements in our
hypothesis seem to have little immediate
impact on the quality of the final
research product.
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PREDICTING THE UTILITY OP ARTS AUDIENCE
STUDIES

Through an assessment of the available
literature and through informal discus-
sions with thirty individuals involved
in audience research and arts management,
we identified ten areas in which the
results of audience research are often
applied. These ten areas were aggregated
into two subgroups, the internal oper-
ations of arts organizations and their
external relationships. Internal policy
questions included such matters as the
evaluation of selection of exhibits or
works to be performed, the development
of educational programs, and the estab-
lishment of ticket prices and of hours or
performance times. External policy
issues had to do with planning public
relations campaigns, designing strategies
for approaching funding sources, and
developing or evaluating audience expan-
sion programs. The respondent was asked
to rate the actual usefulness of his or
her study in each of the ten policy areas.
An internal utility, scale was created by
summing the ratings of seven internal
items, and an external utility scale was
created from the sum of the ratings for
three 4Xternal items.l2

A high or low rating on these scales can
be illustrated by referring to the two
studies used earlier to exhibit the mean-
ing of the quality index. The survey of
visitors to an art museum rated nearly one
standard deviation above average in over-
all utility (assessed by combining the two
utility measures). This survey proved of
high value to the museum for its public
relations efforts, development of
strategies for recruiting new visitors,
the assessment of an arts development
plan, the evaluation of the drawing power
of a particular exhibit, and the develop-
ment of educational materials related to
the museum. In contrast, the survey of a
nonprofit theatre audience rated one-half
standard deviation below average in
utility. The only area of high appli-
cation was in the theatre's audience
development plans.

We considered the possibility that ratings
would be biased by the respondent's
relationship to the research and to its
application. In half the cases (54
percenethe respondent reported that he
or she was the person "primarily concerned
with managerial or policy applications of
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the study's,findings," and half (55
percent) reported that they were "prin-
cipally involved in making the decision
to finance or fund the audience study."
A comparison of the average internal and
external utility ratings of these groups
indicates that their assessments do not
substantially differ. Directors involved
in applying results are slightly more
likely to note utility than-are other
investigators (1.30 and 0.29 point
differences for internal and external
dimensions, respectively), but, contrary
to expectations, binders are slightly
less likely to provide a high rating than
nonfunders (-0.66 and -0.69 point differ-
ences). Since none of the obierved
discrepancies approaches statistical
significance, we assume that these factors
do not substantially bias the utility,_
ratings.

Students of social research have ident-
ified a number of factors that affedt
whether study results are applied,
although few of their hypotheses have
been subjected to empirical test. In
general, these factors have to do with
such general concerns as: the charact-
eristics of the study and investigator,
such as-study quality and substantive
conclusions, investigator reputation, and
project resources; the characteristics
associated with the potential user, such
as the user's attitude toward and
experience with social research and the
political, environment into which the
research is received: and the features of
the investigator-user interaction,

including the study's timeliness,-the
degree of cooperation in the design and
execution of the study, and the means by
which study results are.conmunicated
(Caro, 1971; Rossi and Williams, 1972:
Weiss, 1972, 1977: Caplan et al.. 1975:
Cohen and Garet, 1975: van de Pall et al.,
1976: Rein and White, 1977).

we are primarily concerned in this
chapter with only one of these factors- -
technical quality of the research--and
we expected that high quality research
should be more useful than research of
lesser merit. The quality of evaluation
research, for instance, has been shown to
influence whether the grogram under
evaluation is conclude
or failure. Reliance
may lead to fundamenta
policy decisions (Mann,
Yates, 1975; Gordon and Morse, 1975; Yin
et al.. 1976).

to be a success
n faulty studies
ly misdirected
1972; Yin and

Relatively' little research, however, has
tested the assumption that high quality
research is applied more widely than poor
research. Evidence that skepticism

is widespread Gong top federal policy
makers over the liability of applied
social research ( lan, 1976) suggests
that these users, at east, are highly
sensitive to the'issue f research
quality. A study by d Bacuvalas
(1977), in which 155 federal, state, and
local mental health officials were asked
to rate brief descriptions of actual
research studies, found that of five
study characteristics evaluated research
quality was the best predictor of will-
ingness to consider the findings in
making relevant decisions. On the other
hand, Patton et al. (1977), in intensive
case studies of twenty evaluations of
health programs, concluded that method-
ological rigor played a very minor role
in determining the extent to which
evaluation results were utilized.

In isolating the impact of quality,
however, it is important to separate the
direct impact of quality itself from the
joint effect of some underlying factor on
both quality and utility. One correlate
of quality that may also affect utility
is the nature of the organization con-
ducting a study. Although outside
investigators may produce research that
is higher quality than that conducted by
their in-house counterparts, van de Vail
and his colleagues have argued that
research dJile by insiders is more likely
to be used (van de Veil, 1975; van de
Vall et al., 1976). Consistent with this
thesis is Caplan's (1976) finding that
top federal officials make extremely
disproportionate use of research conducted
within their own agencies., While arts
audience studies differ from the kind of
applied social research that has been the
subject of these previous studies, we
felt it was important to look at the
relationship between utility and quality
and, also. between utility and the
correlates of q4alitli.

The average ratings for usefulness of
audience studies are displayed in Table
10. The most notable finding is that
nothing we have measured, neither quality
nor its correlates--investigator back-
ground, resources, and institutional
setting--has any substantial impact on
research utility, at least as perceived
by study directors. Although some
differences are apparent for organization
experience,, organization type, and
research quality, none of these approaches
even a minimum level of statistical
significance.. Contrary to expectations,
the relationship between utility and
quality is small and inconsistent. High
quality research has an internal utility
rating 0.13 below average, medium-quality
research 0.66 above average, and
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Table 10

. -

Deviation from Average Audience Study internal
and External Utility by investigator Background,
Resources, institutional Setting and Quality. ,

Study Characteristic
Deviation' * 4 Deviation'

Internal (N) 2 External (N)
Study Characteristic

Internal (NI External (N)

Investigator Research Background

Investigator experience

More than 9 studies
1-9 studies
0 studies

-0.31
0 24

3

(21)
(19)
(20)

-0.49
0.77
-0.03

(21)
(19)
(20)

Investigator degree

Other advanced 0.46
Ph.D. 0.99
MBA 0.17
MA -0.66
BA -0.66

( 8)
(20)
( 6)
(16)
(20)

0.99
-0.19
0.41
0.11
-0.41

( 8)
(21)
( 6)
(17)
(20)

' l

Resources

Budget

More than $1649 -0.42 (20) -0.00 (20)
$350-1649 -0.44 -(16) -0.13 (17)
Less than $350 0.72 (20) 0.09 (20)

Institutional Skgping

Investigator profession Previous organization experience

Social science 0.75 ( 8) 0.50 ( 9) More than 12 studies -1.99 (13) -0.91 (13)
Other related -0.25 (24) -0.39 (24) 1-12 studies -0.03 (12) 0.72 (12)
Marketing -0.44 (11) 0.04 (11) No previous studies 1.01 (26) 0:13 (26)
Arts g 0.17 (28) 0.17 (29)

Organization type Organization affiliation

Private firm 1.16 (19) 0.44 (19) Internal research
Academic -1.45 (23) 431.55-__ External-reWekah -0.26 (32) -0.08 (32)
Arts-- -0.55 (27Y 0.20 (27)

Quality

Quality index (points)

High (20-37) -0.13 (21) 0.14 (21)
Medium (11-19) 0.66 (25) 0.04 (25)
Low (0-10) -0.51 (26) -0.15 (27)

"Deviation from the overall mean; internal and 2(N) .0 Number of studies.
external utility. 66
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low - quality work 0.51 below average. Our
data indicate that there is extensive use
of audience research in decision making,
that it varies from study to study but
that none of the factors considered here
influences the extent to which research
is applied.

Although the bivariate relationships
between the utility measures and
predictor variables are largely insub-
stantial, it is possible that three-
variable or higher order interaction
effects nay be present. Among the most
like ?.y candidates is an interaction
between investigator experience and
organizational affiliation. It'can be
argued that the effect of investigator
experience on utility will be more pro-
nounced if the researchis internally
based than if it is conducted outside the
arts organization. When the research is
internally based, an investigator with
prior survey experience is likely to
design a study that is more responsive to
the specific policy conditions and
problems of the arts organization. When
the research is externally based, however,
the prior experience of an investigator
is less likely to result in such special
sensitivity.

Though the relatively small number of
cases on which the statistics are based
renders any conclusions highly tentative,
the patterns are consistent with expecta-
tions. Among studies housed within arts
,organizations, investigators with at
least some prior surveyexperience produce
studies which are bn average 1.87 points
higher in internal utility and 1.32
points higher in external utility than
those studies carried out by inexperienced

.aanalysts; the corresponding correlations
are .320 and .329 (F-test significantret
the .05 level in both cases). By contras
investigator experience actually has a
modest negative effect on utility when the
research is housed outside the arts
organization. The differende betieen the
research of experienced and inexperienced
investigators is -1.4$ points for internal
utility and -1:16 points for external

C

utility; the correlations are, respec-
tively, -.169 and -.248 4F-test not
significant). The differences are not
large, but they do suggest that prior
research * xperience only makes for better
use of the results when the researcher is
on the staff of the arts organization.

But we are still left with a puzzle. Our
independent variables enable us to predict
the technical quality of arts audience
research with an unusually high degree of
accuracy. But neither research quality,
the common-sense explanation, nor any of
the underlying variables that predicted
technical quality so well, seem to have
a major effect on whether research
findings are applied. In contrast to
explaining 63 percent of variance in
quality, we can predict only 9 percent of
the variance in internal utility and 6
percent in external utility.

To some extent, the absence of an
association between quality and utility
May be a product of the nature of arts
audience research and arts policy.
Research-based policy in such areas as
education and health has a long tradition
and is often carried out at the federal
level. Policf makers are in 'a position to
draw on the best and to disregard the
worst. By contrast, arts policy is young
and largely decentralized. Most of
research that we studied was performed by
local institutions, with few resources
Nand little cuxnulative experience.13 It
may be ghat many of those who would use
audience studies ary not stbfficiently
aware of research standards to use them
critically and selectively:

Even so, this explanation is notin
itself satisfactory. The extent to
which studies are applied varies,sharply
from case to case and something 'Mist be
causing this variation. In the'absente of
clear answers related to quality or its ,,%
correlates, we conducted open-exted
inte ±views with individuals who ha eitherf

.r
directed arts audience studies or been
responsible for app2ying their results.
The next chapter reports our findings.

S. 4,
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1. Quality measures based on the invest-
igator questionnaire information could be
somewhat inflated, since there may bea
tendency for investigators to report
grdater conformity to the canons of
scientific inquiry than occurred in
practice. By contrast, quality measures
based on our own report-assessiant may
somewhat underestimate quality, since the
failure of the report to mention a
preferable methodological feature is
coded as if absent from the study.

2. The internal and external validity
items were the following (a study was
scored as high'quality on an item if it

.included the proce4ure described):

Investigator's questionnaire internal
validity: survey pretested; trained
field staff; survey administration
directly supertised: survey measures
based on measures used in previous
studies; bivariate statistics used;
ta1Les with more than two variables
used; multiple regression and related

. techniques employed: other multivariate
techniques utilized; coMputer-based
Saalyks:

,

Report assessment internal validity:
procedures or instrument pretested;
trained research staff: conventional
measurement technirges employed; previous

.:''researdh discussed or used: scaling
techniques employed: visitors dietin-
nuliflied from visits: bivariate analysis:
table analysis: multivariate analysis;
_valid linkage between data and conclu-
sions, -

.

Divestiaator's questionnaire external
validity,: some sampling procedure used:
sample size of at least 500: response
rite of at least 60.percent: width of
nfidence intervals a consideration in

e tablishing sample size; population
h terogeneity a consideration in estabz
-1 gibing sample size: response bias
assessed: weighting used for response .

s
las. sample frame, or both; tests of

atistical inference used; confidence
.."' intervals established; analysis of

VI

ariance employed.

Report assessment external validity:
fample and/or population clearly defined;

'sample definition appropriate; random
Sample principles employ d; sample bias

sttchecked; respondent repre ntativeness
\checked; tests of statis "cal inference

used; weighting used as a result of

NOTES

sample design: generalizability of find-
ings described.

3 Six additional 'items were added to the
ten internal and eight external validity
items in forming the quality scale based
on the report assessment data. These
items were: research and policy issuos
conceptualized: research design described;
implications of study results discussed:
specific policy recommendations offered;
nontechnical summary of results included;
results compared with those of other
surveys.

4. The score of the audience studies on
the overall quality scale ranges from 0
to 37. with a median between 15 and 16.
The mean is 15.40 and the standard
deviation is 8.45.

S. The highest earned degree is coded as
follows: (1) high school diploma;
(2) college B.A. or B.S.; (3) M.A. Ed.M.:
(4) M.B.A.,. D.B.A. (professional business
degrees); (5) Ph.D. Ed.D.

6. The investigators were asked in the
survey: "At the time of the study, how
many previous audience studied or ether
surveys had the director participated in
or directed?"

7. The investigators we e asked: "At

thl
the time of the study . . how much
prior experience had conducting
organization had with (previous audience
studies or other surveys)?"

8. For example, if studies condUcted by
people with bEown eyes had an average
quality of 20.00 and those conducted by
people with blue eyes had an average
quality of 10.00, the value of brown eyes
Gould be 20.00-15.40 or +4.60-fend the
value of blue eyes would be 1000-15.40.
or -5.40.

9. An F-test indicates how likeli it is
that an observed intergroup difference
could occur by chance alone rather than
as a result of a social procets. If an
F-test is significant at the .10 level.-
for instanee, ,they a 10 cent--
likelihood that e-dtf . ences observed
in the Verity of two groups of studies
reflects a chance occurrence and it does
not indicate tnat the two groups actually
differ in their quality. A researcher,,,
then, would generally argue that the
observed difference was not substantial
enough to signify a true difference.. Orr
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the other hand, if the P-test is signifi-
cant at the .01 level, there is only a one
percent chance that the difference between
the groups is the product of a chance
outcome, and the researcher is more con-
fident that the difference reflects a
real social process.

10. The importance of the internal-
external distinction in research location
is further corroborated by a separate
analysis of the externally conducted
research alone. Studies vary in the
degree of cooperation between the invest-
igator and the arts institution whose
audience was the subject of the study.
If external housing of research is
important for producing high quality, it
can be reasoned. that the highest v.ality
external studies should be those con-
ducted by investigators with greatest
independence from the subject institution.
This possibility can be examined by
dividing the externally conducted studies
into three categories: (1) no cooperation
(respondents characterized their study as
one with "no consultation in the design
and analysis of the study, all decisions
made by conducting organization');
(2) moderate cooperation ("subject insti-
tution formally reviewed study design and
analysis, but most study decisions made
by conducting organization "); (3) strong
cooperation ("subject institution bad
approximately equal voice in study design
and analysis" or "determined most of the
study design and analysis"). As antici-
pated, ',be mean quality of the no
cooperation studies (n=14) is 1.88 points
above the average external study quality
(which itself is 2.76 points above the
overall average); the moderate cooperation
studies (n=17) have an average quality
identical to that of all external studies;
and the strong cooperation (n=6) studies
are 4.39 points below the external
average. Thus, the critical advantage of
external research housing for quality
appears to be that thd investigator is
freed of nonscientific constraints from
the institution that is the subject of
the study.

11. The logarithm of the project budget
is used on the assumption that be mar-
ginal utility of each additiondl dollar
declines as the total budget rises.

12. Each item was rated on three-point
scale (l =not 2=somewhat useful.
3=bighly useful). The question was as
follows (the mean and standard deviation
for the rating of each item appears in
parentheses): "To what extent were the
(audience) study's findings actually
utilized? Please rate the . . . utility
og the study for each of the following
areas:

Internal utility,

(1) select exhibits or works to be per-
formed (1.62: 0.90)
(2) evaluate exhibits, performances,
programs (1.77: 0.94)
(3) develop educational or informative
materials (1.63; 0.83)
(4) decide on hours and/or performance -
times (1.48: 0.83)
(5) decide on admission or ticket prices
(1.52; 0.91)
(6) decide on organization management or
personnel (1.28; 0.74)
(7) initiate or evaluate arts development
plan (1.76: 0.92)

External Utility

(1) promote public relations (1.96; 0.84)
(2) gain or maintain support from funding
sources (1.59: 0.77)
(3) develop or evaluate audience expansion
strategies (2.20;. 0.89)

The mean and standard deviation of the
internal utility scale are 13.83 and
3.81; fpr the external utility scale
these values are 5.72 and 1.96. The two
scales exhibit relatively high internal
consistency in that there is a marked
tendency for a high rating on one of the
scale items to be as3ociated with a high
rating on the other scale items. The 21
item-to-item correlations among the
internal utility scale items range from
.22 to .77 and they average .44: the
range for the 3 external utility item-
to-item correlations is .35 to .51, with
an average of .43.

13. In fact, research on museum visitors.
which is part of a traditioh dating back
to the work of Rouinson in the 1920s, was
found to be significantly more highly
utilized than were studies of performing
arts audiences.
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CHAPTER 3

- ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS AFFECTING RESEARCH UTILITY

To better understandf/the subtle insti-
tutional processes by which audience
research is put to use,' we have
intensively examined tJenty-five audience
studies. These studies included all of
those in our possession that had been
conducted between 1974 and 1977 in the
New England and Middle tlantic regions.
Among the studied were surveys concerned
with economic impact, general planning,
specific planning, exhibit effectiveness,
and members or subscribers. Eleven
museum studies we I eluded (six art
museums,' two hist ry mqseums, one science
museum, and two her museums), as were
ten performing a is organization studies
(five theatres, two classical music
organizations, one opera, one ballet, an ,
one other). There were also two cross-
sectional studies and two surveys of those
attending a number of different arts
events. In each insta ce we attempted to
interview both the stu y director and the
person most likely to eve been is a
position to use the research results.
However, in eight instances either the
study director was the!key user or inter-,
views with only one of'the two individuald
cquld be obtained. Forty-two semi- struc-
tured interviews were completed: they
averaged forty minutes'in length and
ranged from twenty to 641ety minutes.1
As additional backgrourld material,
unstructured interviews were conduct
With twenty-five other!individuals who
had commissioned, directed, or attempted
to use the results of audience research.

Our interviews with the directors and
users of a wide range ot studies revealed
that the conventional view of the deci-
sion-making process provid4s a poor guide
as to what really happens when arts organ-
izations sponsor audience studies. One
might expect that research is undertaken
to help solve a specific problem.
Howevai, the researchers and arts managers
who hared their experiences with us
porte yed a different process. Their
accou is explained the perplexing lack of
conn tion between research technical
quell y and utility. Th y also suggest
lesso,s for those who wo ld undertake
audience research themselves. In this
chapter, we describe the urposes for
which the research was in'tiated. Then,
we illustrate the varied ays in which
audience research was app ied. Third,
we explain the ways in which research

enters the decision-making process. And,
finally, we discuss the factors that are
critical in the use of audience -study
results.

TIE PURPOSES OF AUDIENCE RES

PN
Not one of the twenty-five studies for
which directors and/or users were inter-
viewed was undertaken primarily to

5
tther information necessary for a
ecific managerial decision. Instead,

they were begun because op factors such
as the need for political leverage, the
appearance of an unexpected opportunity
ito have a free study conducted, and a
,variety of other concerns only indirectly
related to specific organization decisions.
While most managers exhibited a lively
curiosity that influenced the content of
the survey questions, t+he need for data
for specific decisions , 'was never a
study's raison d'etre.1

/

/

CH

Political factors'

The most frequently kited reason for
undertaking an audience study was poli-
tics, prominently mentioned for ten of
the twenty-five studies. Political

I,

included acqng evidence
\ usefpul

e
in seeking fUnding, gaining

',leverage in internal policy debates, and
lappeasing members of the organization's

rpand of directors or other influentialsN.,
1

e initiation of ,search for the sake
of seeking outside financing is illus-
t4ated in the case of one study undertaken
to document publiF support for a new
petrming arts facility. Said the study
din tor: "A committee (of bankers and
tisi/nessmen) set about to raise money to
get (the local government) to take over
the Sheatre for the county once it was
roro aced. The Study was a spin-off of
that effort ...., It was done to prove
that there was a market and to gain
additional support to get the county to
approv and accept a building." In
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another instance, an economic impact study
was dope to illustrate the importance of
a beleaguered theatre district to an
urban economy. The city was ready to act
and "the resear had clout because it
documented the o ous." In yet another
case, a cross -sects nal survey was com-
missioned by a munic'pal government to
document an existing'arts council's
failure to meet local art needs. The
survey results contributed tolthe re-
signation of the old council and the
creation of a new one. Finally. one
arts council conducted a study essen-
tially for the purpose of announcing its
presence and increasing its scope of
operations.

Other research was commissioned for use
in internal debate. Individuals needed
additional ammunition for their positions
and were confident that a research study
would support their cause. Though the
study instigator may have been open to
persuasion, the primary motive was to
compile data for a pos!tion rather than
to resolve an issue. one theatre manager.
for instance, in explaining his reasons
for surveying the audience of a summer
drama festival immediately after becoming
manager, stated: "In the summer, (the
theatre) did seven shows in rolling rep.
which I think is insane itself, and (the
theatre was) doing about 50.percent
business.... I had the feeling that (the
the '.:re) should be delivering a more
popular rroduct, and the survey helped
documene this. The next year we provided
more popular plays and got 90 percent
business." Being new to the particular
job, this experienced arts manager needec
to suggest the value of an alternative
policy before instituting a controversial
change, and he (correctly) anticipated
that a survey would support his own
preference for more popular fare. Sim-
ilarly, a new director for a rather
traditional museum saw in a wide-ranging
membership study a fulcrum for change:
°I had been at the (museum) a little over
a year as director and felt it was
important to see how we appeared to our
major constituency. the membership. We
had been in business for a long while
and certain things continued to be done
because they had always been done that
way, without our knowing what our members
wanted." Still another museum visitor
survey was initiated for evidence to
combat pressure for an admission fee.
The converse purpose motivated one study
of another arts facility; a survey was
undertaken to justify the institution of
an admission fee to a skeptical state
funding agency.

Finally, audience studies are occasionally

done in response to pressure from influ-
ential membership committees or members
of boards of directors. one inquiry was
undertaken of a performing arts institu-
tion because of a membership committee's
concern with what it thought was an
overly "elite" audience. The study's
findings, however, were largely ignored
by management. This was also the outcome
of study initiated at the behest of a
chairperson of a museum's membership
committee. The administration of the
museum regarded the survey questionnaire
as "silly" and the disappointed study
director concluded that her study "was
just an exercise." She observed: "I

got a lot of experience and a lot of
frustration. I didn't know who to tell
the results to or who would listen to
me."

Opportunity

The second most common general motivation
for undertaking audience research was the
appearance of an unexpected and relatively
free opportunity to undertake a study.
This was a principal consideration in
eight of the twenty-five cases we
examined. Arts managers took advantage
of occasions for inexpensive research to
satisfy a kind of free-floating curiosity.
Volunteer labor, the availability of
outside funding, or both were usually the
catalyst. In one instance, museum admin-
istrators vere in the process of preparing
a grant application for federal funds.
It was a near certairwy that the museum
would receive the grant, and at the last
minute an affiliated researcher revised
the proposal to include a visitor survey.
At another museum, when questioned about
the timing of a visitor study, the
director said: "Simple, funds became
available.... (A federal agency) made
funding available for the purpose so (the
museum) used the occasion to do a study."
Volunteer outside labor was the motivating
factor in other instances. In one case,
a county-wide attenders/nonattenders
study was included in a larger audience
development program only after a_univer-
sity,professor stopped forward, suggested
the study.'and promised to design the
questionnaire and provide student labor.
A theatre study was undertaken when a
business school student with an outside
grant took it on as a summer job. The
initiative for such studies often rested
with a single individual prepared to take
advantage of an opportune situation. One
researcher, hired au a consultant for
overall planning, defined his role to
include carrying out a visitor study.
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The museum "didn't so much want the study
done as they. kicking and screaming.
grudgingly allowed me to do it."

General concerns

The third major reason for undertaking
audience research. cited as most impor-
tant in six of the twenty-five studies.
was a vague sense of concern, a feeling
on the part of managers that they are
working in a vacuum and that certain
kinds of background information, usually
not clearly specified, would be good to
have. In several cases, for instance.
museums were about to undertake long-
range physical planning and felt that
they needed "some input" from visitors
or wanted "to get some idea about the
audience." One outside researcher com-
plained that a museum representative
approached him with "vague, vacuous
questions." Another said of his clients
on an arts council, they vaguely sug-
gested doing a survey of general goals."
A museum gallery director spoke of the
difficulty he had in fixing goals for a
study his visitors, and an in-house
research director for a performing arts
institution described his study as a
"first feeble attempt at research....
Some of it was stabbing in the dark."
The studies were inspired by a genuine
desire to learn more and a sense that so
little was known that any increment in
knowledge would be worthwhile.

THE IMPACT OF AUDIENCE STUDIES

Despite the many reasons for whizh these
studies were undertaken and tta wide range
of their quality, once they were completed,
arts managers did use the results exten-
sively. The reasons for this apparent
paradox--widespread application of
research undertaken for diffuse or non-
instrumental reasons--will be explained
in the sections that follow. Here we
describe the range and extent of appli-
cations reported.

Participants in all Mt two of the twenty-
five studies mentioned at least one
example of study impact. and multiple
uses were cited in many cases. Of
seventy-seven uses described, fifty-one
Or 66 percent) ware broadly instrumental.
reLsted to such specific organizaticteal

decisions as physical planning. marketing.
programming. or flirt& research.
twenty-six (34 percent) were basically
political. related either to internal

*politics or to external lobbying and fund
raising. Instrumental usage was made of
twenty of tie twenty-five studies, while
political application was made of eighteen
of the studies. Instrumental applications
can be further divided into physical
planning. marketing, research. and pro-
gramming; political usage can be divided
into internal and external politics.
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Instrumental application

The most frequently mentioned use of
audience research was for the instrumental
area of physical planning, cited for
fourteen Jf the studies and representing
29 pere,.:et of all applications (Table 11).
In nearly half of these cases, research
findings were useful for decisions about
the orientation of museum visitors (e.g..
signs, information desks. guide training,
brochures) or about visitor conveniences
(e.g., special bus services. restaurant
facilities. roadway markings, cleaner
washrooms). Audience research was elect
cited as influencing decisions about
ticket and admission prices, performance
times and museum hours, exhibit labeling
and design, exhibit acquisitions policies,
and performance sites. More generally,
studies were said to have an indirect
influence on architectural planning and
to increase staff concern with visitor
orientation.

In marketing. the second most important
area of instrumental application, audience
research helped with decisions to change
the target of marketing efforts and to
change the themes of promotional materials.
More generally, studies were also given
credit for stimulating institutional
thinking about audience composition.
marketing. and audience development.

Surprisingly, in 12 percent of the
applications the directors and users
reported that they used the results in
connection with more research. Six
studies were used to encourage research
beyond the institution sponsoring the
study; three studies, aroused enthusiasm
for further researchgvithin the same
organization. Finally. study results had
a direct effect on programming choices cr
on the thinking of administrators about
programming in 6 pet:cent of the appli-
cations.
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Table tl Frequency of Instrumental and Political
Applications of Audience Research Results

Application

Instrumentaltotal

Marketing

Research

Programming

Number of Studies
Citing Applicationl Applications Applications

Number of Peicent of All

20 51 66.2

14 22 28.6

12 15 19.5

8 9 11.7

5 5 6.5

Political--total 18 26 33.8

vo Internal politics 14 17 22.1
te

External politics 9 9 11.7

All applications 23 77 100.0

'-..rn.44. nuau eau. 941.4404* nu. 4e.-"uu 4n dnwn. ouuuronno a



Political application

Internal political consequences were
cited for fourteen of the twenty-five
studies, representing 22 percent of all
uses mentioned. Such political uses
included increasing trustee interest,
selling administrators on the value of
marketing, aiding the reorganization of
a lccal arts council, providing leverage
with parental or affiliated organizations.

--to re new institutions, and making
speting the withdrawal of some members

---
curate s more secure in their positions.
Of the pplication areas described here,
intern political uses were the most
often expected by those who had other
purpos s in mind at the time the study
was conceived.

Use in external political areas was
mentioned in nine of the studies and
represented 12 percent of all instt "ces
cited. Audience research results were
:wed to seek funding from municipal and
state governments and from private
individuals and concerns. No interviewees
explicitly indicated the results were
useful in approaching the federal govern-
ment.

It ia evident, then, that a.,:dlence
research, whatever the reason it is
undertaken, has payoffs for arts organ-
izations in a wide range of substantive
areas. Even research that is poor by
orthodox standards of social science
inquiry played a useful role in the delib-
erations of art managers. Thee conven-
tional view of research holds that it is
most powerful when it is most
sophisticated, that good research,
designed to address specific problems,
is used to make specific decisions about
these problems. While this ideal model
may characterize a few of the studies,
for the most part audience research is
highly variable in quality, is rarely
designed with specific decisions in mind,
yet is reported as being highly useful.
This could refle-t a lack of research
and managerial sophistication among arts
administrators, but we think not. Rather,
just as research is not undertaken for
the purposes commonly supposed, research
findings do not play the role in rational
decision - making that has been attributed
to them. To understand bow audience
research becomes applied. let us look more.
closely at the ways in which study find-
ings have affected arts management,
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THE ROLE OF AUDIENCE RESEARCH FINDINGS IN
ARTS MANAGEMENT

The most notable feature of the impact of
research findings on arts management is
that it is invariably a marginal one.
This is true in several senses. First,
arts managers usually have at least some
administrative experience, are often
aware of the limitations of research, and
rely on their own experience and judgment
to assess research conclusions. Research
findings are used selectively in the
context of a complex background of pre-
viously acquired knowledge and beliefs.
For instance, a performing arts manager
cited an audience study--the technical
limitations of which he was fully aware- -
as influencing his decision to change
promotional strategles.for a series of
public performances: "It helped us refocus
our promotional efforts in the (outdoor
drama series). I'm not totally trustful
of the results, but they did Show a large
number of people heard about the concerts
in tue community newspapers, which we
hadn't expected, and even if it's only
half. as large as the survey indicated, it
is v4zy economical advcrticing. *ate' r.^.

putting more money into the neighborhood
press." Studies frequently serve to
reinforce preferences already held or
deeisions already favored. The results
of one study, said a theatre manager,
"followed exactly what my gut was saying.
I just wanted to be sure I was right."

Conversely, when research results contra-
dict strongly held positions or views,
they are likely to be ignored despite
high technical quality and clear-cut
policy implications. Thus, one well-
executed museum visitor study bad
virtually no impact even though it
contained implications for museum design
and visitor orientation. As one person
acquainted with the study recounted:
"(The museum staffers) were skeptical,
first because they could not believe that
(the research director) knew more about
the public than they did, and second
because they did not feel that knowing
about the public bad anything to do with
how the galleries should be handled....
The major criticism of (the research
director) was that be has an outsider
who lacked a depth of knowledge based
on years of experience. He was not
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criticized on any specifically method-
- ological grounds: his critics didn't
.know what methodology was." In some
instances. studies provided material fox
those on all sides of a debate.' 1 One some-
what cynical research veteran observed of
another museum study: "I'm a bit jaun-
diced against this study, I have to say.
People have pulled out of it what they
wanted. They picked and chose what they
needed to support their position. It's
a predictable use."

A second sense in which audience studies
are marginal is that decisions into which
they enter usually involve competing
priorities. Even when participants take
the accuracy of findings for granted and
agree on the implications, differences in
values strongly affect their willingness
to impleMtnt the findings. In one typical
instance, the audience at a performance
strongly preferred an earlier curtain
time, but action on this finding was
thwarted by the need for a tight rehearsal
schedule. Similarly, many museum direc-
tors and curators balanced their findings
on visitor needs against their commitment
to other museum functions. One museum
director put it this way: "My chief
purpose is to preserve the collection; my
eecondary purpose is ts offer programer
and services which will maintain public
support." Indeed, our interviewees cited
many instances of administrative or
curatorial_ resistance to research impli-
cations that were perceived as implicitly
populist.' Thus, research frequently con-
fronts vested interests, making direct
application prgblematic. As one director
of a performing arts audience study put

"In general, data step on toes."

Finally, audience research findings are
marginal because they often address
problems which in organizations with
limited funds and staff, are given
marginal attention. One performing arts
manager favored a marketing strategy
suggested by a study to arrange a dinner
package with a neighboring hotel), but
noted that the "hand -to- mouth" existence
of his organization precluded arranging
for even such a minimal innovation.
Similarly, several individuals in arts
councils felt that other demands on their
time had preyented them from fully
disseminating the results of audience
studies they had undertaken. And one
festival director attaibuted an inability
to use research results to the precarious
economic existence of his organization:
"One of the restraints on the implemen-
tation of nem policy was that the festival
is just so poor."

If research results play a largely
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marginal role in managerial policy-
making, its impact is highly indirect as
well. Research contributes in circuitous,
often unexpected, ways to the policy
process.

In many cases, the studies are used less
to suggest solutions to problems than to
catalyze action on a burning issue or to
symbolize a point of view: "I think that
the survey results basically gave us a
data base to support many of the things
we had an inclination about already.v.
But there was nothing cataclysmically
different from what we had expected. It
simply gave us a statistical base from
which to work." In one mime= where a
labeling study was undertaken, the spe-
cific findings have been largely ignored,
but staff people arguing for more label
material often cite the study to bolster
their position.

In other cases, directors users
mentioned that study findin s found
application but were at a loss to assess
the findings' relative weight in the
decision-making process, again suggesting
that the effects were largely intangible.
One sponsor of an internally managed pub-
lic opinion poll, the results of which
warc uss2 in. a cu ..... ful 1-11,v4sg offort,
said of the study, at one point: "It was
definitely effective in our casI aed_at
our level of government." \Several
moments later, however, he thought that:
"It is hard to attribute anything directly
to the report. The biggest thing was
impact--much of ghat was found was very
obvious, but they never (had done) any-
ting about it.... They needed some kind
of incentive." The effect was more
catalytic than decisive. Another in-house
research director noted that she used
survey results mainly to legitimize
decisions already reached.

In several other instances, staff members
of arts organizations assumed the role of
champions of a survey, using it repeatedly
in arguments over issues involving the
public. In these cases, data was brought
to boar in the decision-making process,
but its use was largely symbolic,
representing more generalized commitments
to such principles as service, better
visitor orientation, or the value of
marketing. In these cases the research
was simply part of a much broader process
of discourse and contention over organi-
zational values and aims.2

The research process itsele is at times
as influential as the study findings.
An audience study can serve to focus
attention on certain aspects of an art
organization's management or environment.
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One researcher felt that a report of his
study -of museum labeling was almost
completely ignored,.but noted that a
"number of the staff had never thought
about the issues I was raising, and my
commente seemed to open their eyes." In
another museum study, both the museum
director and the researcher felt the
study had heightened sensitivity to
visitor concerns. The researcher obser-
ved: "I think it has made a general
difference in how people see things.
There is not yet a radical enough
effect.... But the idea of the question-
naire. hae been accepted. That goes on a
lot now, whenever there is any contro-
versy or question to be solved, people
circulate questionnaires to get visitor
opinions. The idea of feedback from
visitors has become more important. Even
going out on the floor and observing and
talking to people has become more impor-
tant. The basic change is the idea that
you can't sit kmlind closed doors and
predict visitor reaction, you have to go
and find it out."

One of the most important applications
of audience studies was not in solving
problems but in finding them. Rational
decision- making theory would suggest
that mganizaLlutsz mussiLyz ctiv11.1.i-

ments, note problems as they arise, and
reakei-dteidiorTsTocordingly. Research is
generally seen as a part of the decision
process, undirtaken to fill gaps in
information needed to make rational
judgments on existing or future programs.
More often, however, research appeared to
help organizations scan their environment,
to define problem areas where at most
only vague concerns existed.3

Museum visitor studies were particularly
useful in this respect. Studies of
visitors to several museums led to
numerous. easily accomplished changes.
Floors were renumbered, new signs posted,
information desks installed. Several
performing arts institutions found that
audiences preferred different performance
times and curtain times were ehanged,
Surveys revealing audience social
compostion sometimes led to greater
publicity among overrepresented groups,
at other times to publicity among under-
represented groups. In some cases,
statistical findings were less influential
than longhand comments elicited at the
end of survey questionnaires. Critical
assessments of the physical plant were
described as particularly useful, since
organizations could readily respond to
many of tne recommendations. The impor-
tance of the problem-signaling function
of audience studies provides a clue to
the lacy of relationship between technical
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quality and utility. Information need
not be precise to place an item on an
organization's agenda.

Audience research, then, enters the policy
process in a number of often unexpected
,and usually indirect ways. Its use is
generally one of six types:

Problem-solving function. In a few cases,
especially in the area of marketing,
research is used to guide decisions on
specific issues. Spending for promotion
and pricing decisions are typical
examples.

Problem-finding function. Frequentiy,
research is used to monitor an organi-
zation's activities and environment.
Identifying causes of visitor discontent
is a common application.

Reinforcement function. Frequently, study
findings are used to back up or legitimate
preferences or decisions of arts managers.
Reinforcing a decision to alter program-
ming would be characteristic.

Attention-focusing function. Sometimes,
even when the results are ignored, the
research process itself focuses staff
atteLtion on eema previeuzly
issue. The importance of doing research
at all may be established only by the
completion of an initial research prcject.

Expressive function. Occasionally, audi-
ence studies are used to represent
symbolically a commitment to such
principles as the importance of marketing
ox an organization's responsibility to
the public.

Lobbying function. In many cases,
research findings are used in efforts to
persuade government agencies or other
institutions to provide financial assist-
ance or otherwise support an arts insti-
tution.

Poor research can ef eourse, lead to
unsound policies, especially if it is
applied automatically, in textbook
fashion, to a decision. But we did not
find this to be the case. Rather than
helping managers make specific decisions,
the audience studies we looked at usually
served to reinforce opinions, persuade
outsiders, or focus attention on some
general'problem area or set of goals.
The contribution of research to the
management appeared to be suggestive or
symbolic rather than definitive, and
research carried out poorly was as useful
as research that was well-designed and
executed by orthodox standards. Even in
those few cases where research was



brought to bear on relatively specific
questions, managers often had so little
information that they felt any input,

,homever crude, reduced ambiguity and
clarified alternatives. If poor policy
resulted from poor quality research, it
was not so noted by the management.

FACTORS PROMOTING RESEARCH UTILITY

The research directors and users we
interviewed named a long list of factors
that helped or hindered in applying
research results. In general, studies
had powerful effects in these situations:
when their findings confirmed the
suspicions of arts managers: when an
influential person actively sought to

'use them; when the authority of outside
researchers lent legitimacy to their
findings; and when researchers were
involved on a sustained basis in staff
deliberations. Studies failed to make an
impact in these cases: when there was
high staff turnover; when organizations
lar4e*A the re-b-vollyce0 to nae the f4rd4ngs;
when influential individuals were hostile
or indifferent to the research; when
results were reported in a confusing
manner; and when report contents were
perceived as trivial or inconclusive.

Those factors which promoted use of the
research can be grouped as three types:
attributes of the study, features of the
arts organization applying the results,
and the political environment.

Study attributes

The most frequently mentioned of the three
was study attributes. It was cited as
contributing to research use in twelve of
the twenty-five studies (Table 12). The
siligle most important aspect here as
whether the research findings it with
the preconceptions of the organization
managers (mentioned in eight studies).
Use was high when the research served to
reinforce attitudes. One study director
reported that the trustees of a performing
arts festival were initially skeptical
about his study because of the relatively
small sample, but nonetheqess accepted
the findings because they were expected.

Another attribute of a study which
enhanced its use was the authority of the
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outside researcher (cited in four studies).
High authority was derived from affili-
ation with a prestigious university or
reputable marketing or public-opinion
firm. In a few instances individuals
also benefitted from considerable
reputations of their own. Authoritative
directorship of the research ensured that
technical challenges to the research
findings would not be raised and in
general provided an air of legitimacy to
the research. Thus, one study aimed at
local public officials gained credibility
from the firm's long-standing track
record: "There was no skepticism over
the methods of the study. Most politi-
cians were savvy about survey research,
since they use it in polling all the time.
And the people involved in the study,
including myself, were already well
known.... We were already highly visible
people when we came in to do the study."
In another instance, a museum adminis-
trator turned to a well-established
marketing firm for a visitor study after
a previous study had floundered from lack
of credibility: "You have to have a
professional prepare the study, both
because only a professional, an outsider,
can prepare unbiased questions, and only
a professional knows the techniques for
Ac...411g 4.4147.c Vree. pcoplc

working in museums will prepare biased
questions and don't know how to conduct the
study." Experienced outside researchers
bring not only the needed technical skills
but also the capacity to effectively
interpret the results based on statistical
procedures. One performing arts manager
in a university town turned to the busi-
ness 3'0=1 for assistance because "they
have much more expertise in designing
survey instruments (ands) they could explain
to me what a cross-tabulation is, how to
understand a chi-square."

The third attribute was the presence of
unexpected results. Surprise firldingn,
while neither confirming nor refuting
strong preconceptions, were important
in a few instances because they drew
attention to new problems (cited in two
studies). One study designed to provide
ammunition for a struggle over admission
charges found that the museum had a
preponderance of first-time visitors and
drew from a broader public than had been
believed. The surprising nature of these
incidental findings led the museum to
alter its scheduling. In a study of
nonvisitors done by another museum, the
surprise was that nonattenders were
indifferent rather than hostile to
museums. The unexpected lack of public
antagonism had the effect of increasing
managerial optimism about the value of
broader marketing.
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711,412 Frequency of Factors Cited Affecting Use of
Audience Research Results

Factor Affecting Use Number of, Studies Factor Affecting Use Number of Studies
. for Which Factor for Which Factor

Was Cited Was Cited

Facilitating Factors Inhibiting Factors (Continued)

Study attributes--total 12 Communication and dissemination--total 10

Fit preconceptions 8

Authority of outside researchers 4 Results delivered without follow-
Surprising results 2 through 6

Report confusing, too long 4

Organizational factors--total 11 Researchers unavailable for follow-
through as time passed 2

Support of influential individuals Report recipients lacking technical
Researcher involved in staff deliberations 4 competence 2

Small institution provided flexibility
for inovation 3

Report did not reach right people
Conflict between researchers and admini-

1

Autonomy of department 1 strators 1

a. External political factors--total 4
Report never delivered

T.)
Report content--total

1

9

Politicians needed position legitimization 2
Interest groups needed results for Findings obvious or trivial 4

lobbying 2 No study of nonattenders 3.
Organization interests changed during

time of study 2

Inhibiting Factors Findings outdated 2

Too few questions addressed 1

Organizational factors--totai 13 Lack of neyaLiVe 1

Staff turnover broke momentum 11 Study execution - -total 8
Lack of resources for implementation 7

Other problems preempted attention 3 Inadequate funds 6

Inadequate time 3

Lack of interest or hostility 10 Lack of opportunity for managerial input 2

Low priority, uninterested Technical features of study--total 3

Researcher viewed as outsider 4

Hostility to public input 4 Low response rate 2

Small sample 1

Planning 10 Lack of in-house expertise 1

Lack of goals 5

No intention to use results 3

Unfortunate timing of research 2
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.Although in only two studies were unex-
pected results explicitly cited as a
reason for the study's utility, other:
-- evidence suggests that the element og
surprise may increase the likelinooa-Mt---
a study will be applied. In thirteen
studies, the results were unexpected by
he,researchers and managers: in eleven

...studies they were not. All of the former
__Studies had impact on some policy area,

while four of the latter were deemed to
h,#ve virtually no impact.

..

Per onal commitment

The econd major set of factors contribut-
ing study utility had to do with
certain features of the organization
(identified as important in eleven
studie ). The most critical organizes
tional aspect was the commitment of an
admini trator in the arts organization
to the esearch (cited in nine studies).

such a commitment, research was
often igpored.4 One administrator, who
served ab advocate for an in-house report
told us:\ "The only way for these studies
to get uded is if someone is personally
involved 4nd committed to the dale. You
have to c4re enough-to really push some-
thing or it just won't get used. This is
true of jukt about everything in the
museum world."

Another museum administrator explained
his role in promoting application of a
visitor study: "There is a mandate to
implement the report at all levels. (The !fe'

study directr has the license to roam
around the p ace and complain whenever
she sees something being done that goes
against the findings of the study. She
tries persuasion and happens to be very
persuasive, and I stand behind her with
a big stick."

Administrative backing of research use
was especially critical in small insti-
tutions._ One manager of a theatrical
organization, asked if he faced difficulty
in implementing the findings of an in-
house study, putt the matter succinctly:
"No. By virtue of the fact that I was
manager of the companies. I could do
whatever I wanted to do."

In large institutions, even when key
administrators favor use, bureaucratic
conflicts and resistance can hamper imple-
mentation. In one case the relative
autonomy of a research-oriented department
was an aid to application. The marketing
director explained: The way the market.
ing department works, it's pretty self
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contained in this area. We do the
research and then we disseminate the
information to the areas that would be
involved in the relevant (nonmarketing)
decisions." More typically, however,
supportive managers faced considerable
resistance. In several cases sympathetic
head administrators disassociated them-
selves from research in order to avoid
furthei polarizing divided institutions.

Since studies are rarely designed to
provide immediate information for specific
decisions, their use de ds on familiar-
ity and a cumulative pro ss of acceptance
and learning. This is "kely to
occur if an in-house researcher is
involved in staff deliberations on a day-
to-day basis. One study director, for
instance, repeatedly discussed data at
staff meetings. For many months no final
report was written: "I purposely didn't
want to write a final report or have a
final report floating around because that
would have created closure on the project.
I wanted people to feel that there was a
data bank-there to be used and possibly
added to if there were more questions
that needed answers." In another museum,
the key administrator placed the office
of the research director next to that of
the director of education, to ensure they
would frequently encounter one another in
the halls.

External factors

The third set of considerations contrib-
uting to the use of audience studies
involved external political factors \

(cited as .important in four of the
twenty-five cases). A receptive polit-
ical climate significantly helped the use
of study results. In two cases, local
government officials wanted some further
rationale' for decisions they were already
prepared to make. In one, for example,
an economic impact study of performing
arts institutions in a city was done as
part of,,a public relations campaign to
justify improved lighting and police
protection in the theatre district. City
leaders were sympathetican important
city official had, in fact, been mugged
in one institution's lobby--and welcomed
a study with entirely predictable find-
ings which bolstered their position. In
two other cases, lobbying grdups quickly
Capitalized on results useful to their
campaigns. One study director described
the use of his study: "The communication
was largely personal. We talked to key
people, particularly on 'the (lobbying)
committee and they talked to the

o
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legislature. The financial people would
talk to the politicians one by one. The
research was never formally presented.
The report was very limited in distribu-
tion; never presented as a main support,
only drawn on when tt was useful."

FACTORS PREVENTING RESEARCH UTILITY

While many studies were applied gxten-
sively,,;,oghers were not. The list of
inhibiting factors was a long one. It
can be divided into the following areas:
organizational factors; lack of interest,
planning, communication, and follow-
through; report content; study execution;
and technical features of study (Table
12):

Staff turnover and lack of resources

The problem most frequently cited as
preventing use had less to do with the
studies themselves than with the organi-
zations that commissioned them (identi-
fied as important for thirteen studies).
Of all the organizational factors
hampering implementation, staff turnover,
endemic to arts organizations, was the
prime culprit. The use of research, as
we have seen, involves building and main-
taining commitment, and arts institutions,
perhaps because they are understaffed,
seem to rely more on memory and less on
memoranda than other organizations. staff

WO OF
turnover poses serious problems for
research use. In the case of studies of
two performing arts organizations and
one museum, administrators most involved
with research projects left their
institutions and, while the findings were
useful to them in their new positions,
the studies hano impact on the institu
tions for whicr they were designed. In
the case of two other museum studies, the
administrators who commissioned the
research took jobs elsewhere, leaving ,
study directors to face an indifferent or
antagonistic staff. One museum went
through several directors within three
years of a study's conception. In two
instances, the reluctance of caretaker

mstaff to make major decisions during
extensive search periods for new directors
meant a reluctance to use the visitor
studies.

Another problem was that organizations

simply lacked resources to implement
recommendations. One museum study was
opposed by that institution's education
department because, in the study direc-
tor's words: "It was the attitude that.we
know what is right and.good to do but we
can't do it.anyway-because resources are
scarce, so why spend money on this kind -
'of research?" Several arts council
administrators felt that studies they 442
sponsored were inadequately publicized,
due to lack of staff time. Less direcbly,
low salary levels contributed to the /
departures of some staff members who plight
have been instrumental in using stud
results. But perhaps the most critical
scarcity was that of funds to try new
programp. A performing arts instit ution
administrator explained: "One of tie
restrain t,0 on the implementation bf new
policy as that (the. institution) is just
so poor. It was clear that a broad adver-
tising campaign should be developed to
attract tourists, but (the institution)
didn't have money or staff to do this.
Our hands were tied." In several cases,
management or financial crises intervened
to the extent that research results were
lost in the shuffle.

HosEilitv and lack of interest

A second set of factors involved indif-
ference or hostility towards research on
the part of staff and management (cited
for ten studies). In some cases the
research director was distrusted as an
inexperienced outsider. One director of
a visitor stuffy was perceived, according
to a sympathetic governing board member,
as "ai outsider brought in by the
trustees. If the staff hadtheir way,
all outsiders would be dropped, even the
outside auditors; they think they know
all they n4011 to know." Similarly, a
=sem .:.:re *or who hatattempted.to,
disseminate the findings of a study of
his institution reported: "There are
some senior people in the museum world
Who literally Won't read the report, even
in a very shortversion. I'm friendly
with some of these people and they have
frankly told me that it is useless and

4.-they won't look at it. If you want to
remain on friendly terms you just have to
laugh it off." Hgstility to social sci-
ence research also exists. ^ museum
administrator taa us: "I Link audience
studies are absolutely hopeless--they are
a waste of time and the work force. We
tried here to use the questiQnbaire -type
Ibr three dUferentisseasons. We world
sit somebody down lik a stooge to ask
them questions, and we sed observation,
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and it was ridiculous. They are no good
for anything at all. I:m just predisposed
against questionnaires, they're silly.
get ten a week across my desk. They are
like macaroni and cheese, you can get it
anywhere, and the only question is whose'
is better." Distrust of outsiders and of
social science methods in general is not
exclusive to museums. It was cited by
persons involved in theatre and symphony
audien e research as well.

/

In SO e cases,. particularly art museums,
. the s ff doubted the relevance of public
opini n. Administrators contended that a
Muse 's responsibilities to the public
have Wbe balanced against its duties in
the rea of scholarship. This position
was a source of complaint by one research-
er: "There are people in established
positions who feel that it is entirely
their prerogative to run the museum on
the basis of connoisseurship and that the
public's desires couldn't be leas rele-
vant. They are very sensitive to art-
historical stanZards; connoisseurship is
the religie.n of curators. They have had
a lot of experience with people wanting
circuses for the hoi polloi and they see
that as very threatening to their posi-
tions. Even a few who are sympathetic
'are afraid." One museum official noted
that some curators even refused to Allow
chairs or benches in their galleries
after a visitor survey indicated a demand
for seating to combat museum fatigue
because "they felt that tacky modern fur-

illiture

would distract the visitors from
.e beauty ortheir....masterpieces."

The presencetof such attitudes did not
rendef all art museum studies useless by
any means. For one thing, resistance to
public input is not universal. Most
institutions studied had several staff
members or administrators sympathetic to
research and the balance of opinion varied
widely from place to place. A number of
respondents reported that. financial hard-
ships were making museum administrators
increasingly responsive to public desires.
Al an administrator explained, interest
in planning is increasing as a result of
two pressures: "The first is financial
and all the rest can be tied back to this.
Financial pressures are fac4ng all 'cul-
tural organizations. Donors and support-
ers are demanding a more businesslike
approach; you are getting greater sophis-
tication from everyone from trustees to
staff.... Also the public is becoming
more aware that the museum is a public
institution. Pressure comes from the
public to make services more readily
available and indirect pressures are per-
ceived by the trustees and others.... It
comes in the form of pressures from

people, verbal discussions, with articles,
changes in priorities. Cultural institu-
tions are becoming more important in
people's lives, there is more concern
with people's righis, maybe leisure i
more important: It is not like the.s x-
ties when blapk groups applied pres e

to museums by direct action; that i not
going on now. But it's more like a
groundswelltile impetus is internal, it
comes fromPthe trustees and management,.
but that is just a reflection of the
present-day world." .

Researchers and sponsors managed to create
some enthusiasm for research --or at least
tolerance of it--by avoiding questions
threatening to articular staff members, '
by presenting findings without recommen-
dations, and by including museum staff in
research design through soliciting ques-
tions and feedback on study plans.

Perhaps more distressing to study direc-
tors than hostility was the frequent 114

indifference to their work. One research-
er who carried out a.visitor study in a
museum (after the director who hired him
had left) complained: "working in (Ow
mdseum) was like working in._a_vacuum.
Nobody cared. There-were no oNacles,
everybody was friendly and nomin lly
cooperative, but th.y were very worried
about the new exhibits and this was
taking up their time and energy.... I

results were surprising, since the report \\\
have no way of knowing if any of the

was not read." A director of an in-house.
museum study complained, "If I hadn't
followed through, the results would have
been burl -'d immediately. I had to work
hard to get people to even read their
report." While such lack of interest .

seemed particularly characteristic of
museum adman ations, it was by no means
restricted t them. The director ok a
performing its audience study said: "I
don't know e actly what use was made of "

the research.... The report was sent to
the (members ip group) but I never got
any feedback from the board. I also gave
'it to (administrators and board members)
and said I would like to talk to them
about it and that was the rest I ever
heard from them. I don't even know if
they have ever read the whole report." A
performing arts organization staff member
committed to audience research resigned
when he called a meeting to present the
findings of a study he had commissioned
and only one person came. The director
of anothar performing arts study was
actually unable to find someone in the
arts organization, whioh had undergone
extensive staff turnover, willing to re-
ceive the'rf ,srt.
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Research Planning

A third set of factors detracting fram
stpdy use is related to planning (cited
fdt ten studies). Several researc'
and users complained about the abse;.:e of

"clear research goals. A university-based
"director of a performing arts audience
study commented that one "factor in
explaining its lack of utility is that
(the study) was not aimed at any specific
problem. Similarly, a museum official,,
discussing a visitor study in effect
"donated" to his institution, said, "There
was a problem in fixing the objectives of
the study. (The study director) wanted:
us to state our objectives, but we found
this difficult to do. The questions he
finally worked out seemed trivial to us."
An academic investigator who directed a
cross-sectional study for a local arts
council noted: "There was a fair amount
of interest in doing a survey. The prob-
lem was a lack of understanding of what a
survey could do, a lack of proper expec-
tations--and this was probably our froalt,
because it's important in market research
to establish this first. People didn't
really know what to expect--they thought
it was a good idea to do a survey and
find out something about the audience,
but they have no clear idea about what to

' use the results for." In a few cases,
studies were planned for internal poli-
tical reasons rather than for the use of
results. As mentioned previously, some
studies were performed to placate member-
ship committees, and one study was
reportedly undertaken because of a per-
sonal frianddhi^ betwe,m an -dministrstor
and a member ofrthe research firm invol-
ved. Finally, two studies suffered from
bad timing, unavoidable because of the
availability of funds or personnel. A
performing arts institution was surveyed
(as part of a larger effort) just before
moving into a 2ermanent facility, render-
ing some of he data irrelevant. The
presence of ..sjor construction and its
attendant problems complicated the admin-
istration of one museum study, pushing
staff energies to the limit and those
involved speculated, inflating the number
of respondents who expressed disappoint-
ment in their visits.

Communication and follow-through

Difficulties in communicatng and dissem-
inating the etudy information made up a
folleth set of factors which Bimini hed
research use (reported to be significant
in ten stediesl. Several study reports
were considered too long or confusing by
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both their authors and recipients (in only
one case was a report not prepared). One
university-affiliated researcher said :,
"The analyses were done by a graduate
student working under me.... The student
wrote a long report that was really not
that well written, and then he and a
couple of people at (the arts council'
sponsoring the research) sent out a
pamphlet.... For market research to be
really effective, it has to be presented
to small groups who have the opportunity
to ask questions and really go over the
thing. I sort of have the feeling that
that never happened in this case, The
dixectov of another arts council that had
commissioned an audience study felt that
the findings would have been more power-
ful if the report had been condensed, with
fewer statistics. A, museum administrator
who received one rather technical report
of a visitor study confessed that although
he was interested in research and carried
the results around for a while, he found
the r.port so boring that he never read
it. Two study directors complained about
lack of sophistication in their reade.:s.
It was apparent that most people (in the

museum) didn't have any appreciation £Or
social science research, of the most basic
elements of experimental procedures,
observed one researcher. In general,
however, researcher with specialized
training appeared, :.ling and able to
write their reports for an audience of
intelligent laypersons.

The key communication problems had te.do
with an absence of follow-through once
the final report was delOcred. In each
of the three cases in which an arts
council or umbrella group sponsored
research on a local cross section or set
of audiences, inadequate communication
with member arts organizations was
identified as a critical_defect of the
research policy process. One in-house
study director recommended that such
studies be seen a. two-stage endeavors,
the first involving research, the second
consisting of workshops and informal
communications with specific arts insti-
tutions. Another felt that while a
one-day workshop helped to make member
institutions more conscious of research,
further efforts would have been vak.able.
In a third case, the director of a per-
forming arts organization whose audience
was surveyed as part of a larger effort
complained: "Quite frankly, I have yet
to have (the study) on my desk. I looked
at it briefly in (the study director's)
office, but it was such a cumbersome
thing.... We are absolutely not influ-
enced by it because we have no knowledge
at all, of what the data did show. That's
an important point: make sure that the
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cooperating institutions get to see the
results. That seems siuple." This was
not a case of malicious neglect. In fact.
the study director, who headed a local
umbrella arts group, urged us to speak to
this arts administrator as someone who
had used the report's findings to good
.effect. Vet the arts administrator had
not been given a\copy of the study--"I've
asked for the results about four or five
times and I'm not) going to ask anymore. I
have other things to do'"--and was quite
indignant.5

Lack of follow-through was also cited by
one study director and one research user
as a danger inherent in the use of student
labor. A performing arts manager said of
a study undertaken with the help of a
business school student: "I have a strong
sense that there was other data we had not
dragged out, that there was more there
than we were able to make use of. The
hazard of using a student is that once
her second year got underway, like us,
she got busier and busier and less able
to work with us--that was a liability.
If we do it again and cannot afford to
hire a professional group who will do it
in an elaborate fashion, if we do use
students again, I an pretty sure that we
will assign it to someone and make it
part of a course load for a full year,
not simply a means of summer support."
Our interviews, as well as'the experience
of many studies not considered here, indi-
cate that graduate students and, in some
cases undergraduates, represent an impor-
tant resource to organizations that cannot
a' Nrd to hire profoacionals. But when
st ent labor is used it is essential to
mar:_ sure .sat students have sufficient
expertis ,Ithat they receive adequate
supervisior, that they will hold them-
selves accountable for high-quality work,
and that they will be available fo par-
ticipate in follow-through research,
interpretation, or dissemination.°

Report content

A fifth difficulty had to do with the
content of the, reports themselves (iden-
tified is important for nine studies).
In two cases findings were perceived as
outdated due to changes in the audience.
In two other thatances, research users
stated that results were inconclusive or
obvious, in another case that results
were unexpected but of trivia' importance,
and in yet another that finda.0 were "not
dramatic" enough to make a difference. To
some extent, these responses reflect
initial hostility to research or, con-
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versely, inflatedlh Fes.

In several other Oases the report's con-
tent was unsatisfactory for relatively
specific reasons. In the case of one
multi-institutional analysis, by the time
the report was delivered the sponsoring
art council changed its\ interest to
studies tailored to the needs of specific
member institutions. (The study had
already served its ptimaiv putpose of
publicizing the council b\efore its find-
ings

abandoned 4 major anning effort,
ings were available.) case, a

and the visitor study condeted in con-
junction with that effort 4s not immed-
iately usable. Beers of thee studies,
one of several performing arts events and
two of museums, regretted th't the studies
they had sponsored were not if wider
scope. They were interested "n the
characteristics and attitudeslof non-
attendere: who h4d been left Olt of the
study, as well as c" those who\used their
institutions. TO some extent,', this may
have reflected the fact that *managers
become involved in the researcW,process,
their questions grow more sophilticated
and become better defined. Fina).1y,
in-house directors of zwo museum', studies
regretted the relative paucity of negative
evaluation from visitors, since specific
critism was considered particularly use-
ful to management.

Study execution

Study execution (cited for eight studies)
was also a factor in study utility.'t
Directors or users of four studies paid
that study funding was inadequate. One
art council staff member felt a stronger
stucly could have been conducted hadl
money been available to survey nonatIten-
ders. An in-house museum researchers,
reported that his survey had not been
fully used in part due to the absence of
funds for computerized data analysis:
Another study director, who had volun-
teered his services, acknowledged that his
commitment to the project was undermined
by the lack of compensation: wasItoo
busy to pay much attention to (the data
analysis) and I was involved in a number
of other projects. Frankly, if I had
been paid it would have been different."
Two study directors regarded the lovellll, of
expenditure on audience studies as an
important index of an institution's com-
mitment to the research process, which
affected the inclination of the institu-
tion to use the results. An in-house,
study director for a performing arts
festival observed that "if the project had



been given more money (by the board) the
study would have had more impact because
the trustees would have expected more
from it." Similarly, an outside director
of a study of a major performing arts
institution, with much experience in
market research, reported: "The study
was viewed as cheap by (the institution),
which had the effect of lowering the
commitment as well. When organizations
are not paying for the product, they are
less committed to using it." In general,
however, few of the directors or managers
interviewed felt that more money would
have noticeably improved their studies
or made their use more frequent. As we .

showed in tt.. previous chapter, funding
was the major determinant of audience
study technical quality, but had no
impact on utility.

Two of the arts managers stated that re-
4uarch on their audiences had little
impact because they lacked an opportunity
to affect the study's design. ,in most
cases, however, both in-house and outside
study directors repotted soliciting user
involvement in the design of the study.
Usually, outside researchers consulted
closely with key administrators, and in-
house research advocates tried to draw
as many staff and administrators as
possible into survey plr lg. As one
researcher put it, such ..:onsultation was
necessary "to establish a political envi-
ronment in which I could proceed."

Technical quality

In contrast to the extensive attention
given such matters as organizational
problems, administrative and staff atti-
tudes, communication hnd dissemination,
and planning, references to technical
quality were almost entirely missing from
our interviews. Low quality was mentioned
as a problem in only three of the twenty-
five studies. What is more, references
to such factors as sample size, low
response rate, and lack of in-house re-
search expertise in those three instances
involved casual, offhand observations.

1 Although the studies varied widely in
quality and many were poor by convention-
al social research standards, in no case
was low technical quality cited as a
major reason for disuse. In fact, all
three who mentioned defects in technical
quality were among those who found their
studies useful for specific managerial
decisions. Furthermore, in cases of
those reporting the greatest amount of
hostility or indifference to reseasch, no
objections were based on methodology.
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As one study director put it: "I was
anxious to be challenged on the methodo-
logical quality of the work. Whenever
someone said something slighting in a
staff meeting, I would call him on it
but they invariably withdrew."

If hostility towards research findings
was never expressed on methodological
grounds, neither were such deficiencies
much cause for distress when they were
noted. An in-house researcher referred
to a first study as "stabbing in the
dark," ra first feeble attempt at re-
search," and stated that he was currently
working with university researchers to
develop a more sophisticated program.
Nonetheless, he used the earlier study to
suggest marketing changc.ts that were imple-
mented. He believed only those results
that were very strongly reported and that
he himself found plausible. In another
case, a board of trustees overlooked the
small sample surveyed in a performing
arts audience study because "the findings
pretty much were expected."

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The willingness of arts managers to accept
findings of research that does not meet
regular technical standards is in large
part a rational response to the environ-
ment in which their organizations function.
Most art organizatiohs have 1.,.lu Liww,
money, or experience and could not strive
to undertake high quality research even
if they wanted to. Also, most have had
virtually no systematic information about
the composition. attitudes, or habits of
their audiences. Any increment in know-
ledge can be valuable. And finally, lack
of concern with technical quality reflects
a recognition of the way in which research
findings actually enter into the decision
process in arts organizations--as marginal,
ind.rect, reinforcing, suggestive, ex-
pressive, or symbolic inputs that depend
little on the precise technical methods
employed.

Seen in this way, the absence of a corre-
lation between study technical quality
and study utility is neither mysterious
nor cause for great dismay. Nonetheless,
if poor research is useful, good research
can be even more useful, especially if
it is applied in a rational manner to
specific policy problems. We think such
use of good research can become typical,
and we offer the following recommendations.
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First, arts managers have to be committed
to using high quality audience research
as a regular part of policy deliberations
and planning. This depends, in turn, on
their receiving the resources necessary
far systematic planning and it means
reaching some concensus as to the role
audience information snould play in arts
planning. Second, an information infra-
structure mast be created in which both
basic and applied research is conducted
and widely disseminated throughout the
art world. Until arts managers can easily
draw on a pool of information and cumu-
lative knowledge about the nature and
habit of American arts consumers, each
will continue to reinvent the wheel.
Because of high staff turnover a profes-
sional research memory must' serve in place
of many transient individual ones. Third,
an arrangement must be. made that will
permit those arts organizations unable to
afford their own high quality research to
get the information they need. Local arts
research consortia, much like cooperative
fund-raising drives for the arts, should
be established and their limits and pos-
sibilities tested. Finally, as part of
this effort, managers must increase their
aceuaintance with social research methods

NOTES

1. Only Post-1973 studies were included
to ensure that respondent receilections
were relatively fresh; the regional
restriction was imposcd to minimize data
collection costs. However. the time
restriction resulted in the exclusion of
all examples of several major types of
studies, and the geographic restriction
was therefore relaxed to include five
midwestern studies so that all types of
audience studies were represented among
our interviews.

2. The idea of research as discourse is
developed by Cohen and Garet (1975) in
an essay on social science researcL a,d
federal educational policy.

3. For a discussion of the contribution
of research to problem-setting at the
federal level, see Rein and White (1977).
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through short tutorials or other means.
The services of individuals literate in
research methods should be made available
to institutions that are without access
to them.

Certainly, there is some cause for opti-
mism. Our formal interviews and informal
conversations convince us that budget
pressures along with a general change in
attitude mean that planning and research
in arts management is increasingly impor-
tant. The research activities of the
National Endowment for the Arts and other
agencies may in time proTde the infra-
structure needed to minimize redundant
research and reduce the c'oud of uncer-
taint/ under which arts ma.tagers operate.
And the development of programs in arts
administration and the appeal of arts
management to individuals with other
kinds of business and social science
training promises to raise the level of
technical knowledge upon which arts organ-
izations can profitably draw. There is,
then, reason to believe that if a study
similar to this one is carried out in ten
years, its findings with regard to re-
search quality and use will be different.

4. On the importance of leadership in
cite tmilicy co.r fv...1m;z61 p=gra=
evaluations, see Patton et al. (1977).

5. Although cooperative audience
research efforts hold the promise of
rigourous and comparable studies for
organizations that lack the time or
expertise to undertake them alone, their
potential has yet to be realized. One
reason is that such studies are usually
carried out for broadly political
purposes. Also, local counc4s or other
consorti'un organizations lack:the staff
and restarces to provide an adequate
account of research findings and to help
member organizations make use of them.

6. On the positive value of research
alliances with university faculty and
students, see Wainwright (1973).



CHAPTER 4

AN AGENDA FOR ARTS AUDIENCE RESEARCH

Perhaps the first priority for audience
research should be the routine gathering
of descriptive statistics about the
audience over time. Such statistics
could be gathered through a regular
national survey of audiences for a
stratified random sample of arts insti-
tutions. Thus far, the population of
arts institutions has not been fully
specified. However, improvements may
make systematic sampling possible in the
near future. The Census of Business,
which had already included data on
performing arts institutions, in 1977
added data on museums for the first time:
and an economicdata series is under
consideration by the National Endowment
for the Arts. Institutions included in
the survey should be stratified by such
variables as art type, region, degree of
urbanization, programming policy, amateur
versus professional status, and ticket
price. Community-based and predomin4ntly
minority institutions, as well as free
and outdoor events, should be included.

Studies performed by individual institu-
tions must be designed locally to address
the specific needs of the organizations
sponsoring them. But questions can be
written so as to make a oturvev comparable
to previous research. Tne bel fits are
mutual: ci..Le..4 wili be ebie - - tne
results and those who under' . sur-
vey will be able to conP de4e own
audiences with exip'" ...line data.
In general, demogz categories can
be patterned after ,ensus categorization
schemes, with additional categories added
as needed. When conventional categori-
zation schemes are not used, then the
use of many categories for such variables
as education and occupation is preferable
since it 44' often possible to merge
response sups for purposes of compar-
ison.

In sampling audience members, it is
important to stress that forms should be
completed by those who actually receive
them, and not other members of their
party or family. Such a.practice. for

\ example, would minimize any biasing
effects, of tendencies for older men (or

\\.women) to take on theotask of completing
questionnaires for other' family members.
)Ouestirms on educational attainment
shred differentiate between high school
and non-high school graduates, between
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individuals with some college, graduates
of two-year colleges, graduates of four-
year colleges, and those with graduate
training or degrees. Occupational
categories are difficult at best. The
use of standard census categories in
pre -coded questionnaires, or requests -

for precise occupations' descriptions to
be coded by investigators with reference
to censuelistings, would minimize
confusion in this area. Researchers may
also reduce response error by specifyingta
that the respondent be currently employed
at least one-half time in the occupation
reported. Where income information is
requested, family income should be
specified. Where racial or ethnic
information is requested, categories
should be made specific and clear. The
category "nonwhite," for example, may
invite ambiguous responses and miss
important differences.

Local organizations can also greatly.
increase the informition gained from
surveys by making use of cross-
tabulationsthat is, joint frequency
distributions in which audience members
are placed in cells formed by cross-
classifying two or more variables. Cross-
tabulations require little statistical
training, only marginal added effort,. and
41,4we4 4 wide 4enge pf folanegwiai dna
other questions. For example, if one
wants to see if those audience members
reporting lower educational attainment
are primarily young people continuing
their education, one can do a cross-
tabulation of age and education. If one
wants to assess an audience's occupational
level independent of gender, one can
cross-tabulate gender and occupation. A.

manager who wishes to predict the effect
on audience composition of an across the
board lincrease in ticket prices can gain
some insight by cross-tabulating ticket
price and education (or occupation or
income)-and 'comparing those in the most
expensive seats to those in the least
expensive. Aoarleeting specialist aiming
at a particular income group can cross-
tabulate income and source of information
to see if different kinds of advertising
reaches different kinds of visitors or
attendere.

In addition to using cross-tabulations,
researchers can inexpensively increase
the Information yielded by surveys in two
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other ways: demographic frequencies can
be compared to census frequencies for
metropolitan residents as a whole: and
visits and visitors can be distinguished
by asking respondents to note how many
times they have attended an institution
over a suitable time period (such as the
previous twelve months).

Local organizations should be urged to
publicize their own research findings
and to make them available to other arts
organizations. In general, arts institu-
tions do not appear to be competing for
the same dollars. Individuals who
frequently attend one art formLor
institution seem frequently to attend
others as well. Promotional energies
may more profitably go towards expanding
the total arts market for an area than
towards dividing up the existing public.
At any rate, audience studies rarely
contain enough surprising, embarrassing,
or definitive information to give an
institution a competitive edge.
Although we offered to maintain audience
studies cqllected for this study on a
confidential basis, we had few requests
to do so, and such requests were almost
always relatad to a specific and unusual
institutional consideration. In most
cases, then, those who undertake studies
seem willing to disseminate their results
What is needed is a clearinghouse fos
such research in which organizations can
share information to their mutual benefit

In addition to the need for comparable
descriptive data on audiences over time,
other critical questions about arts
audiences require more iocueetl
Many of the arts managers we spoke with
wanted information about nonattenders,
the people whom direct audience surveys
can never reach (though cross - sectional
studies, of course. do so). Do individ-
uals fail to attend museums and the
performing arts because of lack of
interest, antipathy., inconvenience, or
prices? Such information is critical to
attempts to enlarge the market for the
arts and to meet the public's desire for
greater accessibility to the arts. To
understand nonattendance, in-depth inter -
v4.ows may be necessary to get beyond
initial responses to questionnaires and
to reach deeper motivations. Depending
upon the targets of a market development
plan, such studies could be focused on
individuals demographically similar to
attenders (for example, their next-door
neighbors) or on individuals from
socioeconomic groups with low attendance
rates.

Research on the rela-ionship of attend-
ance at one art form to attendance at
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others indicates that, with the possible
exception of theatregoers, aficionados of
one art form also attend others. Such
research, however, is at a rudimentary
stage. Is there one arts audience or
many? Do conditions vary from city to
city with, say major arts centers like
New York having multiple publics and
smaller cities having a single cultural
public? Furthermore, what is the respon-
siveness of arts attendance not only to
price but also to content? If the opera
raises its ticket prices or alters its
programming, will audiences go to the
theatre? Will they stay home and watch
television? If an art museum changes its
exhibits policies or raises its admission
fee, will visitors go to science museums
or to the aquarium or to a football game
instead? It has been observed that tele-
vision viewers watch television rather
than tuning in specificiprograms. Is the
situation similar in the arts? To what
extent an institutions use program
changes Lo dray/ larger ox new audiences,
or to experiment with new offerings with-
out fear of losing the existing audience?
We know little about the answers to these
questions.

Many people in the arts have stressed a
need to expand audiences to include those
not already reached. The audiences
analyzed in this study tended to share
such characteristics as high esducational
attainment, high incomes, large percent-
ages of professionals, and small
percentages of blue-collar workers and
minorities. Yet there were some striking
exceptions. Intensive analysis of
ilia' '--L.4-, that draw
audiences may provide insights that other
organizations can use

An often useful but neglected methodology
is the quasi-experimental design. If an
institutiop is contemplating some change
in admission price, time of'performance,
or other program policy and wants to
assess its effect on audience composition,
controlled studies of audiences before and
after limited changes can be of great
value. In such research it is important
to consider alternative explanations for
any change found. If this is done. pre-
test/post-test studies can be a powerful
management tool.

Another issue about which little is known
and much curiosity exists is the process
of socialization into arts attendance:
how early does it begin, how important is
the family, and how important is the
school? One easy way to begin to assess
the importance of family background is to
ask respondents questions about their
parents. We know nothing about the
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relationship between the educational
attainment or occupation of the parents
and a person's attendance. If the habit
is acquired early in life, family back-
ground maybe almost as important as
one's own education or occupation.

A more thorough examination of sociali-
zation into the arts must go beyond
surveys to more focused interviews and
studies of children and teenagers. We
know that a person's educational attain-
ment is the best predictor of his or
her attendance at museums and performing
arts events. But why is this so? Is it
because people who :stay in school a
long time come from families where the
arts are cultivated from an early age?
Is it because formal training in the arts
in high schools and colleges creates an
appetite? Is it because' colleges provide
students with a culturally oriented peer
group and large quantities of free time?
Or is it some combination of these add
other factors?

If there are many serious gaps in our
knowledge about the public for museums
and for the live performing arts, we
know'even less about the public for the
arts in other forms. How many people
enjoy theatre. dance, opera, and
classical music on television and radio?
Are these the same people who attend
live performances or is it an entirely
different group? Do media presentations
serve as a substitute for live perfor-
mances and exhibits, or do they only
whet consumers' appetites? (The inter-
ested reader should consult Arts and

by Eaten Katzman and Kenneth Wirt (1977).
What about art books and phonograph
records? Are such mechanical reproduc-
tions a supplement to or substitute for
visits to at museums and nights at the
opera? Until we learn more about those
who consume the arts in their media
forms, we can only speculate about the
size and breadth of th., arts audience as
a whole.

The kind of research to be conducted and
the extent of research carried out is

ultimately a matter to be decided on the
basis of values and priorities. For
example, while research has usually
revealed that the arts attenders are
wealthier, better educated, and employed
in more prestigious occupations than the
public at large, audience research cannot
indicate whether this situation is good,
bad, or indifferent. Some institutions
are committed to broadening the social
composition of the audience, and it seems
clear that such efforts can bear fruit.
Among the studies we assembled were a few
of audiences containing quite diverse
cross-sections of the American public.
And in the midst of the Depression,
audiences for the Federal Theater Project
included many employed blue-collar workers.
Other institutions have found it easier,
and financially critical, to develop
further those segments of the public
already attending. Different priorities
for expansion dictate differing research
designs, Such priorities must be made
explicit in order to make the best use of.
research.

Especially at the local level, research
is part of a process of planning and

. administration; and planning is SOTO-
thing relatively new to the arts, about
which there is some disagreement.
...planning and research bctb cost money.
.011he best development and use of arts
audience research will require money for
a research infrastructure, money for
staff time to execute and follow through
the implications of research, and money
to permit institutions now living from
crisis to crisis to become involved in
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have some capacity to improve research
by sh-Eting their own priorities. But,
ultimately, systematic use of research on
a wide scale, after the fashion of many
government agencies and private industry,
may be prohibitively expensive. The level
of resources allocated to the arts .rom
among competing national priorities is, -

of course, a product of the political
process, and the constraints of this
prodess will, indirectly crit4.ca7ly shape
the role that such research can play.
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and Regional Planning Council,
(1975?), 52p.

See also #202

140 Zeigler, Joseph Wesley. A Report on
the Pittsburgh Audience for Theatre
Yes. New York: Arts Development
Associates, May 1975, 37p.

Leader interviews and mail question-
naire of Pittsburgh area residents.

4:*

3.43. Century Research Corporation. The
Arts in Arlington: 1974 Survey of
el-e Public. Prepared fOr the County
Board, Arlington County. Arlingt4h,
Va.: Century Research Corporation,
July 1974, 61p.

Interviews of county residents.

142 Arts Development Associates, Inc.
Building an Audience for OPERA/OMAHA:
A Report and Redommendations for the
1976-77 Season. Minneapolis: Arts
Development Associates, Inc., June
1976, 24p.

Audience questionnaire used at two
performances.

143 Shreveport Symphony. "Shreveport
SymPhiSny Audience Survey" question-
naire. Shreveport, La.: Shreveport
Symphony, n.d., 1p.

344 Lucarelli, Anthony A. Memorandum to
Dr. Albert S." miles, re "Final Re-
sults: StUdent 'Preference Survey-
March 1, 1974," dated Mar. 16,. 1974.,
Tabulation sheets attached. River-
pi4e, Calif.: Pe rmin4 Arts Pre- vp
sentations, Univer ity of California,
1974, 3p.

Luoarelli, Anthony A. Questionnaire
for proposed 1977 city resident sar-

. vey. Riverside, Calif.: Performing
.Arts Presentations, university of
California, (1976) , 4p.

145 Zeigler, Joseph Wesley. "An Analysis
of tile Albany Symphony Orchestra
Questionnaires -,Spring, 1976."
(Analysik, questionnaires, and data
charts included.) New York: Arts
Development Associates, Inc., 1976,
lip.

COmpariso of audiences at symphony
performances in Albany, Schenectady,
and Troy, New York, and general
public on Albany League of Arts
mailing lidt.

146 Country Music Hall of Fame and museum.
"Survey 1976." Results of Survey
Aug. 6-23; 1976. (Nashville: Country
Music Hall of Fame and Museum, 1976),
Sp.

See also Ws 147, 148

147 country Music Hall of Fame and Museum.
"Survey." Results of survey Nov. 12-
14, 1976. (Caehville: Country Music
Hall of Fame and Museum, 1976), 60

See also #'s 146, 148

148 country Music Hall of Fame and museum.
"Survey Comparison 1973-1975." (Nash-
ville: Country Music Hall of Fame
and Museum), n.d., 7p.

See also #'s 146; 147

149 (George Eastman House.) "Visitor
Survey" questionnaire. (Rochester,
N.Y.: George Eastman Houge), n.d.,
2p.
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150 Heitman, G. and W. E. Crocken. "Some

k
Observations on Thedtre Audience
Composition, Preferences and Percep-
tions." Paper for California manaq9-

.-.1-3mentfReview. University Park, :a.:
A Pennsylvania State University, n.d.,

17p.

Heitman, George and W. E. Crocken.
"Theatre Audience Composition, Pre-
ferences, and Perceptions," Cali-
fornia Management Review, 19(2):
85-90 (Winter 1976).

See. also Ed 22, 74

Audience surveys done at Pennsyl-
vania State University (both the
Festival Th...atre and University *.
Theatre),in 1973.

151 Hopkins Center. Questionnair#.
Hanover, N.H.: Hopkins Center,
Dartmouth College, June 1, 1976,,'10p.

See also #130

Questionnaire for Dartmouth seniors.

152 (California Museum of Science &
Industry.) "patronage." Results of
attendance survey. (Los Angeles:
California Museum of Science & Indus-
try), n.d., 1p.

See also #'s 251, 252

153 (Bureau of Government Affairs.)
Results of survey for North Dakota
Council on the Arts & Humanities-

' Grand Forks, N.D.: Bureau of Govern-
ment Affairs, (1974), 3p.

154 morison/Fliehr Associates. "Prelimi-
nary Report--1: Center Opera Company
Audience Research." (Minneapolis);
Morison/Oliehr Associates, Deo. 30,
1968, 40p.

See also #155

Interview survey of Twin Cities'
women judged representabive Of
potential audience.

155 Colburn, D. "Center Opera Company:
Summary of Attendance Review and

Audience-Member Interviews." (Min-
neapolis): Arts Development: Asso-
ciates, July 26, 1970, 12p.

See also #154

Telephone interviews.

156 Zeigler, Joseph. "The Future of Jazz
at St. Peter's." Excerpts from
Joseph Zeigler, "The Common: An
Extraordinary Place." New-York: Arts
Development Associates, Apr. 23, 1976.
PP- 1-4, 21-22.

157 Theatre Development Fund. "Survey
of Times Square Theatre Centre."
Includes "Comments on the Preliminary
TM'S Survey" by William J. Baumol.
New `York! Theatre Development Fund,
Sept. 1973, 20p.

See also #'s 158, 159

Surveyed patrons of day -of -
performance half prices ticket
program.

158 Baumol, William and Hilda Baumol.
Last Minte-nDiscounts on Unsold '

Tickets: A Study of TILTS. Report 1.
New York: Theatre Development Fund,
1974, 53p.

Theatre Development Fund. "Figures
from the Baumol's published survey..."
In Theatre Development Fund, Theatre
Development Fund: A Progress Report.
1974-75. New York; Theatre Develop-
ment Fond, n.d., p. 15.

See also Es 157, 159

159 Baumol, William. "Survey of Users
of the Lower Manhattan Theatre Centre."
New York: Theatre Development Fund,
Feb..1, 1975, 14p.

See also #'s 157, 158

. 160 CCWIDENTIAL
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161 'Bureau of Business Researelb-West
Texas State University. An Awareness
and Attitude Study to Determine
Characteristics Leading to Attendance
and Participation in Selected Fine
Arts in Amarillo. Prepared for Fine
Arts Council of the Amarillo Chamber
of Commerce. Amarillo: Bureau of
Business Research, West Texas State
University, Feb., 1973, 37p.

. 162 Monmouth County Arts Council. !Audi-
OhCe Survey" questionnaire and
"Results of Sho.:case II Question-
naires." Red Bank, N.J.: Monmouth
County Arts Council, n.d., 5p.

163 Green Mountain Guild. Two question-
naires; one with tabulations. (White
River Junction, Vt.): Green Mountain
Guild, n.d., 2p.

164 New Hampshire Performing Arts Center.
"Audience Survey for the New Hamp-
shire Performing Arts Center" ques-
tionnaire and letters from E.P.
Jancewicz, Sept. 23, 1976, and
Timothy G. Jones, Nov. 3, 1976, ana-
lyzing data. Manchester, N.H.: New
Hampshire Performing Arts Center,
1976, 2p + 1p. 2p.

165 Rivas, Frank W. An Assessment of
Attitudes Toward Music. Prepared
for National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress, a Project of the
Education Commission of the States.
washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing office, Sept. 1974, 31p.

On-going national student survey
designed to.evaluate music edu-
cation in the U.S.

166 Grossman, Carol. "Report on Feasi-
bility of Music Voucher." New York:
Theatre Development Fund, June 22,
1976, 11P.

Includes interviews with theater-
voucher users.

167 Raymond, Thomas C., Stephen A.
Greyser, and Douglas Schwalbe.
"St. JOhn Terrell's Music Circus"
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and "St. John Terrell's Music circus:
Audience Research Study." In Thomas
C. Raymond et al., Cases in Arts
Administration. CambridgeS Insti-
tute of Arts Administration, July
1971. pp. 1-21, 1-28.

Lambertville, New Jersey, musical
tent theatre, 1959.

168 Rankin, Senath. The Wilmington Area
Artist Series: A Study of the 1974-
75 Season. Washington C.H., Ohio:
Senath Rankin, June 1977, 33p.

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra.

169 Virginia Museum. "Members' Surveys,"
(questionnaire only) Virginia Museum
Bulletin 33(9): 10-11 (May 1973).

See also #15 170, 253

170 (Virginia Museum.) "Council Hostess
Information Sheet on Visitors to
Museum" questionnaire. (Richmond:
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, 1975),
1p.

See also #'s 169, 253

171 Lob, Diana Friedel et al. Market
Research Survey: How People Consume
Chicago Theater at the Organic The-
ater, Second City Theater, and St.
Nicholas Theater. Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago, Graduate School of
Business, June 1, 1976, 120p.

See also rs 172, 175-177

172 Alsberg, Eric et al. The Development
of a Subscription Plan for the Organ-,
ic Theater. Chicago: University of
Chicago, Graduate School of Business,
June 1976, 54p.

See also #'s 171, 175-177

Focus group interviews.



173 Connecticut Theatre Foundation. A
Survey of Audience Opinion: Monday,
19 Auqust Through Saturday. 24 Au-
gust, 1974. Compiled by Rita Merlet
Barrows. Westport, Conn.: Connec-
tiput Theatre Foundation, Inc., 37p.

Report of audience survey at West-
port Country Playhouse.

174 Chernack, Peter A. Report onthe
Garden Theatre Festival (4th Annual
L.A. Performing Arts Festival),
Barnsdale park, July 2-25, 1976.
Los Angeles: Garden Theatre Festi-
val, Nov. 1976, 179p.

Garden Theatre Festival. Copies of
completed survey forms. (Los Ange-
les: Garden Theatre Festival, 1976),
87p.

See also #85

175 Goonasekera, A. et al. "A Study of
the sources of Information of the
Organic Theater Audience." Paper
prepared for the Marketing Communi-
c ion Program. Chicago: University

bicago, Graduate School of Busi-
s, Spring 1976, 33p.

See also #'s 171, 172, 176, 177

176 Wasso, Louise et al. "Near North
Side Film Audiences as a market UT
the Organic Theatre." Paper prepared
for Business 353, Advertising Manage-
ment. (Chicago: University of i-
cago, Graduate School of Business).
June 10, 1976, 27p.

See also #'s 171, 172, 175, 177

177 Edison, Marcia et al. "The Organic
Theater marketing Study." Paper
prepared for Business 353. (Chicago:
University of Chicago, Graduate
School of Business), Spring 1976,
33p.

See also #*s 171, 172, 175, 176

178 Davis, Harry L. The C14022Sym-
phony and Its Audience: A Summary
Report. Chicago: University of
Chicago, Graduate School of Business,
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Feb. 11, 1975, 79p.

179 chilson, Darby et al. "I Think I
Went....Backwards": A Marketing
Research Proiect for the Art Insti-
tute of Chicago and Marketing 353-.
( Chicago: University of Chicago,
Graduate School'of Business, 1975),
15p.

See also Ws411, 135, 136, 180-182

180 Chesterfield, Jim et al. Focus
Group Interview Study.of Members
and Non-members of the Art Institute
of Chicago. (Chicago: University
of Chicago, Marketing Class), 10
June 1975, 51p.

See also #'s 11, 135, 136, 179, 181,
182

181 Louer, Robert, Brian Copp, and Jay
Rodrian. The At Institute Member-
ship: Profile, Attitudes, Tastes;
Group VI - Report - The Mailed Survey.
(Chicago: University of Chicago,
Graduate School of Business, 1975),
24p.

See also #'s 11, 135, 136, 179, 180,
182

Art Institute of Chicago.

182 Art Institute of Chicago. "Prelim-
inary Review of the Findings of the
University of Chicago Marketing Class
Survey of the Art Institute - June
1975." Chicago: Art Institute of
Chicago, July 25, 1975, 2p.

(David, Harry.) Art institute Mem-
bership: General Profile: 4-Cluster
Solution. -(Chicago: University of
al7E), Dec. 15, 1975, 17p.

See also #'s 11, 135, 136, 179-181

Reports further analyses of data
from studies #181 and #135

183 Balling, Robert.
Art center: Its
Our COnmunity."
(Springfield Art
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"Tht Springfield
Relationship to
Springfield, Ohio:
Center), 1973, 9p.



Residence distribution of members of the Borough of Queens and Their
and students. Views on and Participation in the

184 Temple, Robert E. Excerpts from
"Report to the Board, Oct. 18, 1976,"
profiles from 1976 season parking
lot survey, and audience question-
naire. (Maryville, Tenn.): Smoky
Mountain Passion Play Association.
1976, 5p.

185 Story, Janet. "Questionnaire Summary,
July-October, 1976." "Questionnaire
Responses Mentioned More Than Once,"
and "Questionnaire." (Portsmouth,
N.H.: Strawbery Henke, Inc., 1976),
5p.

186 Music Theatre of Wichita, Inc.
Questionnaire with tabulations.
Wichita: Music Theatre of Wichita,
Inc., 1975, 3p.

Season ticket holders.

187 Gisler, John P. The People and the
Arts. Prepared by the University
of Utah.' Bureau of Economic and
Business Research and Rocky Mountain
Prts Research Group. Salt Lake City:
Salt Lake Council for the Arts, Oct.
1976, 171p.

Interviews of Salt Lake area resi-
dents.

188 Sidney Hollander Associates. Geo-
graphic Origins of Attendance at the
Baltimore Museum of Art, Mid-January
Through Mid-June, 1971. Baltimore:
Sidney Hollander Associates, 1971,
5p.

189 (Oklahoma Arts and Humanities Coun-
cil.) "Section G: Organizations,
Spare Time" questionnaire and com-
puter print-out of tabulations.
(Oklahoma City: Oklahoma Arts and
Humanities Council, 1976), 26p.

190 National Research Center of the Arts,
Inc. The Arts in the Borough of
Queens: A Survey of the residents
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Arts and Culture. New York: Nation-
al Research Center of the Arts, Inc.,
June 1975, 194p.

191 (Andreasen, Alan R.) Questionnaires
for in-progress survey of symphony
and theatre attendance. Urbana. Ill.:
University of Illinois, 1577, 37p.

Consumer demand for the arts in
the South.

192 Cavala. John. "Media.. Enhancement of
a Museum Gallery.," (San Francisco:
Fine ArtsAuseums of San Francisco
(M.H. de Xpung Museum)), n.d., 16p.

See also #'s 111, 193-195

Interviews of M.H. de Young Museum
attenders.

193 McElroy, Guy and_ClevelandBellowt_
MUdedM:audielice survoy,.1974-75.
San Francisco: M.H. de Young Memo-
rial Mupeum, 1975, 25p.

See also #'s 111. 192, 194, 195

194 M.H. de Young Memorial Museum.
"Acoustiguide Survey Final Tally."
(Questionnaires with tabulations)
San Francisco: M.H. de Young Memo-
rial Museum, n.d., 9p.

See also #'s 111. 192, 193, 195

195 M.H. de Young Memorial Museum.
"American Art: An Exhibition from
the Collection of Mr. & Mrs. John D.
Rockefeller 3rd." Questionnaires
with tabulations and summary. San
Francisco: M.H. de Young Memorial
Museum, n.d., 14p.

See also #'s 111, 192-194

196 Miller. William P. "Staying Away:
Cost, Not Crime, Spoils Attraction
of Night Life Here for Suburbanites,"
newsclip from The Cleveland Plain
Dealer, (fall 1976?).



Playhouse Square Foundation. "Play-
House Square Free Theater Study."
(Cleveland, Ohio: Playhouse Square
Foundation), n.d.. 3p.

Survey of audienc- or free theatre.

197 "Fresno Philharmonic Audience Survey."
American Sym hon League Newsletter
13(21: 11 (Jan., Feb. 1962).

Questionnaires distributed to con-
cert audiences.

198 Arts Development Associates, Inc.
Excerpts on Center Stage from The
1973 Regional Tours of the Center
Stage of Baltimore, MD and the
Guthrie Theatre of Mrnneaplls, MN:
A Documentary Evaluation. Minneapo-
lis: Arts Development Associat-s,
Inc., July 31, 1973, 105p.

_ _ See also #'s 114, 202

199 Arts Development Associates, Inc.
Excerpts on Guthrie Theatre from
The 1973 Regional Tours of the Cen-
ter Stage of Baltimore, MD and the
Guthrie Theatre of Minneaplls, MN.
Minneapolis: Arts Development Asso-
ciates, Inc., July 31, 1973, 59p.

See also #'s 41, 104, 117, 122, 126

200 (Harbour, John E.) "Chapter VI: Sum-
mary." In John E. Harbour, "Who Are
the Visitors? An Analysis of the
Visitors to thi Nassau County Museum."
Thesis, Cooperstown Graduate Pro-
grams, State University College at
Oneonta, N.Y., 1975. pp. 92-96.

See also #'s 2,204

Survey of visitors to four museums
of the Nassau County, Long Island,
Museum.

201 National Research Center of the Arts,
Inc. Winston-Salem/Forsyth County:
Public Perspective on the Arts and
Culture. New York: National Re-
search Center of the Arts, Inc.,
July 1974, 189p.

Cross-sectional study of North
Carolina county.

97

202 Cwi, David. "Center Stage" residence
data from Phase II, Regional Planning
Council-Johns Hopkins audience survey.
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University.
Center for Metropolitan Planning and
Research, (1976?), 24p.

See also #'s 114, 139, 198\,

Part of larger study done for Re-
gional Planning Council (#139).

203 American Museum of Natural History.
A Profile of Consumer Use and Evalu-
ation: The American Museum of Nat-
ural History' Based on a Survey of
Attendance July 1974-July 1975. New
York: American Museum of Natural
History, Jan. 1977, 303pp.

204 Culp, Marion et al. "Npissau County
"Historical Museum Visitation Survey
1967." Paper prepared for Social
Science Research Technician Course,
Hofstra,Uniyersity., Hempstead;
1966-1967, 26p.

See also it's 2. 200

205 Williams, Monte G. "Quincy Symphony
Orchestra General Opinion Survey:
Spring, 1976." Quincy, Ill.: Quincy
Symphony Orchestra, 1976, 10p.

Report on questionnaire and inter-
view study.

206 Cleveland Area Survey. "Cleveland
Area Survey -- 1977" questionnaire.
Cleveland: Cleveland Area Survey,
Case Western Reserve University,
1977, 47p.

207 Wadsworth Atheneum. Results of a
visitors' survey at the Wadsworth
Atheneum: Preliminary Report. Hart-
ford: Wadsworth Atheneum, Nov. 1976,
9p.

Wadsworth Atheneum. "Visitor Survey"
and "Visitor Survey: Part II"
questionnaires. Hartford: Wadsworth
Atheneum, 1976, 6p.
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208 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience Survey 3976: The
McIntosh Trail (Peachtree City.
Ga.)." Chapel Hill: Institute of
Outdoor Drama, 1977, 4p.

See also #'s 57, 209-222

209 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience Survey 1976: Cross
and sword." Chapel Hill: Institute
of Outdoor Drama. Jan. 1977. 4p.

See also it's 57. 208. 210-222

210 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience Survey 1976: The
Lost Colony (Manteo, N.C.)." Chapel
Hill: Institute of Outdoor Drama.
1977. 4p.

See also #'s 57, 208, 209. 211-222

'211 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience Survey 1976: Trails
West." Chapel Hill: Institute of
Outdoor Drama, 1977. 4p.

See also rs 57. 208-210. 212-222

212 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience Survey 1976: Stephen
Foster (Bardstown, Ky.)." Chapel
Hill: Institute of Outdoor Drama.
1977, 4p.

See also #'s 57, 208-211. 213-222

213 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience Survey 1976: From
This Day Forward." Chapel Hill:
Institute of Outdoor Drama. 1977, 4p.

See also #'s 57. 208-212, 214-222

214 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tiogal Audience Survey 1976: Wilder-
ess Road (Berea, Ky.)." Chapel
Hill: Institute of Outdoor Drama,
1977. 4p.

See also #'s 57, 208-213. 215-222

215 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience Survey 1976: Loui-
siana Cavalier (Natchitoches, La.)."
Chapel Hill: Institute of Outdoor
Drama, 1977. 4p.

See also #'s 57. 208-214. 216-222

216 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience Survey 1976: The
Common Giory." Chapel Hill: Insti-
tute of Outdoor Drama, 1977. 4p.

See also #'s 57. 208-215. 217-222

217 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience survey 1976: Beyond
the Sundown." Chapel Bill: Insti-
tute of Outdoor Drama. 1977. 4p.

See also #'s 57. 208-216. 218-222

218 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience Survey 1976: Strike
at the Wind (Pembroke. N.C.)."
Chapel Hill: Institute of Outdoor
Drama. 1977. 4p.

See also #'s 57. 208-217. 219-222

219 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience Survey 1976: The
Sword of Peace." Chapel Hill: In-
stitute of Outdoor Drama. 1977. 4p.

See also #'s 57. 208-218. 220-222

220 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience Survey 1976: Con--
quistador (Hot Springs National Park,
Ark.)." Chapel Hill: Institute of
Outdoor Drama. 1977. 4p.

See also #'s 57. 208-219. 221 -222

221 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience Survey 1976: Trumpet
in the Land (New Philadelphia. Oh.)."
Chapel Hill: Institute of Outdoor
Drama. 1977. 4p.

See also #'s 21. 57, 208-220. 222



.222 Institute of Outdoor Drama. "Na-
tional Audience Survey 1976: Texas
(Canyon. Tex.)." Chapel Hill: In-
stitute of Outdoor Drama. 1977. 4p.

See also it's 57. 208-221, 223

223 Texas Panhandle Heritage Foundation.
Inc. "Texas" 1965-76 materials.
Includes "Cumulative Statistics on
`Texas' Musical Drama. 1966-1976":
questionnaire forms used during 1966-
1967. 1968-1970. 1972-1976, and 1976.
Canyon, Tex.: Texas Panhandle Heri-
tage Foundation. Inc.

225 Core. Lucy Ruggles. "Artists tnfor-
mation Bureau -- Sculpture Quiz. May
1976." Report on survey results and
copy of questionnaire. New Orleans:
Artists Information Bureau, 1976.
8p. 3p.

General opinion study of public
"monumental sculpture."

226 Wedge. Eleanor F. Nefertiti Graf-
fiti: Comments on an Exhibition.
Brooklyn: The Brooklyn Museum, 1976.
161p.

Analysis of comments written by
visitors to Egyptian art exhibit.Texas Panhandle Heritage Foundation,

Inc. "Survey Reports: 'Texas' Musi-
cal Drama 1976." "Report on the Buses
to 'Texas' 1976." and data sheets on
numbers of cars parked in 1976 sea- 227
son. Canyon, Tex.: Panhandle Heri-
tage Foundation, Inc., 8p.

2.040.P.anhandle_Heritage Foundation, 1

Inc. "Report of Audience Surveys
Taken in 1975." Canyon. Tex.: Texas
Panhandle Heritage Foundation, Inc..'
1p.

Texas Panhandle Heritage Foundation,
Inc. "Texas" survey data for 1970.
Canyon, Tex.: Texas Panhandle Heri-
tage Foundation, Inc.. 1p.

Texas Panhandle Heritage Foundation,
Inc. "Audience Survey Taken Friday,
August 8, 1969." Canyon, Tex.:
Texas Panhandle Heritage Foundation,
Inc., 2p.

Texas Panhandle Heritage Foundation,
Inc. "'Texas' Statistics for 1968"
and "Occupations Represented at the
'Texas' Show in Two Surveys Taken in
1968." Canyon, Tex.: Texas Pan-
handle Heritage Foundation, Inc., 3p.

See also #222

Materials listed above consist of
brief narratives and tables of
data.

224 Geer, Abigail. "A Study of the Role
of the Art Museum as Collector or
Educator." n.p.. 1976, 78p.

see also #17

Study of visitor behavior at Boston
Museum of Fine Arts.

Conrad, Jack. Profile of the Play-
goer: Study of a Theatre Audience.
Memphis: Southwestern at Memphis,
1969. 137 /.

Frrt Street Theatre, Memphis

228 Shakespeare Festival of Dallas.,
"Shakespeare Festival of Dallas
Audience Questionnaire" and "Shake-
spearean Festival of Dallas JUly, --------
1976 Questionnaire Results." Dallas:
Shakespeare Festival of Dallas, 1976.
4p.

229 Screven, C.G. The Effectiveness of
Guidance Devices on Visitor Learning.,"
Curator 18(3): 219-243 (1975).

Glass exhibit at Renwick Gallery,
Smithsonian Institution.

230 Metropolitan Museum of Art. "The
Metropolitan Museum and Its Public:
Highlights of the Yankelovich,Survey."
In Metropolitan Museum of Art, Annual
Report 1973-1974. New York: Metro-
politan Museum of Art. 1974. pp. 15-
19.

See also #15 3. 250

231 Wager, J. Alan, Gregory Lovelady,
and Harlan Falkin. Evaluation Tech-
niques for Interpretation: Study
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Results From an Exhibition on Energy.
USDA Forest Service Research Paper



O
PNW-211. Portland, Ore.: U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture, Forest Ser-
vice, Pacific Northwest Forest and
Range Experiment Station, 1976, 13p.

Pacific Science Center, Seattle.

232 Dick, Ronald E., Erik Myklestad, and
J. Alan Wager. Audience Attentior
as a Basis for Evaluating Interpre-
tive Presentations. USDA Forest
Service Research Paper PNW-198.
Portland, Ore.: U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Forest Service, Pacific
Northwest Forest and Range Experi-
ment Station, 1975, 7p.

See also #'s 12, 233

Audio-visual presentations at
various Pacific Northwest park
visitor centers.

233 Wager, J. Alan, Cassette Tapes for
Interpretation. USDA Forest Service
Research Paper PNW-207. Portlard,
Ore.: U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Forest Service, Pacific North-
west Forest and Range Experiment
Station, 1975, 20p.

See also #'s 12, 232

Pacific Northwest park visitor
study.

234 Borun, Minda. Measuring the Immeas-
urable: A Pilot Study of Museum
Effectiveness. Washington, D.C.:
Association of Science-Technology
centers, Apr. 1977, 114p.

See also #248

tor Attitude and Awareness at an
Aquarium," Curator 20(1): 48-52
(March 19777-----

See also #11

John G. Shedd Aquarium, Chicago

237 Merrimack Valley Textile Museum.
"Survey Questionnaire-Merrimack Val-
ley Textile Museum." North Andover,
Mass.: Merrimack Valley Textile
Museum, (1967), 1p.

238 Memorial Art Gallery of the Univer-..,
sity of Rochester. "Adult Workshop
Questionnaire." Rochester, N.Y.:
Memorial Art Gallery of the Univer-
sity of Rochester, (1971), 2p.

See- also Es 46, 239

239 Clay, Langdon F. Student,question-
naire. Rochester, N.Y.: Memorial
Art Gallery of the University of
Rochester, n.d., 1p.

See also #'s 46, 238

240 Foster, Arnold and Thomas Juravich.
"Art Activities in the Tri-Cities
Area." Paper presented at the Con-
ference on Community and Policy Re-
search, Apr. 30, 1976, Albany, New
York. Albany: State University of
New York, 1976, 15p.

Study of visitors to the Franklin 241
Institute Science Museum and Plane-
tarium in Philadelphia.

Cross-sectional survey of Albany
area.

Exhibit Museum of the University of
Michigan. Questionnaire. Ann Arbor:
Exhibit Museum of the University of
Michigan, (1956?), 2p.

235 Celender, Don. "Opinions of Working
People Concerning the Arts." New 242 Museum of Scien4e and Industry. "At-
York: O. K. Harris Gallery, 1975, tendance Survey." Results. Chicago:
150p. Museum of Science and Industry, 1958,

38p.
Survey of nonrandom set of Minne-
apolis residents. See also it's 11, 243

236 Serrell, Beverly. "Survey of Visi-

100

Geographical origin of visitors.
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243 Museum of Science and Industry.
"Six-Day Survey Shows Museum Visitors
Come From All Over the World." In
Museum of Science and Industry, Facts
and Information. Chicago: Museum
of Science and Industry, 1969, 13p.

See also #'s 11, 242

244 Detroit Institute of Arts. "Ques-
tionnaire," Detroit: Detroit Insti-
tute of Arts, n.d. (2 completed
questionnaires)

See also #'s 245, 266-268

250 Metropolitan Museum of Art. "Ques-
tionnaire Response Feb. 17, 1971" by
Frank Simon, questionnaire, Jan. 1971,
and "Results of Questionnaire: Jan-
uary 3.971." New York: Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 1971, 1p. 1p. 29.

See also #'s 3, 230

251 California Museum of Science and
Industry. "Questionnaire for Museum
Visitors." Los Angeles: California
Museum of Science and Industry, (1965-
1968?), 12p.

245 Detroit Institute of Arts, Question-
naire. Detroit: Detroit Institute 252
of Arts, n.d., 2p.

_
See also Ws 244, 266-268

246 Museum of Science. "Lilly Endowment
Survey: 1958." Boston: Museum of
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